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Ah = Astangahrdayasamhita, ed. Harisastri Paraédkar, Varanasi 1982, 
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CBP = Canon bouddhique pdali, texte et traduction, Suttapitaka, 

Dighanikaya, par Jules Bloch, Jean Filliozat, Louis Renou, Tome |, 

Fascicule I, Paris 1949. (Based on the Cambodian ed., compared with 

the PTS and Burmese eds.). 

Car = Carakasamhita, ed. P.V. Sharma, 2 Vols., Varanasi 1981, 1983. 

DB = Dialogues of the Buddha, Tr. T.W. and C.A.F Rhys Davids, PtI, 

London 1989 (SBB Vol.IID). 

DN = The Digha Nikaya, Vol.1, PTS 1890. 

Sv = The Sumangalavilasini, Buddhaghosa's commentary on the Digha 

Nikaya, Pt. I, PTS 1886. 

Susr = Susrutasamhita, ed. Jadavji Trikmaji Acarya and Narayan Ram 

Acarya, 2 Vols., Bombay 1938; K.L. Bhishagratna, Tr. 

Susrutasamhitd, 3 Vols., 3rd ed., Varanasi 1981. 

Vés = Vaidyakasabdasindhu, ed. Umesacandra Gupta, 3rd reprint, 

Varanasi 1983. 

(General) 

Ci =  Cikitsasthana 

S. = Sinhala 

Si =  Siddhisthana 

Si =  Siutrasthana 

Ut =  Uttarasthana 

Studies in Vinaya technical terms I-III 

These are intended to be the first three of a series of “micrographies”, 

the purpose of which is to bring together and sort out the relevant Pa. 

data about a given term occurring in Vin, Kkh, Sp, and in secondary 

literature. “Vinaya technical term” is taken here in a broad sense, 

including, on the one hand, what are stricto sensu non-technical terms, 

such as those designating, or referring to, realia dealt with in Vinaya 

rules — e.g., civara; on the other hand, technical terms shared both by 

Vinaya texts and by other Indian legal literature — as exemplified 

recently by Schopen, Business. Sub-commentaries and compendia (Vjb, 

Vin-vn, Utt-vn, Khuddas, Mila-s, and, when eventually available to me, 

Sp-t, Vmv, Kkh-t) will be resorted to only when deemed helpful. BHS 

and Skt. parallels are not meant to be exhaustive, but to provide a 

convenient set of references for further comparisons with the Pa. data; 

except when required by the complexity of the data involved, they will 

not be discussed per se, but only insofar as they help us to understand 

the form, meaning(s), or range of application of a Pa. term. Chin. and 

Tib. data — derived from secondary literature in European languages — 

will be resorted to only exceptionally. 

The application of Thv(M) prescriptions to both monks and nuns will 

be mentioned only where and when explicitly stated in a text, so as to 

reflect the relative scarcity of data concerning nuns, and above all to avoid 

unwarranted extrapolations from the Bhikkhu- to the Bhikkhuni-vinaya on 

the excuse that the latter is a truncated version of the former, from which 

full details about the organisation of former nuns' communities could 

allegedly be retrieved safely ex silentio. 

Skt. references are according to school, in the following order: Sa, 

Mu, Ma, Dha, then — should the occasion arise — Mi, any others, and 

unidentified schools; texts belonging to one and the same school are 
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referred to in alphabetical order. The same conventions apply, in theory, 

to BHS references, for which the only texts available so far belong to the 

Ma-L school. 

Abbreviations follow those of the Epilegomena to CPD, of CPD 

Ill.1 (p. U-VD, and of H. Bechert, Abkirzungsverzeichnis zur 

buddhistischen Literatur in Indien und Stidostasien, Gottingen, 1990, 

with some additions listed at the end of this paper. It should be noted that 

GBM(FacEd) X.1 is quoted here, for the mere sake of practicality, 

according to the editors’ number of page, then, within brackets, editors’ 

number in right margin, together with line; GBM(FacEd) X.6 is quoted 

according to editors' number in right margin, then, within brackets, 

editors’ number in left margin, together with line; necessary corrections to 

this faulty numbering are found in Wille, MSV 21-23, 154-165. 

R.F. Gombrich gave heartening encouragements; both he and 

E. Parsons took the trouble to correct my English. R.F. Gombrich and 

O. von Hintiber made valuable comments. Any inaccuracies are my own. 

I. Samgha-kamma, “procedure” 

0. Buddhist Vinaya texts, the purpose of which is to codify discipline 

and proceedings within monastic communities, set forth four types of 

procedures, by which various agreements, decisions or actions are to be 

officially and legally sanctioned. Their object may be either administrative 

(e.g., appointment of monks as office-bearers), ritual (e.g., ordination; 

I. Samgha-kamma, “procedure” 75 

performance of the fortnightly rehearsal of monastic rules), or 

disciplinary (settling formal disputes)’. 

The relevant Pa. data about the technical terminology of procedures 

occur at Vin I 315,21-321,28 with Sp 1146,5-1147,30; Vin IV 152,9-12' 

with Kkh 131,21-134,18; Vin V 220,2-223,3 with Sp 1395,16-1412,17; 

Sp 1195,1-30 (ad Vin II 93,14-17). Their interpretation, and that of BHS 

and Skt. parallels as well, is most aptly dealt with in the following works, 

where fully detailed discussions are to be found: KaVa 1-16; v.Hi., Recht 

u. Phonetik (English transl.: v.Hi., SP 198-232); HH, Po-v 199-209; for 

further Pa. materials, see CPD s.v. kKamma and foll. (forthcoming). For a 

summary of Chin. data, with references, see Frauwallner, Vinaya 105- 

107. 

1. The validity of a procedure depends on the relevance of the case 

(vatthu); on the explicit mention during its performance, by the monk/nun 

acting as chairman, of the chapter (samgha) and of the person(s) to 

whom the procedure applies; on the relevance, right number, and full 

performance with flawless pronunciation’ of its successive steps (fatti 

and anu-ssavand; see below §§ 4-5) in the right order; on the attendance, 

whether in person (sammukhi-bhiita) or by proxy (chanddraha), of all 

the monks/nuns concerned’, i.e., free from any unredressed offence, 

' With the exception of the samghddisesa class of offences, disciplinary 

procedures apply only indirectly to the offences listed in the Patim. code of 

discipline (cf. below, § 3 d and n. 23, and SVTT Il). 

? See v.Hi., Recht u. Phonetik (English transl.: v.Hi., SP 198-232), with full 

translation of Sp 1399,3-1400,36, detailed commentary, and further references. 
> kammappatta, “fit [to act] in a procedure” (Vin I 318,10-11 sqq. with Sp 

1146,28-30; II 93,34-38 with Sp 1197,11-14; V 221,16; cf. Sp 242,29, 1333,18, 

1402,2-5), as opposed to kammdraha, “tiable to a procedure”, always in gen. 

case when followed by kamman karoti (see v.Hi., Kasussyntax § 242): Vin IV 

37,26 = 126,33 [misprinted Kkh 124,29 as kammdrabhassa] = 152,19 = 153,29 

(na kammdrahassa va kammam karissati, instead of which UpaliPr(SR) 

Continues... 
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belonging to one and the same community, and actually present within 

one and the same, large enough, clearly defined monastic boundary 

(sima)*; on the right quorum of monks/nuns in the assembly (parisd), 

and absence of any objection during the proceedings’. A procedure that 

fails to meet any of these conditions is said to be of “mock validity” 

(dhamma-patiriipaka). Further details occur, from a slightly different 

point of view, in the account of the first rule for the settlement of disputes 

(see SVTT II, § 2a and n. 30). 

consistently has “weil etwas, das kein Beschluss ist, zum Beschluss erklart 

wird”); V 221,32-34 with Sp 1402,10-12; Kkh 46,21-22 = Sp 611,18-19 ad Vin 

II 175,15**, especially relevant here: tinnam uddham kammdaraha na honti na 

hi samgho samghassa kammam karoti: “when more than three, [those who plan 

to split the Order] are not liable to a procedure: a chapter does not indeed carry 

out a procedure against a chapter [i., four monks; see below, § 2]”. 

Kamméraha therefore designates the object (vatthu) of a procedure (disciplinary 

or otherwise: cf. upasampaddraha, “fit to be ordained”, Vin 1 327,15 sq.) as is 

made clear by Sp 1402,10-12 yasma tam puggalam vatthum katva samgho 

kammam karoti, tasma kammdraho ti vuccati (cf. 1156,26-28, 1346,20-22). 

Some confusion arises from the fact that kammdraha does indeed occur as a 

syn. of kKammappatta — by analogy with chanddraha, “fit [to act in a procedure] 

by proxy”? — in Sp's stereotyped gloss of the latter: kammappatto ti kammam 

patto kammayutto kammdaraha, where it means “entitled to [act in] a procedure” 

(Sp 1146,28-30, 1402,2-5, etc.), unlike Vjb (B° 1960) 537,16-17 

kammappattayo piti kammaraha t where, conversely, kammappatta does seem 

_to assume the sense of kammaraha “liable to a procedure” (see SVTT II n. 10). 

* Each of two distinct communities may perform separate, valid procedures 

within the same boundary (Vin I 340,11-30); for full details about the importance 

of simd in the present context, see KP, Sima 119-123, 136-143, 286-290, 385 

n. 65. 

* During the session, one may protest with such mildness as suits the number and 

aggressiveness of one's opponents (Vin I 114,33-115,11 with Sp 1059,20-23). 

Once it is over, its contestation gives rise to a “formal dispute about the duties” of 

the Order (kiccadhikarana; see SVTT II § 1d, 2e, and n. 6). 

I. Samgha-kamma, “procedure” 77 

No one may criticize a valid procedure in which he/she took part by 

proxy (thereby agreeing ipso facto to whatever decision is reached)’. 

Neither may one leave the chapter with no serious reason while 

deliberations are going on, unless one consents expressedly to whatever 

decision will be reached’. 

2. The smallest quorum of monks/nuns entitled to act as a regular, 

complete chapter (samagga-samgha) is four; this chapter may perform 

all procedures except those involved in ordination (upa-sampada), 

Invitation (pavarana), and re-admission (abbhana). A chapter of five or 

more may proceed to Invitation, and to ordination in border countries; ten 

or more may grant ordination m any country; twenty or more may 

perform any procedure, including re-admission (cf. SVTT Hl, § 6). 

When the smallest quorum acts as a regular chapter, participation by 

proxy is not valid*. No incomplete chapter may carry out a procedure 

with the expectation of later securing the sanction (anumati-kappa) of 

°Thv(M) Pac. n°79 [bhu], Vin IV 151,17 sq. with Kkh 131,21 sq.; n°157 [bhi]. 

— Cf. UpaliPr(SR) 79, n°55. — Conc. BhiPr 58, table IV.1_ s.v. 

chandapratyuddharah. 

’ Thv(M) Pac. n°80 [bhu], Vin IV 152,24 sq. with Kkh 134,30-135,9, Sp 

879,28-880,2 (ChinSp 483 [61]); n°158 [bhi]. — Cf. UpaliPr(SR) 87-88, n°79. 

— Conc.: BhiPr 59, table IV.1 s.v. tisnim viprakramanam. 

® Vin V 221,31-38 with Sp 1402,1-9, where catu-°, pafica-°, dasa-°, visati- 

vagga-karana kamma does not mean “a formal act [...] carried out by an 

incomplete [vagga < Skt. vyagra] fourfold [etc.] assembly” (BD IV 362), but “a 

procedure whose performance involves a fourfold chapter’, etc.: when not 

contrasted with samagga, “complete”, vagga simply means “group” (< Skt. 

varga), as in Vin I 319,24 sq. catuvagga bhikkhu-samgha, “a fourfold monks' 

chapter” (see BD IV 458). Gana “chapter” occurs at Vin I 74,10; BhiVin(Ma-L) 

236,27', 241,25', 242,13’. 
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those missing’. All participants should be fully ordained, and free from 

any unredressed offence against the monastic rules. Persons not entitled 

to help make up a quorum (gana-pitraka) are: the monk(s)/nun(s) to 

whom the procedure applies (in such a case, the smallest number of 

participants, including the smallest regular chapter, is therefore resp. five, 

six, eleven, twenty-one persons), those staying outside the fixed 

boundary, and nuns (ina monks' chapter) '°. 

Although monks may indicate to nuns how procedures relating to the 

latter should be carried out, nuns are to officiate all by themselves in their 

own chapter’’. 

3. The generic term for “procedure”, occurring passim in all Vinaya 

texts, is Pa. samgha-kamma, n., BHS and Skt. samgha-karma(n), n., 

“(official) act of the chapter”, often shortened as kamma/ karma. 

The four formal types of procedures are apalokana-°, fiatti-°, fatti- 

dutiya-°, fatti-catuttha-kamma; only the latter two require a vote. 

With one exception (see below, § 3 a), the type of procedure applying 

to a given purpose may not be changed for any other. 

* Vin II 301,1-3. This is one of the ten controversial practices said to have been 

condemned in Vesali before a compilation (sangiti) of the Vinaya took place there 

(Chin. parallels: Hofinger, Concile 22-23, 66-73, 127, 132, 134-135; cf. SVTT 

Il, § 2 b.ii). 

The only explicit mention of a procedure carried out by a chapter of monks 
with a nun attending seems to be that of ordination of a (female) probationer by 

proxy (Vin H 277,20-278,9). 

' About non-disciplinary procedures see, e.g., Vin II 259,26-31, 273,19-34, 

275,23-35; about disciplinary ones, see Vin II 260,17-261,17 (cf. SVIT II 

n. 10). 

I. Samgha-kamma, “procedure” 7 

As to the application of each of these types of procedure, Vin V 

222,22-37, KKh 131,32-134,4, and Sp 1402,18-1412,12, make a 

distinction between those whose purpose is designated by some generic 

term — expulsion, boycott, reintegration, formal agreement to some 

appointment, postponement of a ceremony, distribution of extra 

requisites, acknowledgement of another monk's/nun's confession, formal 

admonition of a misbehaving monk/nun, etc. — and those that bear no 

specific name, being simply “qualified by [the generic name of] the 

procedure [involved]” (kamma-lakkhana)’. 

® Tassa hi kamman fieva lakkhanam, na osdranddini, tasma kamma-lakkhanan 

ti vuccati (Sp 1404,16-17 # Kkh  132,10-12). Osarana-nissarana- 

bhandukammddayo viya kammafi ca hutva afhah ca ndmam na labhati. 

Kammam eva hutva upalakkhiyatiti kamma-lakkhanam upanissayo  viya. 

Hetupaccayédi-lakkhanavimutto hi sabbo paccaya-viseso tattha sangayhati. 

Evam pi kamma-lakkhanam eva ti vuttam. Kamma-lakkhanam dassetum 

acchinnacivara-jinnacivara-natthacivaranan [Sp 1405,19] ti adi vuttam. Tato 

atirekam dentena apaloketva databban [Sp 1405,24-25] # vuttam apalokanam 

kamma-lakkhanam eva. Evam sabbattha lakkhanam veditabbam. “Like 

reintegration, expulsion, shaving the beard [of a candidate for ordination], etc., 

[such an official act] consists in a procedure, but bears no name apart [from the 

generic name of the latter]. When it is qualified simply as consisting in [this or 

that] procedure, the qualification by the [generic name of the] procedure is 

comparable to [that of] sufficing condition, which includes any sort of condition 

that is not qualified as a fundamental condition. In the same way, one speaks of 

qualification by the [generic name of the] procedure. As an illustration of the 

latter, cases such as those when garments are stolen, worn out, or lost, are 

mentioned. The formal consultation mentioned by the words “extra [trifles] 

should be distributed by a formal consultation” is qualified simply as a procedure 

[of formal consultation]. Thus should the qualification be understood in all cases” 

(Vjb B® 1960 579,24-580,6 ad Sp 1404,16 sq.). The itemized classification of the 

objects to which these procedures apply differs according to school (see 

Hirakawa, ChinBhiVin(Ma) 30-31). 
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3 a. An apalokana, n.f., “[formal] consultation [of the chapter]’”, 

consists in a threefold request of the chapter's approval!’ for the 

following acts: temporary expulsion, then reintegration, of novices, 

shaving of the hair and beard of a candidate to noviciate, boycott of 

disrespectful monks by nuns. 

Formal consultation with no specific name applies, e.g., to the 

boycott of lewd monks by nuns; to the supply of clothes to those who 

lost them, or of food to those unable to go on alms-tour; to the 

distribution to monks/nuns of extra medicines, trifles, crops grown on the 

monastery's grounds, or of food as wages to servants and intendants; to 

the allotment of deposits to repairs within the monastery '*. 

Formal consultation is valid as an alternative to a twofold procedure 

(see below, § 3 c) only in minor proceedings, e.g., turning a building into 

a storage place, or appointing a monk/nun to some office (Sp 1098,7-8, 

1121,8-11, 1396,3-8 4 1195,18-24). 

BHS an-avalokayitva: BhiVin(Ma-L) 144,8** sqq., 282,12,16** 

sqq. 

avalokanda, f. (also as avalokand-karma): BhiVin(Ma-L) 98,7, 

144,17, 145,1, 151,26, 157,28, 161,7, 282,22', 284,1 sq. 

° The typical formula to be uttered thrice by the chairman (on the latter, see 
below, § 6) is: “Venerables, I ask the chapter [about this or that decision]; does 

the chapter approve (ruccati samghassa)?’ (see, e.g., Sp 1402,29-35). The 

chapter's consent is not expressed. The Ma-L typical formula occurs at 

BhiVin(Ma-L) 145,1-9, 282,22-26' (cf. Nolot, Régles 378-379). On Pa. apa-/ 

BHS, Skt. ava-, see v.Hi., Schriftlichkeit 50-51 and n. 108; v.Hi., Miindlichkeit 

25. 

* As kamma-lakkhana, formal consultation is the procedure by which various 

monastic arrangements (Katikd) are reached (Kkh 132,15-17 [spelled kathika]; Sp 

1138,13-21; see CPD s.v. katika-vatta, katika; Katk(R) 6). Cf. SVTT III, second 

part of n. 48. 

I. Samgha-kamma, “procedure” 81 

No Skt. parallel has been traced so far (see HH, Po-v 206 n. 3). 

3 b. A fatti-kamma, “procedure consisting in a motion (natti, see 

below, § 4)” — or, perhaps better, “resolution’’ as the very motion” — is 

a single request for the chapter's approval’®. 

It applies to the introduction into the chapter of a candidate for 

ordination, or to formal agreement as to his/her preliminary interrogation, 

to barring an unskilled monk from participation in a committee (see 

SVTT II, § 2 b.ii); to the decision either to proceed to or to postpone the 

ceremonies of Observance and Invitation; to the return to a monk/nun of 

something which had first to be forfeited formally because unduly 

acquired; to formal acceptance by the chapter of the confession of an 

offence by a monk/nun. 

A fiatti-kamma with no specific name applies to the decision to 

proceed to the settlement of a formal dispute by covering it up (see SVT] 

Il, § 24.11). 

'S With kamma short for kamma-vaca, “legal proposition together with final 

resolution” (see below, § 5). As “performance of the motion”, fatti-kamma 

denotes the first stage of a larger procedure (the term occurs in this latter sense at 

Kkh 196,29 [ad Vin IV 317,27]; in a formally identical context, Kkh 46,17-18 

fad Vin II 174,9] has Aatti-pariyosdna, “completion of the motion”). 

The typical Pa. formula is: ““Venerables, let the chapter listen to me [: this is the 

case in point]; if it seems right to the chapter, [let this or that be done about it]” 

(see, e.g., Sp 1409,26 sq.). The motion is referred to only in the sentence 

(sometimes missing altogether, e.g., at Vin III 196,31-34 = Sp 1410,20-23) 

introducing the procedure: samgho fidpetabbo, “the chapter should be informed 

[as follows]. As is the case with the procedure of formal consultation, the 

chapter's final consent is not expressed. Unlike the Thv(M) Vin, Skt. Mi. texts 

regularly mark the end of the procedure by the words esd jriaptih, “this is the 

motion”. 
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No BHS parallel has been traced so far. 

Skt. jriapti, short for jfapti-karman: (Mu) Adhik-v 72,1, 75,21, 

71,6 sq., 78,28, 107,21 (footnote)!’; HH, Po-v § 31.1 (= MSV(D) IV 
82,8), § 49.2 (= KP, Sima 413 # MSV(D) IV 90,6); KC, Kath-v 54,25 
sq. (= MSV(D) I 155,14 sq.); MSV(D) IT 178,12. 

japti-karman: (Mi) MSV(D) II 101,16, 206,19 sq. I 7,11 
(jfdpti-k° Mvy(M) 266.2) — cf. HH, Po-v 206-207. 

muktika jnapti, f., “isolated motion”’'*: (Mi) BhiKaVa(S)'? 252,17; 

Upj 13,7, 17,15; Wille, MSV 148 GBM 2.145, 1°2) (Mvy(M) 266.1 
m° jnapti ). 

" Adhik-v 72,1, 75,21, 78,28 kriyajnapti should be read kriya j°, the sentence ya 
samghasya kriya jnapti jnapti-dvitiyam jnapti-caturtham is paralleled by Vin II 

89,2, 93,14-15 ya samghassa kiccayata karaniyata apalokana-kammam_ {Aatti- 

kammam f°-dutiya-kammam f°-catuttha-kammam. Although kriya might be 
interpreted prima facie, on account of its position in the sequence, as short for 

kriya-kara , “arrangement” (P4. katika) and therefore as a metonymic syn. of P4. 

apalokana-kamma (cf. CPD s.v. katika; (Mii) MSV(D) IV 133,1 sq.; Divy 

338,13 sq., reproduced at MSV(D) IV 38,20 sq.; and above, § 3 a), it is in fact 

parallel to Pa. kiccayata karaniyata, these three terms being syn. with 

karman/kamma, “procedure” (see HH, Po-v 200-201, 206 n. 3). 

"A muktikd jfiapti is equivalent neither to a fatti-dutiya-kamma, (Nolot, Régles 

378 n. 9), nor to an apalokand-kamma (v.Hi., Recht u. Phonetik 102-103; 

English transl.: SP 200 n. 2 [the right refs. to Upj are: 13,7, 17,15]), but to a 

hatti-kamma: Upj 13,7-10 muktika jnapti (referred to in Gun-VinSu(Pravr-v) 

11,17 as jnapti; concluded and identified by this latter term in KaVa(Mi), 62,10) 

# Wille, MSV 148 (GBM 2.145, r°2-5) * BhiKaVa(S) 252,17-253,3 (referred 

to by v.Hi., ib. 103 = SP 200 n. 2, from R/VP's edition in BSOS), correspond to 

the “atti-kamma set forth at Vin I 94,26-29 = II 272,29-32 (introduced by 

samgho napetabbo; cf. above, n. 16); Upj 17,15-18,2 muktika jrapti (referred to 

in Gun-VinSi(Pravr-v) 11,31 as jriapti; concluded and identifed by this latter 

term in KaVa(Mi), 64,11) = BhiKaVa(S) 254,30-255,5 (with paraphrastic 
jnaptim krtva karmma karttavyam), 256,20-26, correspond to the fatti-kamma 

set forth at Vin I 95,10-12 = II 273,13-15. 

Continues... 

I. Samgha-kamma, “procedure” 83 

3 c. A fiatti-dutiya-kamma consists of two parts: first a motion 

(Aatti; see below, § 4), then the passing of a resolution (kamma, k-°vdca, 

see below, § 5) as its second (dutiya) part”. It applies to the boycott of an 

offending lay donor's gifts by “turning the alms-bowls upside down” 

until he makes amends; to formal agreement about the monastery's 

boundaries, about the exceptional relaxation of rules about clothes or 

(Mi) Sanghabh II 80,1 sqq., 83,19 sq., uses the phrase mesakena ajndpay-, 

“to enjoin [a monk and his followers to stop plotting to split a community] by a 

mesaka”; the same verb occurs at II 80,14 sqq. with jfapti-caturthena (see 

below, § 3 d) as a complement, which led Gnoli to suggest hesitatingly that 

mesaka might be “in the sense of muktika 7’ (ib. 80 n. 1). Neither the editor's 

reading, nor the meaning of the term, nor whether it denotes a procedure, are 

beyond question: its description contains none of the characteristic features of a 

procedure, and it never qualifies the word karman in this text — although it does 

in Gun-VinSt 26,18: ndjfiapayeyur metha(?)kena karmand (editor's question- 

mark; the only recorded meaning of methaka, “quarrel, strife” [see BHSD s.v.] 

does not seem to make sense here). In any case, it can hardly be the equivalent of 

a muktika jnapti. 
According to Mukherjee, Devadatta 85, the Chin. Mt. (VinVibh) parallel 

states that monks should “urge” (bewegen ) the offending monk, before a jrapti- 

caturtha is carried out against him (the closest, fragmentary Skt. parallel is SHT 

(VI) 181 (1539), corresponding to Sahghabh II 83,21 sq. [cf. Vin IH 176,20'- 

30']; SHT(V) 67-68 (1075) corresponds to Sanghabh II 85,1 sq. [cf. VinVibh(R) 

71, § 10; Vin If 173,15'-174,8']). 
" The Mi. origin of BhikaVa(R/VP), reedited by M. Schmidt [BhiKaVa(S)], 
has long been known; see now the latter's article “Zur SchulzugehGrigkeit einer 

nepalischen Handschrift der Bhiksuni-Karmavacana”, SWTF Beiheft 5 (1994), 

156-164. 

™ Sp 242,31 sq., 1195,8-13 gives no grammatical analysis of “iatti-dutiya-°, n°- 

catuttha-kamma . These cpds. are generally translated: “(procedure) with a motion 

as its second / fourth part”, which, though supported by (Mu) Gun-VinSu(Pravr- 

v) 5,5-6 jfapti-caturthena karmand iti tisro va@cana jnapti-caturtha yasmin 

karmani tad jfapti-caturtham karma, does not account for the fixed order — 

motion first — that is one of the conditions for the validity of the procedure (see 

above, § 1). HH, Po-v 208-209 suggests to relate 7-°d-°, #-°c-° as tatpurusa-s to 

-°kamma, taken here to mean the final “decision” (see below, § 5), “standing in 

the ‘second’ / ‘fourth’ place from that of the ‘motion’ (fiattiya)”. 
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bedding, or about the appointment of monks/nuns as office-bearers; to 

the distribution of cloth acquired from donors or left by a deceased monk; 

to the official closing of the period meant for reception of cloth from 

donors; to the investigation by the chapter of the site of planned 

individual dwellings before they may be built. 

In some cases, this twofold procedure may be replaced by a formal 

consultation of the chapter (see above, § 3 a). 

A fatti-dutiya-kamma with no specific name applies to the third, last 

set of procedures involved in covering up disputes (see SVTT II, § 2d.ii). 

No BHS parallel has been traced so far. 

Skt. jfapti-dvitiya karman: (Mii) Adhik-v 72,1-2, 75,21, 77,6 sq., 

78,25 sq.; Bendall, Ord. Ritual 376 (B3)'; HH, Po-v § 25, § 31.1, 

§ 38.1, § 49.2 (= MSV(D) 80,20, 82,8, 86,5, 90,6); MSV(D) II 178,12, 

207,1 sq. (Mvy(M) 266.3 jrapti-d°). 

3 d. A Aatti-catuttha-kamma consists of four parts: first a motion, 

then the passing of a resolution as its fourth part, after the latter has been 

put three times to the chapter”. It applies to seven penalties” which are 

not formally included in the Patim. code of discipline, but have to be 

carried out, then cancelled, after decisions and under the supervision of 

the chapter; to the formal appointment of a monk as exhorter of nuns; to 

the application and control of the mdnatta and parivasa penalties (see 

2 One would expect jfapti-caturtha K°: see ib., B7, and the parallel at 
BhiKaVa(S) 255,12 -256,4. 

2 Cf. above, n. 20. 
3 tajjaniya-°, threefold §ukkhepaniya-°, patisdraniya-°, nissaya-°, and 

pabbdajaniya-kamma. 
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SVTT III); to the formal threefold admonition of a monk/nun about to 

commit a samghddisesa offence. 

A fiatti-catuttha-kamma with no specific name applies to ordination, 

and to rehabilitation after completion of the mdanatta penalty. 

BHS jaapti-caturtha karma: BhiVin(Ma-L) 42,6, 50,3, 57,7-8, 

76,87". 

Skt. jrapti-caturtha karman: (Sa) Filliozat/Kuno, FragmVin 40 

(3a5, 3b2), 41-42 (4b1, 463), 46 (6b3, 7a4), 47 (7b4); Finot 1911 622 

(a6). — (Sa?)?5 SHT(V) 59 (1068, BI.204, r°3). — (Mu) Adhik-v 72,2, 
75,21, 78,29, 107,21; BhiKaVa(S) 271,12; Gun-VinSu(Pravr-v) 5,5 sq., 

12,2; HH, Po-v § 25, § 31.1, § 38.1, § 49.2 (= MSV(D) IV 80,20, 82,8, 
86,5-6, 90,6); KaVa(Mii), 72,12-13; MSV(D) II 178,12, 207,3 sq., 
7,11; SHT(V) 68 (1075, r°3) (Mvy(M) 266.4, 270.41 jAapti-c°). 

4. Procedures 3b, 3c, 3d begin (and 3b ends) with one motion: Pa. 

atti, BHS and Skt. jrapti, f., during which the chairman first calls the 

chapter to attention, then states the case and the person(s) concerned, then 

(except for 3b) calls for a vote; the end of the motion is marked by the 

words Pa. esd fiatti (except for 3b: see above, n. 16), Skt. esa jriaptih, 

“this is the motion”, BHS ovdayika esa jnaptih, “this is the appropriate 

motion”. 

* This is preceded, to give a further precision, by the epithet traivdcika, 

“involving three propositions”, which occurs on its own at 143,18. 
* Bl. 206 v°2 of this ms. has the form pdtayamtika, which seems to be typically 
Sa. (see v.Hi., Bestimmung 63-66; v.Hi., Oldest Pa.Ms. 22). 

*In BhiVin(Ma-L), this formula occurs exclusively in connexion with fourfold 

procedures (25,8-9, 41,4-5, 49,2, 54,2, 56,7, 66,8, 70,26, 143,13, 236,11, 241,6, 

244,5-6), whereas PrMoSi(Ma-L) 5,16 connects it with a twofold one. See 

Roth, BhiVin(Ma-L) § 25 n. 2; Roth, Term. 347-348 (= Roth, IS 88-89). At 

Continues... 
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BHS jfapti, f.. BhiVin(Ma-L) 236,27’, 241,25', 242,13' (only iic.). 

Skt. jriapti, f.: (Sa) Filliozat/Kuno, FragmVin 40 (3b2); Finot 1911 

622 (Ia6); KaVa 31 (28.5), 32 (31.6), 33 (34.2), 36 (50.7), 38 (59.4), 39 

(62.5), 41 (69.2 {cf. SHT(I) 78 (132)]}), 42 (73.5), 45 (91.3), 46 (94.3); 

VinVibh(R) 71 (end of 12); VP, NF 847,12. — (Mi) Adhik-v 83,15 

sq., 85,8 sq., 96,8 sq., 99,14 sq., 106,30 sq.; Bendall, Ord.Ritual 375 

(A3, A4); BhiKaVa(S) 254,30, 255,5 sq., 256,20 sq., 258,7 sq.7’; Gun- 

VinSt 99,8,28, 100,17, 102,30, 105,8; HH, Po-v §37.1  sqq. 

(= MSV(D) IV 84,19 sqq.); KP, Sima 389, 401); KaVa § 113 (12) = 

SHT (VI) 136 (1437, v°2); KaVa(Mi), 58,7; KC, Kath-v 52,28 sq., 
54,8 (=MSV(D) II 153,8 sq., 155,5); MSV(D) II 101,15, 120,10 sq., 

121,4, 206,20 sqq., III 6,5 sq., 10,10 sq., 12,13 sq., 24,16 sq.; Upj 18,5 

sq.; etc. — unid.sch.: SHT (VI) 129 (1419, v°4). 

5. The motion is to be followed by a single or threefold “subsequent 

proclamation” (anu-ssdvand, f£.7*) of the “legal proposition” (kamma- 

vaca, f.”°), during which the chairman states the case once more, then the 

BhiVin(Ma-L) 54,2, prajraptih is most probably a copyist's pamada-lekha, on 

ib. 30,3 ovasikdye, see Nolot, Regles 18 n. 42. 

7 On the nom.ag. jriapti-karaka occurring in this text, see below, end of § 6. 

*To be distinguished from anussdvana, n., “praise”, Vin V 202,30 (quoted as 

anusdvana by Sp [E’] 1378,1), as pointed out by v.Hi., Recht u. Phonetik 103, 

116 (English transl.: v.Hi., SP 201 n. 3, 218 [who remarks that Sp 1399,3-4 

anusdvanam should read sdvanam (Vin V 221,2)}); the meaning “praise” can, 

however, hardly apply at Vin I 93,2-14 (with Sp 1033,5-20); the point needs 

further investigation. On the nom.ag. Pa. anu-ssavaka, BHS anusravandcarya, 

see below, § 6 and n. 34. 

® Skt. (Mii) Po-v karma-vacand occurs in this narrow sense, and is therefore 

syn. with BHS anu-sravand, Pa. anu-ssavand. In a broader sense, the term 

refers to a text describing the complete set of procedures to be carried out for a 

particular purpose (e.g., ordination), or to a collection of such texts; still more 

broadly, it refers to a set of ritual proceedings not connected with the intemal 

Continues... 
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matter to be decided upon by vote, then calls for this vote by inviting 

those who agree to keep silent; he/she finally declares once, by a solemn 

statement (no technical term), that the resolution is passed. 

BHS anu-sravand, f.. BhiVin(Ma-L) 236,28', 241,26', 242,13’, 

244,24' (only iic.). 

karma-vacana, f.. BhiVin(Ma-L) 30,11 sq., 42,1 sq., 49,13, 54,12, 

71,5, 143,18, etc. 

Skt. anu-srdvand, n.: (Mu) Gun-VinSi 100,17. — anu-sravayanti: 

(Mii) MSV(D) II 207,1 sq.*° 

karman, short for karma-vacana*': (Mi) Adhik-v 83,15 sq., 85,8 

sq., 96,8 sq., 99,15 sq., 106,30 sq.; BhiKaVa(S) 254,30, 255,21, 258,7 

dealings of a monastic community (e.g., solemn undertaking of vows by lay 

followers) (see HH, Po-v 201-206; KP, Sima 418 n. 147). 

» It is not sure whether (Sa) Filliozat/Kuno, FragmVin 49 (9a4) anu-Srdavita- 

mfn., and (Mi) MSV(D) II 206,13 sq. anu-sravand, n., are t.t.Vin., referring 

respectively to the fourfold procedure of ordination and to the procedures 

involved in the penalties (listed above, n. 23) entailing some kind of boycott, then 

reintegration (cf. MSV(D) III 6,3-32, 12). 

Anu-sravana, f., occurring (Sa) Finot 475,7 (cf. PrMoSii 33 [ASd, r°4], 159 

[BNb, r°3], 180 [BTa, v°4], 218 [DM, 1r°2]), and PrMoSa(Mt), 12,8 is no 

t.t.Vin. stricto sensu, although the nida@n'uddesa (introduction to the recitation of 

the Patim.) does show some of the formal features (but lacks the explicit motion) 

of a fAatti-catuttha-kamma (parallels: samanu-sravayisyati, -°sraviyamana-, 

PrMoSii(Ma-L) 6,9-10; anu-ssavita, anu-ssGviyamana-, Vin 1 103,5 sq.; cf. Kkh 

15,21-16,21 [with anu-sdvana, n.: cf. above, n. 28]). 

In Mo. texts, the ger. anu-Srdvayitavyam corresponds to Pa. samgho 

fRiapetabbo, “the chapter is to be informed” (cf. above, n. 16) which precedes both 

the motion and the one- or threefold proclamation (anu-sadvand), the Skt. term 

therefore means “the proclamation [of the motion] is to be proceeded to”, and 

does not refer to the anu-srdvand taking place after the motion; anu- 

Sravayitavyam is, accordingly, regularly echoed by esa jraptih after the motion 

has just been put: (Sa) Finot 1911 622 (1a3); KaVa § 109.1, § 117.4; 

VinVibh(R) 71 (11), 217 (2). 
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sq.; HH, Po-v § 17.3 sq., § 30.2 sq., § 37.1 sq. (= MSV(D) IV 78,8 sq., 

81,14 sq., 84,20 sq., the latter = KP, Sima 389); KC, Kath-v 52,28 sq., 

54,8 (=SHT(VI) 136 (1437, v°2) = KaVa § 113 [12] = MSV(D) Il 

153,8 sq., 155,5); MSV(D) III 6,5 sq., 10,10 sq., 12,13 sq., 24,16 sq.; 

Sanghabh II 80,18, 81,1, 83,9; Upj 18,5 sq.; ete. 

karma-vacana, f.: (Sa) most probably to be reconstructed 

VinVibh(R) 72 (13, 14): see HH, Po-v 205(-206) n. 4. — (Mii) Adhik-v 

96,19, 99,33, 107,9°*; Bendall, Ord.Ritual 376 (B7); BhiKaVa(S) 256,4, 

259,10; Gun-VinSi(Pravr-v) 11,18; HH, Po-v § 445d, § Sl 

(= MSV(D) IV 88,2 sq., 90,13 = KP, Sima 402, 418); KaVa(Mu), 65,1; 

MSV(D) III 6,22 sq., 13,6 sq.; Mvy(M) 266.4-7; Upj 18,19. 

vacana, f. (short for karma-v°): (Mu) Gun-VinSii 99,8, 102,30, 

105,8; Gun-VinSu(Pravr-v) 5,5. 

6. In Pa. texts, no technical term designates the monk/nun who is to 

officiate as chairman of the chapter; the phrase that regularly introduces 

the performance of a procedure is vyattena bhikkhund patibalena/ 

vyattaya bhikkhuniyad patibalaya samgho napetabbo, “the chapter is to be 

informed about the motion by a competent, able monk/nun’””?, 

" See KaVa 14-15; KP, Sima 390 n. 81; HH, Po-v 200. Whether it reflects an 

Indian original (not necessarily Ma: cf. Brough, review of BhiVin(Ma-L), 

BSOAS 36 676a; deJ., Fa-hsien 112), or is a specifically Chinese translator's 

device, this use of karman seems to occur also in Chin. Ma texts (Hirakawa, 

ChinBhiVin(Ma) 69, 75, 81, 104). 
* In their description of fourfold procedures, this text and Sanghabh occasionally 

abridge, or omit altogether, the mention of the threefold proposition (Adhik-v 

96,19-20, 99,33-34, 107,9-10; Sanghabh II 84,32). 

® See, e.g., Vin I 123,14-15, II 41,35-36, 272,28-29, HI 187,7-8, IV 319,11-12. 
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The nom.ag. Pa. anu-ssdvaka, “proclaimer” (Vin I 74,9, ordination 

context) seems to refer to the chairman leading the procedure™. 

BHS karma-karaka, m. °-karika, f., “officer, chairman”: 

BhiVin(Ma-L) 24,7, 28,7, 36,13, 44,2 sq., 48,9, 53,10, 55,23, 70,23, 

235,22, 312,2 sq., etc. 

Sa. Skt. texts state, still more tersely than Pa. texts, that procedures 

should be conducted ekena bhiksund, “by one monk”: KaVa § 109.1; 

VinVibh(R) 71(11). 

The terminology of Mu Skt. texts is not standardized: 

ekena bhiksund: Adhik-v 96,7, 99,14, 106,29; HH, Po-v § 17.3, 

§ 30.2, § 37.1, § 40.2, § 44.3, etc. (@ MSV(D) IV 78,7, 81,14, 84,19 

{the latter = KP, Sima 389], # 86,12, 87,13, etc.); MSV(D) II 192,18, 

III 6,5, 10,10; Sanghabh II 80,17, 83,8 etc.; 

karma-karaka, m., °-karika, f. (followed [+] or not [-] by bhiksu, 

bhiksuni): Bendall, Ord.Ritual 375 (Al[+]); BhiKaVa(S) 252,10 sq.[+], 

254,23 sq.[+], 256,11 sq.[+]; Gun-VinSi 99,18[+], 105,4[-]; Gun- 

VinSii (Pravr-v) 11,10 sq.[-], 12,5[-]; HH, Po-v § 51[-] @MSV(D) IV 

90,13 = KP, Sima 418), § 53.3[+] ( MSV(D) IV 91,3 = KP, Sima 

420); MSV(D) Ill 97,7[-]; Mvy 8729[-] (but Mvy(M) 270.16 °-kdra); 

Upj 13,3 sq.{+], 17,7 sq.[+]; Wille, MSV 148 (GBM 2.145, r°2[+]). 

BhiKaVa(S) 258,7 refers to the monk acting as chairman of a female 

probationer's fourfold ordination procedure as jriapti-karaka bhiksu, 

“performer of the motion”. 

* According to Sp 996,25, it refers to the Gcariya, “preceptor” of the candidate 

for ordination; according to Sp 1162,3-4, the preceptor is the one who utters the 

formulae (kamma-vacd, cf. above, n. 29) of the procedures involved; 

cf. BhiVin(Ma-L) anusrdvandcarya (same context), which does seem to refer to 

the nun acting as chairman (Nolot, Régles 395-396). 
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7. In Pa. texts, a valid procedure is termed dhammika, a-kuppa, 

thandaraha, “legitimate, indisputable, appropriate to the case”, as opposed 

to a-dhammika, kuppa, a-tthandraha®*’. Although this fixed set of 

epithets occurs in contexts both of ordination and disciplinary 

procedures, in the latter the most frequent stock-phrase is (a)dhamma- 

kamman ca hoti (a)vinaya-kamman ca du-/su-vipasantan ca, “the 

procedure does / does not conform both to what is legitimate and to the 

Vinaya rules, and it is (im)properly settled” (Vin II 3,2 sqq. [truncated E* 

8,20 sqq.]). 

BHS (ajdharma-karma, (a)sthandrha karma, “(illegitimate 

procedure, (in)appropriate to the case”: BhiVin(Ma-L) 275,24’ sq.; 

Prakirn(Ma-L) 328,7 sq.*° 

Skt. dharma, a-kopya, a-sthapanarha, “legitimate, indisputable, that 

there is no reason to discard”, with corresponding antonyms a-dharma, 

¥* Vin I 313,16-18, III 24,10-11 # IV 214,9-10; cf. ChinSp 182 “with no default” 

(akuppa). The inaccurate translation of BD I 42 is corrected at BD III 161, IV 

448. 
According to Kkh 17,25-19,35 (cf. Sp 243,1-5) ad Vin III 24,10-11, a 

procedure is sanctioned as “indisputable” with regard to its object, to the motion 

and subsequent proclamation(s), to the monastic boundary, and to the quorum 

required (see above, § 1-2); it is sanctioned as “fit to stand” in relation to its 

performance and to the Buddha's teachings. 

* On sthandraho no asthandraho (scil. bhiksu), see Nolot, FragmMa(?) 352- 

353. 
Anaghdata-paficama karma, “(fourfold) procedure with no objection as its fifth 

part”, occurs at BhiVin(Ma-L) 42,6-7, 50,3-4, 57,8, 76,9, in the final, solemn 

statement concluding the procedure by which a candidate becomes officially 

ordained; it occurs nowhere else in this or, as far as can be seen, other texts. 

According to Hirakawa, ChinBhiVin(Ma) 69, 75, 81, 104, this term is 

represented in Chin. Ma. by “there have been no objections to the one motion and 

the three karma-s’’, “{the candidate] had no obstructing conditions when the one 

motion and three karma-s were performed” (cf. Nolot, FragmMa(?) 355 n. 11). 
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kopya, sthapandrha: (Mii) BhiKaVa(S) 271,12°"; KaVa(Mi), 72,13*; 

MSV(D) II 101,16, 120,11°°, 176,8, 178,13, 191,4, IIT 73,16 sqq.; Upy 

25,19; Wille, MSV 152 (GBM 2.129, r°6). 

(a)kopyam (a)sthapaniyam sa-/a-vastukam, “(in)disputable, (not) to 

be discarded, founded / unfounded”: (Mii?)*! SHT(V) 104 (1108, r°5, 

v°l). 

dharmika samgha-karaniya, n., “legitimate act of the chapter” 

(corresponding to Vin IV 152,6** dhammika kamma): (Sa) Finot 514,1; 

PrMoSii 68 (AWI, v°4), 125 (Ble, r°5-v°1). — (Mi) Erg.L.Ch 5,13. — 

dharmika-s°: PrMoSi(Mt), 37,18. 

* Tentative restoration (ib. n. 394, with Tib. parallels); BhiKaVa(R/VP) 31bl 

akopyendasthana. 
% GBM(FacEd) X.1, 50 (90.4) akopyendsthapandrhena; ed. akopyena 

anasthapandrhena is erroneous. 

” Cf. Schopen, Funerals 5. 
“Ed. (and ms.?) akopyandsthdpandrhena. 
“ This fragment contains the term sthalastha (v°2 sqq.), occurring also in other 
Mi texts (see SVTT II, § 2 b.ii and n. 45) and, admittedly, at Prakirn(Ma-L) 

328,8; v°2 dharma-karma ca bhavati vinaya-karma ca stands very close to 

MSV(D) II 204,16 sqq. (cf. SHT(VI) 111 [1388, r°3 sq.]). 
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Il. Adhikarana, “legal question, formal dispute, case” 

0. The range of application of this term — the specific Vinaya 

parallel to atta, “case” in a lay court' — covers all disputes that may arise 

within a monastic community. These disputes are classified into four 

kinds according to their subject-matter, and are to be dealt with according 

to one or several of the seven “rules for the settlement of disputes” 

(adhikarana-samatha dhamma). The latter apply to both monks and 

nuns and form the seventh, and last, chapter of the Patim.” Disputes and 

modes of settlement are however set forth in greater detail in the 

Samatha-kkhandhaka of the Cullavagga’, in the Parivara*, and in MN°; a 

fairly good summary is given by Dutt, EBM 126-138; for a summary of 

Chin. data, with references, see Frauwallner, Vinaya 113-116. 

"Sp 906,24-25; v.Hi., Begriffe 278 n. 12 (English transl.: v.Hi. SP 120 n. 12). 
Accordingly, no disputes but those involving monks/nuns may be termed 

adhikarana (Vin II 92,8-93,23 with Sp 1197,9-10). Neither monks (Sp 909,29- 

910,8) nor nuns may sue laymen in secular courts (see v.Hi., Buddhist Law 25- 

26, 28-32, 35; the only Patim. rule stating so explicitly applies to nuns: Thv(M) 

Ist Samgh., Vin IV 223,4-225,15 with Kkh 160,33-161,30, Sp 906,18-910,11. 

— Conc.: BhiPr 54, table II.1 s.v. ussaya). 

Vin IV 207,1-19** # 351,1-16** with Kkh 153,26-156,15 (cf. Kkh 208,1-2; 

Sp 948,29-949,2). Conc.: Pachow, CompSt 211 sq. and b., Appendix IV. VIII, 

p. 22. 

* Vin II 73,1-104,11 (# v.Hi., Oldest Pa.Ms. 106a-107b4b) with Sp 1191,16- 

1199,11; cf. ChinSp 533-534. 
“Vin V 91,1-113,9 with Sp 1314,8-1317,31 (up to Vin V 93,7; Vin V 102,1- 
112,32 is dealt with in Vjb (B° 1960) 548,1-551,12); 150,1-157,10 with Sp 

1354,2-1359,18. 
* MN II 247,3-250,21 with Ps IV 42,4-46,25 = Kkh 153,26-155,41 # Sv 

1040,27-1043,22 ad DN III 254,10-14. 
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The seven rules for the settlement of disputes imply formal 

proceedings (and sometimes procedures)°®. The first of these rules 

(sammukhd-vinaya; see below, § 2 a) applies, wholly or in part, to all 

cases, together with whichever rule among the other six is relevant, 

applying the wrong one to an irrelevant case invalidates the proceedings’. 

The regular, valid settlement of a dispute may not be criticized by 

absent monks/nuns who agreed to the proceedings by proxy*; neither 

may the dispute be reopened’. 

Nuns should settle disputes within their own chapter'®; a Patim. rule 

applying specifically to them states that those who do not try their best to 

settle a dispute, when requested to do so, incur a Pac. offence!!. 

® Settlements involving procedures involve ipso facto possible disputes 

concerning the latter (Vin V 111,3-10; cf. Vjb 550,24-551,4). 

7 Vin I 93,24-104,11; I 325,26-328,23; V_ 103,12-105,25, 106,7-107,10, 

107,24-109,35, 110,30-111,2, 112,10-113,3; cf. BD III 153-154. 

®Thv(M) Pac. n°79 (refs. as above, SVTT I, n. 6). 
* Thv(M) Pac. n°63 [bhu], Vin IV 126,1 sq. with Sp 865,27 sq., Kkh 124,13 

sq.; n°144 [bhi]. — UpaliPr(SR) 61, n°4. — Dh [bhu]: CASF(II) 165, n°66. — 

Conc.: BhiPr 57, table IV.1 s.v. khotanam. 

© Vin II 260,37-261,17. Although the exact meaning of bhikkhuniyo 

kammappattayo pi dpatti-gaminiyo pi (261,7-8) is prima facie ambiguous 

(cf. BD V 362 n. 3), kKammappatta is probably, if unexpectedly, syn. with 

kammaraha, “liable to a procedure”, as the syntax suggests: 261,9,13,14 

bhikkhuninam kammam_ karontu,  bhikkhuninam kammam _ ropetva, 

bhikkhuninam kammam katum, all conform to the regular construction of 

kammam with designation in the gen. case of the person who is the object of the 

procedure (see SVTT I n. 3). This is confirmed implicitly by Sp 1292,6-9 ad 

261,12-13: ettha tajjaniyddisu [i.e., the disciplinary procedures listed in SVIT I 

n. 23] idam nama kamma etissG katabban ti evam Gropetva, and explicitly by 

Vib (B* 1960) 537,16-17: kKammapattdyo piti kammdrahd ti. 

Continues... 
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1. The four subject-matters of disputes are controversies 

(vivadadhikarana), censure (anuvaddadhikarana)", offences 

(apattadhikarana), and legal duties (kiccddhikarana). Each one may be 

the cause of further disputes, or of one or several of the seven types of 

offences'*: controversies may lead to the offence of insulting speech, 

censure to that of making a groundless charge, offences to that of 

concealing them, legal duties to that of disputing a sanction reached by a 

regular procedure. 

The same applies to bhikkhuninam kammam na kariyati, etc., in the 

preceding passage (Vin II 260,17-36), and is borne out both by 260,23 kata- 

kamma, whose sense “against whom a procedure was carried out”, “who was 

sentenced”, is clear from the context (though utterly misunderstood by CPD s.v.), 

and by 260,27 khamdapenti, “they ask forgiveness” (cf. Vin II 14,16-17 = IIE 

183,33 with Sp 625,21-22 dukkatam bhante amhehi na puna evam karissima 

khamatha amhdkan & [# Sp 1292,4-5 ad Vin 260,27]). It is confirmed by Sp 

1292,3-4 kammam na kariyatiti tajjaniyadi sattavidham pi kammam na kariyati, 

“no procedure was carried out — ie. the seven [disciplinary] procedures, 

tajjaniya and the rest” (BD V 361 n. 1 is hardly correct), and corroborated by the 

context (Vin II 259,31-261,17 deals with the acknowledgment and redress of 

offences [Vin II 261,13,15 kammam ropetvé, apattim ropetva mean resp. 

“stating a sentence” (Sp 1292,6-9), “charging with an offence” (passim Vin and 

ct.s.)]). 

"Thv(M) Pac. n°45, Vin IV 301,8 sq. — Conc.: BhiPr 67, table III.2.B.2 s.v. 
viipasamena; see BhiVin(Ma-L) 275,6 sq.; Hirakawa, ChinBhiVin(Ma) 381- 

382. 
” CPD's translations of anuvadddhikarana (“case of joining one's party” ), 
anuvadanda, anullapand, anubhanand, anusampavankata, abbhussahanata, 

anubalappadana (q.v.) are not supported by Sp 1194,21-29 ad Vin II 88,30-35, 

Sp 595,3-5 ad Vin III 164,9', and Kkh 153,38-39 = Ps IV 43,4-6, and are to be 

corrected according to BD V 117. 
° As listed below, n. 21; see Vin V 99,28-101,23, 111,14-112,9; Utt-vn 285- 

297. Vin V 101,28-102,38 further considers each type of dispute according to the 

“triple poison” it presupposes (pubbamgama), its ground (thdna), its subject- 

matter (vatthu ), its base (bhiimi), its cause (hetu), and its aspect (akara), together 

with the rules applying for its settlement. Still further combinations (for 

mnemotechnic purposes) occur at Vin V 150,2-157,10. 

Il. Adhikarana, “legal question ‘ 95 

BHS adhi-karana, n.: BhiVin(Ma-L) 104,6**, 105,7**, 149,4** 

sq., 151,9, 160,1, 275,8,17**, 276,2' sq.; PrMoSi(Ma-L) 9,23 sq., 

19,10, 35,2. 

adhikarana-samatha dharma, m.: BhiVin(Ma-L) 51,10; °-samatha: 

BhiVin(Ma-L) 300,]; PrMoSi(Ma-L) 35,1,11. — Samatha (sic ms.), 

Samatha-vastu: Prakirn(Ma-L) 332,1; samatha: ib. 333,4-5. 

Skt. adhi-karana, n.: (Sa) BhiPr 32 (Pa,,, r°b); Finot 481,8, 482,1 

sq.,11 sq., 503,4; PrMoSi 74 (AYI, 1°l sq.), 79 (AZb, 1°4), 87 (BAm, 

r°5), 151 (BMh, 1°3), 152 (BMi, v°2), 227 (EDd, v°4), 229 (FA, 1°3), 

275 (IN, 1°2); VinVibh(R) 33 (M 176, v°3, 5**), 65 n. 1 line 4 

(# PrMoSii 151 [BMg, v°5]). — (Mi) Adhik-v 59,2*, 71,13 sq., 77,18 

sqq.; Gun-VinSii 37,2, 108,9-10,15, 110,11,12; Gun-VinSu(Pravr) 3,22; 

MSV(D) III 1,9*; Mvy 9115; PrMoSti(Ma), 18,3,7-8,13, 32,7. — adhi- 

karanika, m(fn).: (Mi) HH, Po-v § 98.2,4 (= MSV(D) IV 115,3,9). 

adhikaranata, f.: (Mi) Gun-VinSt 36,32. 

adhikarana-samatha dharma, m.: (Sa) PrMoSt 284 (KH, v°4); 

Schmidt, SchluBt 88, r°3 (# Finot 539,6). — (Mii) Adhik-v 79,3 sq., 

88,24, 95,1-2, 98,17, etc.; PrMoSi(Mi), 54,1,8; Schmidt, SchluBt 92 

(fol.37, r°1). — (unid. sch.) Schmidt, SchluBt 90, r°1; SHT(IV) 255 

(623 B1.35, 1°5), (V) 84 (1096, r°3) (the latter scil. dharma). — Samatha 

(scil. dharma): (Mii) Gun-VinSti 110,6. 

anavavadddhikarana: (Mii) Adhik-v 71,14 sq., 76,11 sq., 95,8 sq., 

100,17-18. 

anovada, m.: (Sa) Hoemle, MR 12 (3, r°4)*. 

“ From anavavaddédhikarana, which corresponds to Pa. anuvadadhikarana, 

Adhik-v 71,20-21, 74,5, 78,5 sq. extracts anavavada, m., and °- vadana, n., these 

terms make little sense here (“absence of censure”) if taken prima facie, and 

might be due to a wrong sanskritization of mi. anuvada > anovada , allegedly an 

+ mi. ovada > an-avavada, whereas ovada actually < *ud-° or *d-vadati (see 

SWTF Nachtr 511, s.v. ano-vada; CPD s.v. ovadati). That both anavavada and 

anovada denote the same thing may be inferred from Adhik-v ib. anavavada- 

Continues... 
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apatty-adhikarana: (Mii) Adhik-v 71,14 sq., 74,10 sqq., 76,25 sq., 

77,23 sqq., 100,23 sq., 110,4. 

krtyadhikarana: (Mu) Adhik-v 59,7* (v.l. krtvadh®), 71,15, 72,1 

sq.'°, 75,20 sq., 77,4 sqq., 110,7; Gun-VinSii 110,6. 

vivadadhikarana: (Mi) Adhik-v 71,14 sqq., 75,25, 77,22 sqq., 95,6 

sq. 

1 a. Controversies are defined as discussions about the Buddha's 

statements, practices and prescriptions, about what is the doctrine and 

what is the discipline, and about the determination and relative gravity of 

offences against Vinaya rules; they are identical with the eighteen points 

whose discussion may lead to a split in the Order (samgha-bheda)’®. 

The twelve roots of disputes about these points are those of 

controversy itself: the first six are anger and resentment, harshness and 

scorn, envy and greed, wickedness and deceit, evil desires and wrong 

opinions, and attachment to worldly things together with obstinacy and 

stubbornness — all of which lead to quarrels out of disrespect for the 

Buddha, the doctrine, the Order, and the training; the last six roots are 

those of what is morally either bad or good, depending on whether those 

arguing do so with covetous, corrupt, foolish minds or not. The dispute 

itself may be morally good, indeterminate, or bad, depending on the 

corresponding state of mind of the disputants '’. 

prasthapana, n. / Hoernle, MR ib. anovada-prasthapana, f. (followed by 

-°visthdpana ). 

“Cf. SVTIT In. 17. 

Vin II 88,20-30, 204,11-27 # 1 354,21-355,8 with Sp 1278,2-1280,21; cf. Vin 

V 102,1-11; Sp 595,1-3 ad Vin III 164,8-9'. See Bechert, “Schismenedikt” 32-33 

* Bechert, Schulz 35-36. (Mii) Adhik-v 73,25-29 lists fourteen such points. 

7" Vin II 89,5-90,3, 91,1-3 with Sp 1196,2-5. Cf. (Mia) Adhik-v 72,5-74,2, 
75,25-76,9. 

If. Adhikarana, “legal question” 97 

1 b. The subject-matter for censure is a monk's/nun's fall from 

morality (sila-vipatti), right behaviour (Gcara-v°), right opinions (ditthi- 

v°), or right means of livelihood (Gjiva-v°)'*. These shortcomings may be 

the cause of one or several out of the seven types of offences’”. 

The fourteen roots of disputes about these points are those of censure 

itself: the first twelve are identical with those listed above in § la, except 

for the subject-matter; the last two are body (when censure concerns 

'’ Refs. as inn. 12 above. 
® As listed below, n. 21; cf. below, n. 23. In Vinaya contexts, the first two 

vipatti-s are made to refer strictly to Vibhanga categories: sila-v° refers to Par. 

and Samgh., dcdra-v° to Thull., Pac., Patid., Dukk., and Dubbh. offences 

(explicitly at Vin I 172,8-11 with Sp 989,19-23; cf. Vin V 160,2-11, 146,2-8* 

with Sp 1348,15-26; Sp 588,21-27 [ChinSp 389], elaborating upon Vin III 

163,36’). 

The fourth one (altogether left out at, eg., Vin I 63,33-34 = 67,8-10 # 64,1-3 

= 67,15-16; 1 171,37 sqq.; I 4,24-25; IV 148,16-17; V 122,12-15, 160,2-11) is 

related empirically to the fivefold Patim. classification by a definition that flatly 

lists six offences (detailed only at Vin V 99,5-16, and referred to in commentaries 

as cha sikkha@padani) considered under the moral angle of greed: twice the 

Thv(M) [bhu] fourth Par., once the fifth Samgh., once the 39th Pac., once the 

37th Sekh. (entailing a Dukk.), once the eightfold (bhi] Patid. (Vin V 99,10 

pativijanantassa Gpatti thullaccayassa is translated wrongly as “grave offence 

involving recognition” at BD VI 144 with n. 3; the first gen. actually refers to the 

agent, and the sentence means “for the one [who advertises superhuman powers] 

with [greedy] lurking thoughts, a gross transgression is incurred”). 

The third vipatti is defined at Vin I 172,11 as micchaditthi antaggahika, 

“wrong view advocating an extreme standpoint”, with surprinsingly missing 

reference either to the procedure of suspension (cf. SVTT Ill, n. 7), or to the 

69th-70th Thv(M) [bhu] Pac. (Vin IV 135, 18-30**, 137,17-20**): it seems to 

have resisted inclusion in Vinaya legal categories. 

This cursory sketch of attempts at a strictly legal interpretation (see Vin V 

98,6-99,27) of the fourfold vipatti, which does need further investigation, is yet 

another illustration (see v.Hi., Buddhist Law 24) of how Vinaya compilers and 

commentators tried to impart purely technical senses to terms with general 

doctrinal or moral connotations. 
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physical defaults) and speech (when it concerns flaws in elocution). The 

dispute itself may be morally good, indeterminate, or bad (as 

above, § 1a)’. 

1 c. Offences giving rise to disputes are those of the fivefold Patim. 

classification, together with those occurring in Vibhanga casuistry?!; such 

disputes are exemplified by the 8th and 9th Samgh. [bhu, bhi] 

The six roots of such disputes are those of the offence itself: an 

offence may originate in body, or speech, or both, or in body and mind, 

or speech and mind, or in body, speech and mind together”. The dispute 

itself may be morally indeterminate, or bad, depending on whether the 

offence in point was committed deliberately or not”*. 

® Vin II 90,4-28, 91,14-24. Cf. (Mii) Adhik-v 74,4-7, 76,11-23. 

"i.e. the Par., Samgh., Pac., Patid., and Dukk., to which the Vibhanga adds the 
Thull. and Dubbh. offences — the Dubbh. being a subdivision of Dukk., with 

the latter quite often referring implicitly to either, or to both (Vin II 88,35-89,1; 
Kkh 153,40-154,1 # Ps IV 43,6-7, the latter with w.r. mGnikaya agata for 

matikaya agata [so Kkh; Sp 595,5-7 ad Vin III 164,9', 1314,28-29]). 
?-Vin II 158,2-166,28 with Sp 575,21-598,9; HII 166,31-170,35 with Sp 
598,11-602,21. — UpaliPr(SR) 47, n°8-9. — Conc.: BhiPr 54, table IL.1 s.w. 

amilakam, laisikam. 

2 On this sixfold classification and its later developments, see v.Hi., 

Apattisamutthana (p. 58 line 12, read “nissaggiya-pacittiya 16” [Kkh 71,15-16] 

for “pacittiya 6”; p. 69 n. 13 line 6, read “Sp 662,18-21” for “Sp 62,17-21”). Vin 

V 94,9-97,14 gives a systematic account of the number of offences arising from 

each of these six origins, together with the four moral shortcomings (as above, 

§ 1 b), the sevenfold classification of offences (as above, n.21), the kind of 

dispute involved, and the rule(s) that apply for its settlement. 

* Vin II 90,29-36, 91,25-32 with Sp 1196,6-1197,8; cf. Vin V_ 106,2-4. 

According to Sp ib., no dispute about an offence may be morally good, because, 

as regards a deliberate offender, his/her state of mind is ipso facto morally bad; as 

regards one who commits an offence unwittingly, the question whether his/her 

state of mind is good, bad or indeterm inate simply does not arise; such an offence 

originates only in body and/or speech, which are physical, and therefore morally 

Continues... 
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1 d. Legal duties are the official procedures carried out by a chapter 

(samgha-kamma; see SVTT I), whichever part of them is disputed”. 

The root of disputes about procedures is the chapter itself. These 

disputes may be morally good, indeterminate, or bad, depending on the 

corresponding state of mind of the chapter's members”®. 

2. The seven modes of settlement are (1) sammukhd-vinaya, “verdict 

involving the presence” of three or four constitutive elements; (2) sati- 

vinaya, “verdict of innocence”; (3) amiilha-vinaya, “verdict of (past) 
~~ wo 

insanity”; (4) patifinata-karana, “acknowledgement (of an offence)”; (5) 

yebhuyyasika, “decision of the majority”; (6) tassa-pdpiyyasika, verdict 

of “obstinate wrongness”; (7) tina-vatthdraka, -°pattharaka”’, covering 

up the dispute “as with grass”. 

Each of these may be morally good, indeterminate, or bad, except the 

first, which is never bad”®. 

2 a. Sammukhd-vinaya is a “verdict involving” (i) a duly assembled, 

deliberating chapter (samgha-sammukhata), except when a restricted 

indeterminate (see further Vjb (B° 1960) 518,13-520,10). Cf. (Mii) Adhik-v 

74,10-75,18, 76,25-77,2. 

The cause (hetu) of the dispute may, however, be good as well (Vin V 

102,24 [E’ to be filled in with 102,6]; Vjb (B° 1960) 548,14-15 natthi 

Gpattadhikaranam kusalan ti vacanato natthi Gpattadhikaranassa kusalahetu. 

Kusalacittam pana angam hotiti likhitam). 

* Vin II 89,1-4 with Sp 1194,30-1196,1; Sp 595,7-10 ad Vin HII 164,9-10'; Sp 

601,1-13 ad Vin III 168,34'; cf. Kkh 154,1-2 # Ps IV 43,8-9. 

* Vin I 90,37-38, 91,33-92,3. Cf. (Mii) Adhik-v 75,20-23, 77,4-16. 

7 The latter form, occurring v.Hi., Oldest Pa.Ms. 106b3a, 6a, confirms the 

analysis of the former, which occurs ib. 106b4b-c, 107alc,3b-c,5b,7a sqq. (see 

ib. 12-13). 
2 Vin V 105,26-36 (cf. Vjb (B° 1960) 548,8-12). 
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committee (ubbahika) is appointed in its place (see below, § 2 b.ii), or 

when the first two steps of patifiridta-karana apply (see below, § 2d.i); 

(ii) conformity to general rules and teachings (dhamma-s°®) and (iii) to 

monastic discipline (vinaya-s°); (iv) the presence of both factions 

(puggala-s°)”. This three- or fourfold mode of settlement applies to all 

cases*’, either alone, or together with whichever of the other six is 

relevant*'. It is sanctioned as valid only if those who hold the right 

* Vin II 93,32-94,8 (cf. II 73,3-74,23 with Sp 1191,17-30-30; V 224,10-17). In 

(Mu) Adhik-v, the sammukha-vinaya is threefold: samgha-°, pudgala-°, and 

dharma-sammukha, the latter including conformity to both dharma and vinaya 

(92,20-83,7, commenting on the settlement among the chapter prescribed at 

82,14-18); cf. Banerjee, SarvLit 237-238 (1). 

* These four prerequisites apply indeed to all procedures whatsoever, with eight 

exceptions, when the person who is the object of the procedure (vatthu; see 

SVTT In. 3) is dealt with in absentia: ordination by proxy, boycott of a donor's 

gifts, cancellation of this boycott, exemption of mentally ill monks/nuns from 

attending the uposatha, exemption of poor, faithful donors from making gifts to 

the community, boycott of harsh monks, public proclamation that a bad monk's 

doings will not be endorsed by the community, decision by nuns to stop greeting 

an exhibitionist monk (Vin V 220,7-9 with Sp 1396,19-1397,2). 

* This is expressed at Vin V 110,5-14 by katham siya samathd sammatehi 
sammanti/fna sammanti, “how is it that modes of settlement are settled or not 

together with modes of settlement?”, i.e., “which ones have to be applied together 

or not?”, as can be deduced from the following lines (regrettably truncated in E’): 

each one must occur together and exclusively with sammukhavinaya, all others 

being unhelpful (Vjb (B° 1960) 550,13-16: samatha samathehi sammantiti ettha 

sammantiti sampajjanti. Adhikarana va pana sammanti viipasammantiti attho. 

Tasma yebhuyyasika sammukhdvinayena sammatiti imadya sammukhavinayena 

saddhim sampajjati. Na sativinayddihi tesam tassG anupakarattati attho). 

Vin V 110,15-29 then proceeds to list which modes of settlement come to naught 

(sammanti; Vjb 550,16-17 samatha adhikaranehi sammantiti ettha samatha 

abhavam gacchantiti attho) because of (further) disputes. Although, due to the 

variations in the occurrence of na according to recensions (see Vin V 229 ad 20), 

a discussion of this passage would be fruitless here, Vjb 550,18-23 is worth 

quoting: sammukhdvinayo vivadadhikaranena na sammatiti patho [cf. Vin V 

110,16-17]. Yebhuyyasikaya samdnabhavato ca avasdne sammukhavinayo na 

kenaci sammatiti ti vuttatta [cf. i. 111,12] ca sammukhavinayo sayam 

Continues... 

II. Adhikarana, “legal question” 101 

opinion manage to win over the other monks, whatever the latter's 

previous opinion might have been’. 

The settlement of disputes by this verdict alone is valid in any case, 

except those concerning offences (see below, § 2d). 

BHS sammukha-vinaya Samatha, m.. PrMoSu(Ma-L) 35,4”; 

sammukha: BhiVin(Ma-L) 300,2. 

Skt. sammukha-vinaya (scil., or followed by, adhikaranasamatha 

dharma): (Sa) PrMoSii 59 (AS xx, v°2), 95 (BA x, v°6). — (Mi) 

Adhik-v 79,5 sq. (cf. 82,6 sq.), 95,7-8 sq., 110,6; Gun-VinSt 109,17- 

18; MSV(D) II 207,11; Mvy 8631. — (Sa or Mi) SHT(VI) 119 (1401, 

B3). — (unid.sch.) SHT(IV) 255 (623 BI.35, 1°6). — sammukha: (Mi) 

Adhik -v 59,5*. 

sammukha-karaniyam karma: (Mii) MSV(D) I 207,7 sq. 

2 b.i. Disputes about controversies (§ la above) are to be settled 

either by a fourfold sammukhda-vinaya, or by a majority decision (§ 2b.iii 

below). 

When the settlement of such a dispute cannot be achieved by means 

of a fourfold sammukhd-vinaya within the chapter of the residence 

concemed, the monks should go and — unless a decision is reached on 

the way** — ask for arbitration by those of another residence where 

samathena va adhikaranena va sametabbo na hotiti katva vutto. Sativinayo 

kiccddhikaranena sammati. Amiilhavinaya-tassapapiya [sic] sika-tinavattharaka 

pi kiccadhikaranena sammaniti. 

Vin H 73,23-74,22 with Sp 1191,17-30. 

3 Ms. sammukha-vinayo Samatho (cf. ed. ad loc.; BhiVin(Ma-L) 300 n. 1). 

* Cf. Sp 1354,34-1355,13 ad Vin V 150,33. 
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monks are more numerous. After careful deliberation, the latter may take 

up the case, on the condition that it is put to them in full by the visiting 

monks, and that the latter will abide by the residents’ decision’. 

2 b.ii. If confusion arises, and no decision can be reached among 

the residents’ chapter by a fourfold sammukha-vinaya, this same chapter 

is to carry out a twofold procedure®® for the appointment of a committee 

(ubbahika)*’ of competent monks, well acquainted with Vinaya matters, 

who will investigate the case. Any member of the committee whose lack 

of skill hampers the deliberations should be made to leave**. According to 

Vin V 224,19-24 (cf. Sp 590,10-15; v.Hi. Buddhist Law 23-24), the 

* Vin II 94,8-95,24. 
* Or, according to Sp 1197,21-22, a formal consultation (see above, SVTT I, 
§ 3 a). 
* The term literally means “shifting”, “the turning over of a difficult or intricate 
case from the general Samgha to a special committee” (SBE XX 49-50 n. 3; cf. 

Carrithers, Forest Monks 251-252), as explained at Mp V 34,4-5 (with B.K.) ad 

AN V 71,10: ubbahikayd ti sampatta-adhikaranam viipasametum samghato 

ubbahitva uddharitva gahanatthaya. The right etymology given in CPD s.v. is 

followed by a wrong explanation “committee for the expulsion of a monk from 

the Order” (echoing Child s.v.); this is not supported by phrases of the type 

adhikaranam ubbdahikaya viipasametum (Vin II 95,27-28), and is inaccurate, 

insofar as neither a disciplinary point such as suspension, nor any other for that 

matter, is anything more than the possible starting-point of formal disputes (as 

occurs at Vin II 298,19-20, on which CPD's interpretation is probably based; see 

below, n. 40), to the settlement of which ubbdahika specifically belongs. The 

abstr. ubbahika < ud+ \ ith, “to take away”, is paralleled by the Skt. nom. ag. 
vyiidhaka < vi + V ith (see below). That the literal sense of the term applies is 

clear from (Mu) Adhik-v 83,13 sqq. bahih simam gatva, “[the committee will sit] 

outside the community's legal boundary”, from Vin II 305,36-306,5, where the 

committee is said to agree upon a separate meeting place, and from the Chin. Ms, 

Dh and Sa parallels to the latter (Hofinger, Concile 110-111). According to Sp 

1197,23-24, a committee may sit (nisiditva, misprinted mi°) either apart from,’ or 

among the assembly, but should forbid anyone else to talk during its session. 

¥% Vin II 95,25-97,16 with Sp 1197,19-1198,5; Kkh 154,2-16 # Ps IV 43,9-26 # 

Sv 1041,8-25; Vin V 197,19-199,32 with Sp 1377,6-19. 

II. Adhikarana, “legal question” 103 

appointment of a committee is particularly appropriate when the majority 

of monks side with the “unscrupulous” (alaji) party, and that of Vinaya 

experts when the majority is incompetent. 

How this committee proceeds is set forth in some detail in the 

account of the compilation (sangiti) of the Vinaya said to have taken 

place in Vesali after the settlement of a dispute caused by a controversy a 

The relevant data about the case can be summarized as follows: monks 

from Vesali decide to carry out a procedure of suspension” against the 

visiting monk Yasa, who holds that their practices go against the Vinaya 

rules. Yasa goes and persuades monks from Avanti and Pava to take up 

the dispute (these monks are later called mulddayaka, “those who first 

took up [the case]’”"'). Each party tries to secure the support of the learned 

monk Revata, who makes up his mind to side with Yasa's party and 

agrees to help settle the dispute, provided that the deliberations take place 

in Vesali where it originated. As no settlement (presumably by a fourfold 

sammukhd-vinaya) ensues, Revata appoints a committee, with four 

monks (including himself) on each side, together with an appointer of 

seats. The committee moves to another, nearby monastery, then sits and 

® Vin II 294,3-307,34. Chin. parallels from the Mé, Dh, Sa, Ma and Ma 

Vinayas, and from the (Haimavata) Vinayamdatrka (T. 1463), have been translated 

by Hofinger, Concile 23-148 (see the remarks of Demiéville, Vaisali); the 

parallels to the Thv(M) ubbahika occur ib. 104-125. See also Vallée Poussin, 

Conciles; Bareau, PCB 31-67; cf. HBI 138-154. 

” Ukkhepaniya-kamma (cf. above, n. 37). The same disciplinary procedure is 

also said to have brought about a nearly definitive (cf. Sp 1149,11-17) split m 

Kosambi (Kosamba-kkhandhaka, Vin 1 337,3 sq.; cf. MSV(D) Il 176,3  sq.; 

Frauwallner, Vinaya 103-104; Banerjee, SarvLit 220-222), when the Buddha 

reportedly had a hard time trying to persuade the quarrelling monks that disputes 

should be avoided right from the first by the conciliatory attitude of all those 

involved. 

“ Vin II 303,22 (Vjb (B° 1960) 540,13: pesalaka, “the good ones”); cf. (Mu) 

Gun-VinSii 108,14,28 mila-samgha. 
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attends the deliberations between Revata, who asks questions about the 
disputed points, and Sabbakami, an Elder staying in Vesali, appointed on 
the opposite side, who answers them. The decision thus reached about 
each point is announced formally by Revata to the attending members, 

and concretized by casting a token (salaka)”. 

If the committee fails to reach a decision, the dispute is to be settled in 

the chapter where it originated, by a majority decision (see below, 

§ 2 b.iii). 

No BHS parallel has been traced so far. 

As regards Skt. texts, the only parallels are (Mii) Adhik-v 83,8 sq., 
95,14 vwyiidhaka bhiksu, Gun-VinSi 108,12, 123,14* vyadha, m*, 
“referee”, to whom the case is handed over. The proceedings described in 
Adhik-v 80,4-88,24” are as follows: disputes are to be arbitrated by 

” Before the session begins, Revata, then Sabbakami, asks the formal consent of 
the whole committee, whom they call to attention by the words sundtu me bhante 
[Revata]/ a@vuso [Sabbakami] samgho (on this use of bhante and dvuso, see 
v.Hi., Miindlichkeit 10-11). Revata's announcement of each decision opens with 
sunatu me bhante samgho (Vin Il 306,9,18 sqq.). Samgha does not occur here in 

its technical sense of “chapter” (about the latter, see SVTT I, § 1), since its 

members act as mere witnesses of the deliberations, taking no part in the 

decisions reached; this is confirmed by Kkh 154,16 (with parallels as above, 

n. 38) ubbahikaya viipasame pan'ettha samghassa sammukhata parihdyati, and 

by Vin II 307,30-34 where, after the case has been declared to be officially 

settled, Revata is invited by Sabbakami to proceed to an optional repetition of the 

whole proceedings, this time samgha-majjhe , “among the chapter’ — i.e., all the 

monks present within the official boundary of the community where the dispute 
arose. 

“ See Hobdgirin V 437a44-b5, with Addenda, ib. IV, and above, n. 37. 

“ They are summed up ib, 87,26-88,11, and in Gun-VinSi 108,3-28 (somewhat 

obscure, due to both its terse Siitra style and the unreliability of the edition). 
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competent, well trained, reliable “monks who stand on firm ground” (?)*°, 

who will not conduct intrigues among the conflicting parties, and are able 

to settle disputes arising in the community (samgham antarena). If they 

cannot reach a decision, they should submit the case to the complete 

chapter; if the latter too fails, its members should appoint, by a twofold 

procedure, five to ten” referees who will take over the case from the 

chapter, and settle it outside the residence's boundary. If they too fail, 

they should appoint (presumably from among themselves) eight or nine 

vyiidhaka-vyiidhaka*’ who will take over the dispute from the referees 

who were appointed first. If no decision is reached, the latter group is to 

submit the case again to the complete chapter, who will then appoint a 

competent deputy“*, by a twofold procedure. This latter monk's office is 

to go and ask for arbitration by another chapter, where both sthavira-s 

© Sthalastha bhiksu (80,4 sqq., 89,14, 91,21, 93,7); the term occurs also in Gun- 

VinSi 107,20, 108,7, 123,14*, in (Mi?) SHT(V) 104 (1108, v°2 sq.), and nm 

Prakimn(Ma-L) 328,8 in sthalastha-vartam (the latter's relevance here is not 

certain: it is listed quite separately from 332,2 Samatha), according to Adhik-v 80 

n. a, the term is represented in Tib. by the hardly helpful skam la gnas (“dwelling 

on [dry] land”). According to SHT b., the duties of a s° include performing 

procedures (karmani karta bhavati), and reproving offending monks (bhiksiims 

codayati) before they are charged with a specific offence. In Adhik-v, the idea of 

appointing monks to such an office is said to have come to the Buddha's mind 

after the report of the settlement of a dispute by Sariputra and Maudgalyayana 

(79,11-14, without details), whom he then calls his sthalasthah srdvakah; this 

very appointment is presented as an innovation (bhiksavo na janate ke 

sthalasthah kati va iti). As shown by Adhik-v 82,6-13 (commenting on 82,2-4), 

the sthalastha monks do not act in chapter. 
“ Tib.: ten to twenty; Gun-VinSi 108,12-13: not Jess than the quorum required 

to make up a regular chapter (i.e., four). 

” The corresponding term in Gun-VinSi 108,13 is vyzdhaka. 
* Adhikarana-samcaraka (84,21 sqq., 89,1); see Hobdgirin (as above, n. 43); 

also at Gun-VinSt 108,15. 
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and a recension of the Pratimoksa” are to be found. If no settlement can 

be achieved in, and by, the latter chapter within six (Gun-VinSt 108,16: 

three) months, the deputy is to apply to Sutra-, Vinaya-, and Matrka- 

specialists °°, who will investigate the case informally. If no decision can 

be reached within one year (Gun-VinSii 108,17: six months), the dispute 

is to be handed over to the deputy, who will then apply to a most 

eminent, renowned sthavira from any residence; the latter is expected to 

exhort the conflicting parties to harmony and concord, without either 

taking bribes or getting involved in endless discussions. 

If this monk too fails, he is to hand over the case to the deputy, who 

will put it to the chapter of the community where it originated, there to be 

settled by a majority decision. 

2 b.iii. If the settlement of a dispute caused by a controversy cannot 

be achieved by a three- or fourfold sammukha-vinaya (including §§ 2 b.i- 

ii above) alone, the case is to be handed back to the chapter of the 

community where it originated, and settled by a vote (saldka-gaha) 

“according to the decision of the majority (yebhuyyasika) — be it by one 

only — of those who hold the right opinion”, under the supervision of a 

competent, reliable monk appointed as distributor of ballots (salaka- 

gahapaka) by a twofold procedure. The vote implies a fourfold 

sammukha-vinaya’', 

® Sa-sthavire sa-pratimokse samghe (85,25-26, 86,3 sqq.), also at Gun-VinSu 

108,15 (cf. 105,24-25). A recension of the Pratimoksa is needed for reference, so 

that the sthavira-s can check which rule(s) should be applied (cf. Sp 1354,29-32 

ad Vin V 150,32). 
® Siitra-°, vinaya-°, matrka-dhara, also at Gun-VinSt 108,17. 
Vin I 84,24-37 (= 97,21-24), 97,17-99,19 with Sp 1198,7-30; Kkh 154,17-27 

* Ps IV 43,26-44,13 # Sv 1041,25-37 (cf. Mp II 166,4-5). Chin. data are 

summarized in Hébégirin V 437a17-443b22. 
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This vote is not valid when resorted to for the settlement of trifling 

matters; when the case has not been thoroughly investigated in different 

places; when no one remembers it; when those holding the wrong 

opinion are known to be in the majority, or the distributor of ballots 

expects so; when the vote may lead to a split in the Order, or the 

distributor expects so”; when those holding the wrong opinion take 

several ballots each, or when several of their opponents take only one, or 

when opportunists vote against their own opinion’. 

The distributor of ballots is to control the proceedings by one of three 

methods, so as to avoid the dissatisfaction of monks who would then go 

from monastery to monastery in search of a more suitable decision. As 

for the first two methods, in case the wrong party wins, the result of the 

vote may be rejected up to three times; according to Sp, the repetition of 

the whole proceedings should be postponed until the next day, allowing 

the distributor to cause dissent among the wrong party. 

(i) The voter is made to choose between two clearly different ballots, 

after being informed openly about which opinion each one symbolizes; 

the selected ballot is not to be shown to anyone; this is known as “secret 

vote” (giilhakam), and is particularly appropriate, according to Sp, when 

the majority side with the wrong party; 

(ii) the method is the same as (i), except that the voter is to be 

informed confidentially; any elder monk who picks up the wrong ballot 

should be reminded about the proper behaviour that goes with old age; if 

he still does not understand, he should keep silent about the whole matter; 

” In both these latter cases, BD 5 111-112 “when he even thinks [that things 
could take such a turn]” is inaccurate (Sp 1192,30 ayam assa ajjhdsayo; 

cf. Hobodgirin V 439b25-30). 

* Vin II 85,1-14 with Sp 1192,20-1193,10. 
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this is known as “whispering in the ear’ (sakanna-jappakam), and is 

particularly appropriate, according to Sp, when incompetent monks are m 

the majority; 

(iii) ballots may be picked up openly (vivatena) when the distributor 

is confident that those who hold the right opinion are in the majority. 

BHS yo-bhiyasika (scil. or followed by, samatha | samatha): 

BhiVin(Ma-L) 300,3 (misprinted °bhu°); PrMoSt(Ma-L) 35,9. 

Skt. yad-bhityasikiya-salakagrahana, n.: (Mu) Adhik-v 79,5 (vl. 

yad-bhityosika-§°). — yad-bhiiyasikiya: Mvy 8634 (v.l. yad-bhitya 

aisiktya ). 

yad-bhiiyesika: (Sa) PrMoSit 60 (AS yy, r°1), 170 (BP n, r°3). 

yad-bhityesiya™: (Sa or Mi) SHT(VI) 111 (1388, v°3). — (Ma) 

PrMoSii(Mt), 54,5(misprinted °sipa)-6. 

yadbhiyaisitka(-)salakagrahana: (Mi) Adhik-v 88,28, 

89,4(misprinted °sika),16, 94,24, 95,2,8. 

yad-bhityaisiya: — (scil. adhikaranaSamatha-dharma) (unid. sch.) 

SHT(IV) 255 (623 BI.35, r°7). — (scil. karman) (Mi) MSV(D) 

207,12. — (°-Salakagrahana) (Mii) Adhik-v 88,26, 89,3. 

Salaka-caraka, m(fn)., “distributor of ballots”: (Mu) Adhik-v 89,18 

sqq. 

Salaka -carana, n., “vote”: (Mt) Adhik-v 90,2 sqq. 

Four methods of control are set out at Adhik-v 90,2 sq.: channa (Pa. 

gilhakam), vivrta (Pa. vivatena), sakarna-tuntunaka (Pa. sakanna- 

jappakam), and sarvasamghika, “[vote] by the whole chapter” (?)*. 

* Among the following variants, the frequency of those ending in °siya 

(analogical t tat-svabhavaisiya [see below, § 2c] ?) seems to exclude a 

“secondary corruption” (BHSD s.v. yadbhityasikiya ). 
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2 c. Disputes about censure (§ 1b above) are to be settled by one of 

the following verdicts: 

(i) A fourfold sammukhda-vinaya (§ 2a above) alone, involving a 

thorough investigation of the charge”. 

(ii) A verdict of innocence (sati-vinaya), based on the censured 

monk's mindfulness and own conscience (sati), by which he may deny 

an unfounded charge. Such a verdict is valid only if the monk is actually 

innocent, but has been censured nonetheless, if he makes a formal, 

threefold application to a regular chapter for this specific decision, and if 

this same chapter actually carries out a valid, fourfold procedure (see 

SVTT I, § 3d) to the same purpose (involving ipso facto a fourfold 

sammukhda-vinaya). According to Kkh and its parallels, such a verdict 

applies to none but Arahants — i.e., the likes of Dabba Mallaputta (Vin 

II 74,25-29), on whose account it is said to have been first prescribed’. 

(iii) A verdict of past insanity (amiilha-vinaya), by which 

unawareness when committing an offence, and lapse of memory during 

the settlement procedure, may be invoked by a censured monk. Such a 

* Explained as follows at 90,24-31, but not quite clear to me (cf. Hdbdgirin V 
443a36-b4): yathdpi tac chalaka-carakasya bhiksor evam bhavati, asminn avdse 

prabhita bhiksavo glanah, aham ced <asamnisanne> [editor's addition 7 

asamnipatite sarva-samghe salakam carayeyam sthanam etad vidyate prabhita 

bhiksavah adharma-salakam grhniyuh [sic ed.] na tv [corr. yan nv 2} aham 

sarva-samghe samnisanne samnipatite salakam carayeyam iti sa sarva-samghe 

samnisanne samnipatite salakam carayati, idam ucyate sarvasdmghikam 

Salaka-caranam . 

*KKh 154,28-33 = Sv 1041,38-1042,6 = Ps IV 44,12-20 ad MN II 247,10-18. 

Cf. (Mii) Adhik-v 95,8-18. 
* Vin II 99,20-100,14 # I 79,37-80,31 (cf. III 158,2-163,18) with Sp 1192,1-13; 

Kkh 154,33-38 = Sv 1042,6-11 = Ps IV 44,20-25 ad MN II 247,28-248,4; 

cf. Mp IT 165,34-35. Cf. (Mu) Adhik-v 95,18-98,17. 
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verdict is valid only if the latter acts in good faith, with further 

proceedings, mutatis mutandis, as in (ii) above™. 

(iv) A verdict of obstinate wrongness (tassa-papiyyasika), given 

against a convicted offender who tries to equivocate about the offence 

committed. It applies to unscrupulous monks who are charged either with 

a Par., or with minor offences connected with the commission of the 

latter’. If the sentenced monk observes the duties and restrictions 

prescribed in such a case™, the verdict may be revoked by a procedure of 

reintegration (osdrand); if not, it amounts to expulsion (ndsand). It is 

valid only if the censured monk is actually misbehaving, unscrupulous 

and fault-finding, if he does eventually acknowledge some offence (cf. 

below, § 2d.i) after due inquiry, and if the fourfold procedure (implying a 

fourfold sammukhd-vinaya) has been carried out according to rule by a 

regular chapter®!. 

In (Mu) Adhik-v and Gun-VinSi, this latter verdict does not apply to 

disputes about censure, but to those about offences (see below, end of 

§ 2d.ii). 

* Vin II 100,14-101,5 * 80,32-83,9 with Sp 1192,14-19; Kkh 154,38-155,4 = 

Sv 1042,12-20 # Ps IV 44,25-45,6 ad MN 248,5-20. Cf. (Sa) KaVa § 117; 

(Mu) Adhik-v 98,19-100,20. 

® According to Sp 1199,1-3, either a Dukk. (in connexion with the first Par.) or a 

Thull. (in connexion with the second, third and fourth Par.). 

® These restrictions are very similar to (according to AN IV 347,7-15 with Mp 

IV 160,13-17), or identical with (as referred to in an abridged form at Vin II 

86,22-28, prima facie to be filled in with II 5,6-15) those to be observed when a 

procedure of blame (tajjaniya-kamma) applies; all of them imply a suppression of 

the nights and duties of a regular, influential monk (e.g., appointment as an 

exhorce of nuns, or acting either as preceptor or instructor of a novice). 

Vin II 101,5-102,10 with Sp 1199,1-11; II 85,15-86,30 with Sp 1193,12-20; 

Kkh 155, 4-11 # Ps IV 45,6-14 # Sv 1042,20-27. 
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BHS amiidha-vinaya samatha: PrMoSu(Ma-L) 35,6, amidha: 

BhiVin(Ma-L) 300,2. 

tasya papeyasika: BhiVin(Ma-L) 300,3. —- tasya papeyasika s°: 

Prakirn(Ma-L) 328,10; PrMoSu(Ma-L) 35,8. 

smrti-vinaya Samatha: PrMoSu(Ma-L) 35,5. — smrti: BhiVin(Ma- 

L) 300,2. 

Skt. amiidha-vinaya: (Sa) Finot 538,7; KaVa 46-47 (94.2,5); 

PrMoSii_ 59 (AS xx, v°3). — (Mi) Adhik-v 59,5*, 95,11, 97,14, 98,19 

sqq.; Gun-VinSt 109,15 (referred to as asammiidha ib. 123,23*); 

MSV(D) II 207,12; Mvy 8633. — (unid. sch.) SHT(IV) 255 (623 BI.35, 

r°6). 

tat-svabhavé nvesika (scil. bhiksu), an accused monk “subjected to an 

inquiry about his real nature”; also as abstr., m. or n., corresp. to Pa. 

tassa-papiyyasika ). (Sa?) SHT(V) 47 (1057 a, v°5). 

tat-svabhdvanvesika, in a more general sense “inquiry about facts”: 

(unid.sch.) SHT(V) 43 (1055 BI.51, 1°1), 158 (1160 BL49, r°4, vol). 

tat-svabhavaisatata(?sita)tva tat-prabhavaisi(?si)yatva (editor's 

bracketted, question-marked corrections): (Mi) Gun-VinSu 109,31-32 

(referred to as tat-svabhdva ib. 123,23*). 

tat-svabhavaisiya: (Sa) Hoernle, MR 12 (3, r°2). 

tat-svabhavaisiya: (Mu) Adhik-v 59,6*, 97,18, 100,25, 106,14 sqq., 

110,6; MSV(D) II 207,12. — (unid. sch.) SHT(IV) 255 (623 BI.35, 

r°7). . 

tat-svabhavaistika: (Sa) PrMoSii 59 (AS xx, v°5). 

smrti-vinaya: (Mi) Adhik-v 95,11 sqq.; Gun-VinSu 109,15; 

MSV(D) II 207,11; Mvy 8632. — (unid. sch.) SHT(IV) 255 (623 

BI.35, 1°6). — smrti: Adhik-v 59,5*; Gun-VinSt 123.23": 

® The form sthiildrti-gamini Gpatti (corresponding to Pa. thullaccaya, BHS/SKt. 

sthiildtyaya ) occurs ib. b, v°4; see (Sa) VinVibh(R) 16-17, 30 (M 139, v°l sq; 

S 171, r°1 sq.). 
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2 d. Disputes about offences (§ lc above) are to be settled according 

to their gravity. Among the seven traditional rules for settlement, the last 

two apply per se neither to seriously culpable offences nor to those 

committed against lay people, but only to “light” offences™. 

(i) A settlement may be reached by acknowledgement (patinnata- 

karana) of his offence by a guilty monk, in the presence of either one or 

several monks (implying a threefold sammukhda-vinaya in both cases), or 

before a duly assembled chapter (implying a fourfold s°-v°), who will 

issue a formal warning, with no procedure required™. 

© Lahuka dpatti, i.e. all those of the fivefold Patim. classification (as listed above, 

n. 21), except the “seriously culpable” (thullavajja dpatti) Par. and Samgh. 

Although the penalty applying to each of the last two may by no means be carried 

out without the accused monk's preliminary acknowledgement of his offence 

(cf. below, n. 64) before formal confession (Gpatti-desand [of Samgh. and lighter 

offences]), these are not sufficient in themselves: a Par. offence entails complete 

exclusion from the community, with no room (an-avasesa) for formal 

confession, and therefore no possible settlement (Vin V 153,25-27 with Sp 

1358,11-13); a Samgh. offence entails a kind of boycott (mdnatta; see SVTT II) 

and a period of probation (in case the offence was concealed for some time before 

being acknowledged), both to be applied for by the guilty monk to the chapter, 

after he has proceeded to acknowledgement and formal confession, and to be 

carried out by regular procedures and under supervision of the same chapter (Vin 

V_ 153,5-10). This 1s why the Par. and Samgh. offences are termed 

a-desandgdamini 4patti, “offences that cannot be redressed by mere confession”, 

as opposed to the desandgamini “light” offences (the highly complex provisions 

for accusation and confession — see v.Hi., buddhist Law 22, 23-24 — will be 

investigated elsewhere). 

Offences against lay people are to be redressed, after preliminary 

acknowledgement, by a procedure of reconciliation (patisaraniya-kamma). 

“Vin IE 83,10-84,19, 102,11-103,24; Kkh 155,12-25 # Ps IV 45,14-46,3 # Sv 

1042,28-1043,4 ad MN If 248,21-31. Cf. (Mia) Adhik-v 100,23-102,3 

(whatever the editor's brackets mean, 101,26,29 <an> should not, logically, occur 

at this place). 

Continues... 
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(ii) When the dispute involves several persons in each faction, and 

acknowledgement to each other might make things worse, it may be 

covered up “‘as with grass” (tina-vattharaka, -°pattharaka®). Each step 

of this settlement involves a fourfold sammukhd-vinaya. First of all, both 

factions are to meet so as to form a single, regular chapter, whom a monk 

acting as chairman will ask whether they agree with the proposal to settle 

the case in this way; one monk from each faction is then to ask those 

siding with him whether they agree to his acknowledging their offences 

on their behalf, together with his own; each of these three procedures 

consists of a motion (see SVTT I, § 3b). The monk acting on behalf of 

each party is then to request the chapter to accept this collective 

acknowledgement and to cover up the dispute, thereby cancelling all 

accusations; each of these requests is to be made through a twofold 

procedure (see SVTT I, § 3c). 

ne 

Acknowledgement is indeed the prerequisite for any further penalty; in no 

case may the latter be inflicted by using force (Vin II 83,10-84,19; Kkh 155,23- 

25; Sp 1397,7-10 ad Vin V 220,10-11; (Mii) Adhik-v 104,1-3; cf. v.Hi., 

Buddhist Law 11; Gombrich, Thv Buddhism 108-109). According to Sp 624,10- 

16 (ad Vin III 183,5-6), 1360,31-1361,5 (ad Vin V 158,19*-28*), one should 

deal with a scrupulous (/ajji) monk according to what he acknowledges, with an 

unscrupulous one; according to his behaviour (vatta; Vin V 158,20 [E‘] reads 

vutta); a monk's acknowledgement is to be trusted if consistent with his 

behaviour. He may be charged with an offence after due, regular inquiry, whether 

he acknowledges either or both the fact (vatthu) and the offence (apatti) it entails; 

if he acknowledges neither, he should not be charged; the latter case is then, 

presumably, liable to give rise to a controversy about the offence in question (see 

above, § la). Ifa monk equivocates about the offence committed, the verdict of 

“obstinate wrongness” (§ 2c.iv above) applies; if he acknowledges it, but refuses 

to proceed to formal confession, a procedure of suspension (dpattiya adassane 

ukkhepaniya-kamma) will be carried out against him. 

5 See above, n. 27. 
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This specific settlement is valid only for those actually present — be 

they ill, asleep, absorbed in meditation, or distracted — and who do not 

object™. 

(Mu) Adhik-v 108,7-110,3 prescribes no procedures: the most 

eminent, respected elder in each party is to approach both the monks he 

sides with — to secure their agreement — and those of the opposite 

party, in front of whom he will acknowledge the offences committed on 

his side; if no one objects, the dispute is sanctioned as covered up. 

Both this text (95,8-11, 100,23-26, 106,14-108,5) and (Mi) Gun- 

VinSu 109,30-31 add here the settlement by “investigation of [an accused 

monk's] real nature” (see above, end of § 2c.iv), the provisions of which 

correspond to those of the fourth Thv(M) verdict applying to disputes 

about censure. 

BHS pratijna: BhiVin(Ma-L) 300,2. — pratijia-karaka samatha: 

PrMoSi(Ma-L) 35,7. 

trna-prastaraka (scil., or followed by, samatha): BhiVin(Ma-L) 

300,3; PrMoSu(Ma-L) 35,10. 

Skt. pratijna-karaka (scil., or followed by, adh-°k-°s°): (Mu) 

Adhik-v 100,25 sqq., 110,6; Gun-VinSi 109,17; MSV(D) II 207,12; 

Mvy 8637. —(unid. sch.) SHT(IV) 255 (623 BI1.35, r°7-v°1). 

pratijna-karaniyam karma: (Mu) MSV(D) II 207,10. 

pratijnadna, m. or n.: (Mu) Gun-VinSu 109,30. 

pratijna-vinaya (scil. adh°-k-°s°): (Sa) PrMoSii 284 (KH, v°2). 

© Vin I 103,24-104,10, 86,31-88,7 with Sp 1193,21-1194,17; Sp 1355,28-34 

ad Vin V 151,1; Kkh 155,25-34 # Ps IV 46,3-15 # Sv 1043,5-15 ad MN II 
250,1-21. : 
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trna-prastaraka (scil., or followed by, id): (Sa) PrMoSu 95 (BA y, 

r°5). — (Mu) Adhik-v 59,6*, 100,26, 108,7 sqq., 110,6-7; Gun-VinSt 

102,31, 109,18; MSV(D) II 207,13; Mvy 8636. —  (unid. sch.) 

SHT(IV) 255 (623 BI.35, v°l). — °-prastaradka (?): (Sa) PrMoSii 170 

(BP n, r°4). 

2 e. Disputes pertaining to formal procedures (§ 1d above) are to be 

settled by a fourfold sammukhd-vinaya only” (see SVTT I, § 1 and 

n. 5-6). 

* Vin II 104,8-9  Kkh 155,35-36 = Ps IV 46,15-16 # Sv 1043,16-17. 
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III. manatta, parivasa, abbhana-kamma 

0. Within the five categories of offences of the Patim. (see SVTT I 

n. 20), the Samgh. are the only ones whose redress may not be achieved 

without the supervision of a regular chapter, through penalties (mdanatta 

and parivasa) whose end is marked by re-admission (abbhana) to the 

status of a fully regular monk/nun. Both mdanatta and parivasa — 

however intricate their particulars may be —, and re-admission, are to be 

granted through the most elaborate, fourfold procedures (see SVTT I 

§ 3 d)’; whereas the smallest quorum of four monks/nuns is sufficient as 

far as penalties are concerned, re-admission is the only procedure 

whatsoever that requires the biggest quorum of all, numbering twenty 

(see SVTT I § 2). Each of the procedures involved should include full 

details about the circumstances of the case — however complex it may 

turn out to be — to be given both by the guilty monk and by the 

chairman’. 

The relevant dispositions are set forth very briefly at the end of the 

Samgh. section of the Patim.’, and, with full details, in the Parivasa-* and 

Samuccaya-kkhandhaka’ of the Cullavagga. 

"Vin III [bhu] 112,26-30' (with Sp 522,2-16 = Kkh 35,21-27; = Sp 1351,27-33 

ad Vin V 148,28*) = 185,37-186,3' = IV [bhi] 225,8-12'= 242,10, truncated E’ 

to be filled in with 237,19-20, whose P4li text refers by pa to 235,4-5, the latter 

truncated in E’, up to 225,8-12'. Samgh. offences are said to be “redressed 

through what others state” (para-vacaya vutthati, Vin V 124,31), that is, by the 

procedures of probation, etc. (Sp 1329,9 parivasa-kammavacdadthi vutthati). 

? Vin I 38,12-39,14; cf. Sp 1173,10-17, 1351,26-33, and below, n. 44. 

3 Vin III 186,11-24 with Kkh 48,16-51,35, Sp 629,23-630,8; cf. Vin-vn 504- 

540, Khuddas II 10-11. 

“Vin II 31,3-37,33 with Sp 1159,22-1169,13; cf. Vin-vn 2751-2759. 
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1. Manatta (n.)° applies either alone — when the offence was 

acknowledged as soon as committed — or following a period of 

probation (see below, § 2-3 d) — when it was concealed for some time. 

After immediate, due acknowledgement and confession of his 

offence’, the guilty monk is termed md@nattdraha, “liable to m°” (Vin Il 

*Vin II 38,3-72,29 with Sp 1169,15-1191,14; a convenient recapitulation of this 

Khandhaka occurs at Sp 1189,6-1191,14. Skt. Muti parallel: MSV(D) III 32,13- 

58,12 (last part of the Pandulohitaka-vastu), 61,1-88,10 (Pudgala-vastu), 93,1- 

103,1 (Parivasika-vastu); cf. Gun-VinSii 104,30-106,6; summary of the Tib. 

version: Banerjee, SarvLit 227-232. 

* Traditional etymology points to some kind of “conciliation”, “conciliatory 

measure” (BHSD suggests < mdna-tva, “condition of (paying) respect”): Kkh 

51,11-13 = Sp 629,29-30: bhikkhu manattaya ti bhikkhinam manana-bhavaya; 

aradhanatthaya ti vuttam hoti. —- (Sa) PrMoSti 212 [DDa, v°3] bhiksu[sic] nam 

cittam Gradhayamano . — ChinSp 404 [7]: “‘manatta, that is to say in Chinese, to 

control self-elation; that is, to have humility in one's mind” (for further Chin., and 

Tib. evidence, see BHSD s.vv. mdnatva, mandpya; BHSD's definition of 

mdnatva, “a kind of penance which is superimposed, after parivdsa 

[“probation”], on a monk guilty of a samghdvasesa offence which he has 

concealed”, is misleading: mGnatva applies in all cases, whether the offence was 

concealed or not). 

"Cf. SVTT II n. 63-64. Dutt states that “for this disciplinary measure [of 
parivadsa and mdnatta] confession is not a necessary pre-condition. [...] The two 

penalties are inflicted together in case of non-confession; only mdnatta is inflicted 

in case of confession” (EBM 137, 139). This is quite beside the point, which is 

not confession, expected to occur in any case; if it does not, the relevant 

procedures are that of suspension for “refusing to see/to redress one's offence, or 

to give up wrong opinions” (dpattiva adassane/appatikamme, papikaya ditthiya 

appatinissagge ukkhepaniya-kamma ). The point here is the time that did, or did 

not, elapse between commission and confession of the Samgh. offence. This is 

made quite clear when one brings together the relevant occurrences of (a)kama, 

“(un)willing’”: a monk who committed such an offence and is willing to redress it 

should apply for this purpose to a regular chapter (Sp 522,4-8 = 1351,27-31 

imam Gpattim Gpajjitva vutthadtu-kamassa, yan tam apatti-vutthanam  [...] 

samgho icchitabbo), in doing so, the one who first concealed his offence will 

apply knowingly for probation, then mdnatta, to be undergone “against his own 
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35,11-22), whereby he becomes subject to the same restrictions as those 

applying in the case of probation (see below, § 2 a). He should then make 

a formal, threefold application for mdnatta to a regular chapter, 

numbering four monks at least, who will grant it through a fourfold 

procedure®. According to Sp, a monk who has committed several Samgh. 

offences may state each of them during the same session. Once the 

procedure is over, he should immediately formally undertake the 

observance of mdnatta, and announce it before the same chapter. This is 

called appaticchanna-manatta, “m° [applying to an] unconcealed 

[offence]” (Sp 1171,1-3 = Kkh 51,14-16). 

BHS manatva, n.: BhiVin(Ma-L) 17,17, 63,2 sq., 163,25**; 

Prakirn(Ma -L) 328,7; PrMoSu(Ma-L) 12,10. 

Skt. mdnatva, n.: (Sa) Finot 487,11. 

mandpya, n.: (Sa) Hoernle, MR 12 (3.2); PrMoSi 84 (BAf, v°4). — 

(Sa?)° SHT(V) 22 (1039, v°3. — (Mu) BhiKaVa(S) 246,5, 247,31, 

270,15; Gun-VinSti 102,23, 104,18,30, 106,1 (ed. mandsya throughout); 

MSV(D) II 154,14, 157,16-17 (= KC, Kath-v 53,27, 55,35), 207,16, Ill 

43,1, 44,7 sqq., 56,3 sqq., 61,18, 67,4, 71,9 sq., 94,13, 100,11 sqq., ete.; 

will? (Vin IH 186,14 akamd parivatthabbam with Sp 629,27 = Kkh 49,4 

akamena avasena). This voluntary self-submission and “relatively dignified 

humiliation” (Carrithers, Forest Monks 145) are stressed by the very structure of 

all the disciplinary procedures involved: none is valid without that part of the 

procedure by which this very monk himself, being “desirous of redress” 

(vutthdtu-kama), applies for the right penalty to be granted to him (cf., e.g. , (Mi) 

MSV(D) III 79,14-83,6) — in striking contrast both with the procedures of 

suspension, then reintegration, during which the guilty monk plays no active part 

(cf. Vin I 21,22-22,6 adi with 38,12-39,14 adi), and with the heavier penalties 

incurred in the latter case (cf. below, second part of n. 19). 

®Vin II 38,3-39,14 with Sp 1170,28-1171,29. 

” sthiilarti occurs in r°3, r°4 (cf. SVTT II n. 62); ed. carita[m]=a[v]apya is to be 

read carita-mandapya. 
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Mvy(M) 265.14,17; PrMoSia(Mi), 22,1'°. — mandpya (misprint?): (Sa) 

PrMoSii 41 (ASq, r°2). 

1 a. From now on, the monk is termed mdnatta-carika, “undergoing 

m°”, and should observe, during a fixed period of six days, ninety-four 

restrictions that can be summarized as follows"'. 

He is to be denied, and should refuse, both outward marks of respect 

from regular monks", and the latter's assistance in everyday life (such as 

So GBM(FacEd) X.1, 21 (31.1); ed. manatta is erroneous. 
"The full account of restrictions set forth at Vin II 31,4-34,20 (with Sp 1159,22- 
1170,5) applies to monks undergoing probation, and is then summarized (and 

truncated in E’) at Vin II 35,23-36,28 (with Sp 1170,20-25) as applying both to 

manatta-carika-s and to the four other groups mentioned below, n. 12, with 

reference to 31,4 sqq., except when specific restrictions need to be detailed. For 

the sake of clarity — and with the support of Sp 1173,20-24 # 1189,1-5 — the 

following account reverses the order of the Pa. text and incorporates these 

specific restrictions. Skt. Mi. parallel: MSV(D) III 96,20-102,4. 

" That is, according to Sp 1160,5-7 (cf. 1169,7-8), all monks, except those 
ordained later than he who happen to undergo just the same penalty at the same 

time. The more detailed explanations given at Sp 1170,7-14 point to the 

restriction of assistance and outward marks of respect to members of equal or 

lower seniority within each of the five groups of monks affected by the 

disciplinary consequences of a Samgh. offence: those undergoing probation 

(parivasika), those “liable to be sent back to the beginning” (milaya 

patikassandraha) of the relevant penalty (see below, § 3 a), those liable to 

manatta (manattadraha), those undergoing this latter penalty (mdnatta-carika), 

and those “fit for re-admission” (abbhdndraha) as fully regular monks (see 

below, § 6). Vin II 33,22-23, 35,1-3, 35,17,19-20, 36,10,14, 37,6-7,10-11 

accordingly state that monks within each of these penalized groups may not dwell 

under the same roof as senior monks from the same group (according to Sp 

1168,14-1169,6, doing so entails a “break” [ratti-ccheda, see below, end of 

§ 1 a] and/or a Dukk. for either or both monks). To sum up, a regular monk is 

either a fully regular one, or one who undergoes any of the four other penalties 

entailed by a Samgh. offence, or a senior monk who undergoes just the same as 

oneself. The relativity of the concept of regular status is further stressed by the 
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providing seats and water, or rubbing each other's back when bathing); 

failing to do so, he adds a Dukk. offence to the Samgh. one. Should other 

monks be liable to the very same penalty (see above, n. 12), they are 

considered as a group among whom both outward marks of respect and a 

set of five activities should be observed according to seniority’: 

proceeding to the fortnightly recitation of Patim. rules (uposatha) and to 

Invitation (pavaranda), getting one's share of clothes for the rainy season 

(vassika-satika), passing one's turn during the distribution of meals 

(onojana)'*, and getting one's share of food (bhatta)"’. 

A monk undergoing manatta is further to abstain from the following: 

granting ordination; giving guidance to newly ordained monks; being 

waited upon by novices; being appointed as exhorter of nuns, or actually 

fact that a suspended monk (ukkhittaka) is indeed, as far as concealment of 

Samgh. offences is concerned, considered as regular (see below, n. 19). 

° According to Sp 1160,25-1161,6, this separate group should sit at the lower 
hierarchical rank (that of newly ordained monks), where they are to attend or to 

perform separately the procedures in which they may take part. 

“ According to Sp 1161,6-18, onojana (Vin II 37,20* onoja, instead of which 
Siam. edn. has avanojana [BD V 54 n. 3], both these latter forms missing in 

CPD) means giving away (vissajjana) one's share of the food to be distributed at 

pre-arranged meals (uddesa-bhattddi, ie. uddesa-bh°, nimantand, salaka-bh°, 

pakkhika , uposathika, patipadika: allotted meals, invitations, meals apportioned 

by tickets, those offered fortnightly, or on uposatha days, or on the following 

day; see refs. in CPD s.v. uddesa-bhatta). If the penalized monk is scheduled to 

receive a share of such a meal, but expects to get a meal personally (puggalika- 

bhatta) on the same day (reading anna ca'ssa with Bp. and C’ (SHB 1948) 

860,33), he may reserve this share for the next day, by giving it (ie., entrusting 

his right to it) to a regular monk. This disposition is meant to help penalized 

monks, who have to sit at the lower hierarchical rank for all purposes, and might 

therefore not get a fair share of food. 

"° According to Sp 1161,18-23, if a penalized monk cannot manage either to join, 

or to stay in, the row of monks waiting for food, he may move right to where the 

distributor stands, and help himself “like a swooping hawk” (cf. Sp-y, quoted n 

CPD s.v. o-sakkati). 
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exhorting them if appointed before he became liable to mdnatta; 

committing another Samgh. offence, or a graver one (ie., a P§r.); 

criticizing either the procedure by which he was granted mdnatta, or 

those who carried it out; suspending (on account of some irregularity) the 

participation of a regular monk either in the fortnightly recitation of 

Patim. rules, or in Invitation; issuing commands; occupying a superior 

position; urging a monk to acknowledge an offence'®; quarrelling with 

other monks; walking or sitting before a regular monk; receiving 

anything but the worst seat, bed, and dwelling-place; visiting, with a 

regular monk, families the latter is used to calling on; undertaking ascetic 

vows; having food brought to him in secret; living away from regular 

monks; visiting monks who belong to another community, or monks 

who belong to his own when he cannot reach there on the same day, 

without being accompanied by a regular chapter (of four), unless in case 

of emergency; dwelling under the same roof as a regular monk; standing, 

sitting or walking on the same level as the latter, or on a higher one. He 

should inform any monk he meets of his status, and report daily on his 

case to a regular chapter'’, especially on uposatha and Invitation days, 

sending a monk as messenger to do so on his behalf if he is ill, He may 

not help make up the quorum required for any procedure connected with 

penalties involved by Samgh. offences. 

Among the above restrictions, infringement of any of the following 

four is considered as a “break” (ratti-ccheda) in the observance of 

manatta, entailing an extension by the same period of the initial fixed 

© Vin II 32,10 na okaso karetabbo, na codetabbo, na saretabbo, i.e., the first 

three regular stages of asking permission (okdsam karapetva) from the suspected 

monk to talk with him about his offence, of reproving (codetva) him about it, and 

of reminding (saretva) him of it; the fourth stage is charging (ropetva) him with it 

(see, e.g., Sp 624,7-18). 

" He may do so in whatever words he pleases, provided he gives full details 
(Sp 1171,20-29). 
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period of six days: dwelling under the same roof as a regular monk; 

living far from, failing to report daily to, or going about unaccompanied 

by, a regular chapter of monks who belong to the same community as he 

does; according to Sp, doing so knowingly entails both a break and a 

Dukk. offence. 

Manatta may however be postponed (nikkhipitabba) if it becomes 

objectively difficult to observe it properly; this interruption is to be 

announced formally, either among a regular chapter or, if that is 

impossible, in front of one or several regular monks; the observance 

should then be formally resumed (samdditabba) in the same way, as 

soon as possible’®. 

2. If the Samgh. offence was concealed (paticchanna) knowingly’” 

for any length of time before being acknowledged and confessed, a 

'® Vin II 36,25-28 (to be filled in with 34,3-20); Sp 1171,29-1172,33; Kkh 

50,13-29 (Mii parallel: MSV(D) III 102,5-103,14). According to Sp 1162,1-5, a 

monk undergoing m4natta may be required to act either as preceptor or instructor 

of a novice during the procedures involved in ordination; in such a case, he may 

postpone his observance for the time being. From then on, and until he formally 

resumes manatta, his status is that of a regular monk (pakatatta; Sp 1171,29- 

1172,33; cf. below, n. 27, n. 50). Sp 1189,12-15 adds that if he commits one or 

several further unconcealed offences during this time, he is accordingly not liable 

to be sent back to the beginning of the postponed probation, but to mdanatta only; 

if he commits one or several offences and conceals them, the general dispositions 

about simple or combined probation apply (see below, § 3-3 d). 

° Vin II 55,14-39, 58,10-31, state that a monk should not be charged with 

concealing an offence when he does not know, or has doubts about, or cannot 

remember, having done so: although he does incur a penalty, only mdnatta 

applies in his case (cf. (Mii) MSV(D) III 63,16-64,10; 65,11-15). According to 

Kkh 48,16-37 (reading itthan-ndma, with C’ (SHB 1930) 47,34, for E° 48,23 

°.namo), Sp 1173,31-1176,17, five twofold criteria, that can be summarized as 

follows, determine concealment — the latter entailing a Dukk.: Sp 1176,3-4; cf. 

(Mii) MSV(D) HI 86,10-87,14, (reading duskrta for ed. dusthula throughout: 
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period of probation (parivdsa, m.) of the same length is to precede 

manatta; the two penalties are accordingly termed paticchanna- 

parivasa™®, p°-mdnatta’'. Probation is to be granted, then undergone, 

GBM(FacEd) X.6, 930 [{209, r°3-6]): there is actually a Samgh. offence, and/or 

the agent thinks so; his status is that of a regular monk, and/or he thinks so (see 

below in this n.); he is exposed to some danger (which makes it impossible to go 

and talk to another monk), and/or thinks so (according to Vjb (B® 1960) 512,21- 

22, Sp 1175,4 should read an-antarayikassa pana); he is physically able to tell 

about his offence, and/or thinks so; he plans to conceal it, and does so. Stating 

one's offence is valid when done in whatever words are relevant, in front of any 

monk who did not commit the same offence, and in a threefold manner: stating 

the case (vatthu), then the offence (patti) it entails, then both together. 

In this precise context, regular status is defined by Kkh 48,27 # Sp 1174,14- 

15 as that of a monk against whom no procedure of suspension (ukkhepaniya- 

kamma) was carried out. Sp 1174,21-25 goes on to quote Vin V 219,20-24*, 

and refers implicitly to the latter's commentary at Sp 1395,11-13: “since no 

monastic formality (vinaya-kamma) is carried out with the participation of a 

[suspended monk], he incurs no [blame], no matter whether he conceals a 

Samgh. offence”. The reason is that an ukkhittaka, unlike a manatta-carika or a 

parivasika (cf. above, n. 12), is temporarily excluded from the community to 

which he belonged (samdna-samvasaka) for all purposes (taking part in 

procedures — first of all, fortnightly uposatha, and pavarand at the end of 

monsoon retreat—, sharing gifts from donors, accounting for offences 

committed: Vin IV 135,30-35, 138,1-2', etc.; see KP, Sima 53-54, 62-65, 121- 

123). He is now considered as “one who belongs elsewhere due to a 

[disciplinary] procedure” (kamma-ndndsamvasaka), which amounts to saying 

that he belongs nowhere (see Vin II 23,5-16; Sp 904,3-12 ad Vin IV 219,1). He 

is, therefore, not iti a position (a-pakattatta) to make a valid acknowledgement of 

his offence (Vin V 187,16-18,20-22 with Sp 1375,5-7), or to apply for the 

penalty he incurs, or to report on his pdrivdsika status (Sp 1167,3-5): this legal 

impossibility frees him from any blame in case of concealment. Matters are 

different if he was suspended affer committing Samgh. offences (see below, § 4). 

On the offences entailed by concealing from monks/nuns a Samgh. offence 

committed by another, and by revealing it to anyone who is not ordained, see 

below, n. 48. 

® For the mere sake of formal symmetry with appaticchanna-manatta (§ | 

above), Vin V 118,9, 121,9, 126,2, and Sp 1159,23-1160,1, mention an 

appaticchanna-parivasa, “probation [applying to something] unconcealed”; this 
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very similarly to simple mdnatta”, through a formal, threefold appl ication 

by the guilty monk, followed by a fourfold procedure carried out by a 

regular chapter’. According to Sp, a monk who committed several 

Samgh. offences may state each of them during the same session; as soon 

as probation has been granted to him, he should formally undertake the 

relevant restrictions, and announce it before the chapter”. 

BHS parivdsa, m: BhiVin(Ma-L) 324,1; Prakim(Ma-L) 328,6; 

PrMoSi(Ma-L) 12,9. 

Skt. parivdsa, m.: (Sa 7) SHT(V) 22 (1039, v°l, v°4). — (Mi) 

Gun-VinSt 102,25; MSV(D) II 207,15; HI 32,21 sqq., 34,20 sqq., 

43,11 sqq., 55,6-7 sq., 61,13 sqq., 68,13 sqq., 94,12 sqq., etc; Mvy(M) 

265.11. — (unid.sch.) SHT(V) 116 (1121, B3). 

2 a. Whatever its specific modes (see below, § 3 b-d), probation 

entails the same restrictions (with the same exceptions) as mdnatta (see 

above, § | a), except on two points: a pdarivasika monk need not report 

daily to the Order on his case (but must still inform any monk he chances 

to meet of his status®*); if accompanied by one regular monk, he may 

meet monks belonging to the same residence as himself. Accordingly, a 

ad hoc coinage refers to quite another observance, ie., the probation to be 

undergone over four months by non-Buddhist male ascetics who are making their 

first application ever for ordination into a Buddhist community. 

7 Sp 1171,3-5 # Kkh 51,16-17; Sp 1180,26-29. 
? Compare Sp 1171,10-1172,33 (manatta) # 1177,14-1179,25 (parivasa). 
% Vin II 40,17-42,19, 43,11-17, 48,14-19; Sp 1173,18-1180,5. 
* Sp 1178,17-23 # 1171,21-28 # Vin IV 127,11-17, 64th Pac. (cf. below, first 

part of n. 48). About the ritual duties of parivasika monks according to Skt./Tib. 

Mi. texts, see Schopen, Lay Ownership. 

* See above, n. 9. 

* This is exemplified in the niddna of the Thv(M) 64th Pac., Vin IV 127,7-15 

(cf. below, first part of n. 48). 
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one day break, entailing the extension of probation by the same amount, 

is incurred by the infringement of any of the three following restrictions: 

dwelling under the same roof as a regular monk, living away from 

monks, failing to inform them of one's status (Vin II 33,33-34,2). 

If observing probation becomes objectively difficult, it may be 

temporarily suspended, then resumed, under the same conditions as 

manatta’’. 

3. If several Samgh. offences are committed at the same time, or 

new, “secondary” ones (antardpatti, f.)°* are committed during the period 

7 Vin II 34,3-30; see above, end of § 1 a. According to Sp 1169,9-13, a monk 

under probation is entitled to take part in any procedure, except those connected 

with Samgh. offences, provided he formally postpones his observance for the 

time being. Sp 1179,28-32 adds that if he did so at the very end of the probation 

period, his subsequent application for mdnatta is irrelevant (since his status has 

changed temporarily to that of a regular monk) until he is made to resume his 

observance, thereby shifting to the status of parivuttha-parivasa, “who has 

completed probation”, which makes him ipso facto manattaraha, “liable to m°” 

(cf. above, n. 18; below, n. 50). 

* Confused by CPD s.v. with antarayikdpatti (see BD VI 172-173 n. 15; CPD 

IL.2, top of p. 96b). At Vin V 115,10, the offences committed first are called 

pubbdpatti, “earlier offences”, as opposed to apardpatti, “later ones”, 1.e., those 

Gpannépatti, Sp 1319,31-32). Vin V 115,11 also mentions “offences secondary 

to the earlier/later ones” (pubbdpattinam/apardapattinam antardpatti), that is, 

according to Sp 1319,31-1320,1, secondary offences committed resp. during 

redress by “being sent back to the beginning” (miila-visuddhi), and during 

redress by “evaluation” of the longest period (aggha-visuddhi) (miila-° does not 

designate a “root” offence [so BD VI 173 n. 15], but obviously contrasts with 

aggha-°, these abbreviated terms standing resp. for mulaya patikassana and 

aggha-samodhana-parivasa [see below, § 3 a-b], as stated explicitly by Vib (BS 

1960) 556,28-557,2). An alternative interpretation is that of the Kurundi, 

according to which pubbdpatti refers to earlier offences, pubbdpattinam 

antardpatti to those committed while on probation, apardpatti to those committed 
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of probation or of mdnatta, or between the two, or between the end of 

manatta and actual re-admission, they are to be dealt with differently, 

according to whether they were concealed or not. 

A single period of six days' manatta applies to several offences 

committed before undergoing this penalty. 

3 a. Whatever their number, unconcealed secondary offences entail 

being “sent back to the beginning” (miilaya patikassana) of whichever 

penalty — either probation or mdnatta — the monk was undergoing, or 

had just completed, when he committed these new offences”’. 

3 b. Concealed secondary offences entail “combined probation” 

(samodhana-parivasa), i.e., beginning probation again, for a period 

equivalent to the longest one during which any offence — either the first, 

or the subsequent one(s) — was concealed*’. In Sp (cf. Kkh 50,38- 

51,10), this is called odhadna-samodhana, “inclusive combination”, when 

only one former and one later, identical Samgh. offences are involved?'; 

aggha-samodhana, “combination with evaluation [of the longest 

period]”, when several, identical Samgh. offences are involved’: 

missaka-samodhdana, “combination applying to mixed [offences]”, when 

several, different Samgh. offences are involved”. 

when liable to mdnatta (after probation), and apardpattinam antarapatti to those 

committed while undergoing mdnatta (Sp 1320,1-5). 

” Vin II 43,18-45,17, 46,8-33; Sp 1180,5-32. 

*See BD V 65 n. | (first line: for “p. 169”, read “p. 140”). 

* Sp 1182,18-1183,18 ad Vin II 48,20-49,32. 

® Sp 1183,19-1184,5 ad Vin II 51,17-52,37; aggha-samodhano nama sabhaga- 

vatthukayo [see below, n. 44] sambahula Gpattivo dpannassa hahurattim 

paticchaditapattiyam nikkhipitva databbo (Vjb (B‘ 1960) 513,21-22). 

* Sp 1184,6-20 (cf. below, n. 44). 
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The dispositions set forth in § 3a-b apply whether the monk is able or 

not to identify precisely the secondary offences he committed**. The new 

probation and/or the final six days’ mdnatta apply to the totality of 

offences involved (although formally identical in all cases whatsoever, 

this latter penalty is called here samodhdna-manatta, with the same three 

subdivisions as combined probation, by Sp 1188,16-31). 

No BHS parallels have been traced so far. 

In Skt. Mii texts, Pa. odhdna-samodhdna is represented by miila- 

parivasa, “probation back from the beginning’’*> — this is incurred by a 

monk under probation who commits a “secondary offence identical with 

the former one” (antardpatti piirvdpatti-pratirupa), and conceals it, the 

final period of mandpya is accordingly termed miila-mandpya’*®. The 

parallel to Pa. aggha-samodhdana is miildpakarsa-parivasa, “probation 

entailing being sent back [once again] to the beginning”’’ — this is 

incurred by a miila-parivasika monk who commits a “[later] secondary 

offence identical with the [former] secondary one” (pratyantarapatti 

* (a)parimandyo Gpattiyo, “(in)definite offences”, Vin HI 62,6-31, that is, 

“(in)definite as to their exact determination” (dpattipariccheda-vasena, Sp 

1190,27-28), which means that the monk is able or not to discern that the offence 

committed belongs to the Samgh. class (/ati-vasena, Vjb (B‘ 1960) 514,26 ad 

Vin I 68,25 parimanam; cf. below, n. 44). The Skt. Mi parallel is 

(a)parimanavati apatti (see BHSD s.v. parimanavant): MSV(D) III 69,8 sqq., 

70,11, 72,7 sqq. (cf. Gun-VinSt 104,12-15). 

> MSV(D) If 207,15, Ill 35,6 sq., 38,4, 41,16, 43,16-17 sqq., 47,20, 55,12 

sqq., 74,2 sqq., 80,18 sqq., 96,11, 100,11 sqq., etc.; Mvy(M) 265.12. On this 

and the following terms, cf. BHSD s.v. mila (3). 

* MSV(D) II 154,15 (= KC, Kath-v 53,27-28), 207,16, III 82,9 sq., 85,12 sq., 

94,13 (misprinted -°padnapya), 100,12 sqq., etc.; Mvy(M) 265.15. 

7 Often shortened as miildpakarsa; Gun-VinSi 100,19 (cf. 102,26-27 

mitl6pakramatva 2); MSV(D) II 207,15, II] 38,11, 39,10 sqq., 42,10 sqq., 47,21 

sqq., 55,18 sqq., 74,5 sqq., 81,13 sqq., 94,12-13, 100,11, ete.; Mvy(M) 265.13. 
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antardpatti-pratiripa ), and who conceals it. The final period of manapya 

is accordingly termed miildpakarsa-manapya”. 

3 c. The dispositions set forth in § 3a-b do not apply in the 

following cases: when a monk who concealed two offences goes on 

concealing one while applying for probation on account of the other; 

when he applies for probation on account of one offence of which he is 

conscious, or remembers, or has no doubts about — then, while on 

probation, becomes conscious, or remembers, or does not doubt, that he 

committed another one at the same time; when he tries to be granted a 

reduced period of probation for each offence, or comes to remember, 

while on probation, that he concealed offences for longer than he had first 

thought. In all these cases, each offence entails its own, uncombined 

period of probation’’. 

3 d. Ifa monk does not know, or does not remember, or is in doubt 

about, the exact number of offences he committed, and/or the exact 

number of days” during which he concealed them, he should make a 

threefold application for, then be granted, an “absolving probation” 

(suddhanta-parivasa) by a fourfold procedure*'. According to Sp, the 

duration of this probation may be either short or long. 

The duration of the shorter form is determined by the time that 

elapsed between the monk's ordination and the moment he ceased to be 

free from any Samgh. offence; one of its distinctive features is that it may 

¥MSV(D) II 207,16, III 94,13, 100,12 sqq.; Mvy(M) 265.16. 

* Vin II 53,1-55,14, 56,1-58,10. Skt. Mu Parallel: MSV(D) III 61,19-62,19. 

© Apatti-°, ratti-pariyanta mean “definite number of offences/days” (Kkh 50,36- 
37 Gpatti-pariyantam pana ettika aham apattiyo Gpanno ti janadtu va md va), and, 

as bhvr., “valid for [idem]’ (both BD V 76 and CPD s.v. Gpatti-pariyanta are 

somewhat misleading). Cf. below, second part of n. 48. 

“Vin II 58,32-60,19 with Sp 1181,1-1182,16 (summed up at Kkh 50,31-38). 
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be lengthened or shortened (uddham pi Grohati hettha pi orohati) 

according to circumstances: if the monk thinks he was guilty for one 

month, then remembers he actually was for two, probation is to be 

lengthened accordingly; if, when undergoing probation for two months, 

he comes to know for certain that he was guilty for one only, probation is 

to be shortened accordingly; furthermore, if the penalty turns out to be 

inappropriate, an offence is removed when the penalty is heavier than it 

should have been, but not when it is lighter. 

The longer form applies when a monk cannot remember when he 

ceased to be free from any Samgh. offence; in this case, the length of the 

penalty should be determined by the time elapsed between his ordination 

and the moment he undertook observing probation; it cannot be made to 

run for longer (uddham ndrohati). If the monk under probation comes to 

be certain about the period during which he was guilty, the penalty 

should be shortened accordingly (hettha pana orohati). 

No BHS parallel has been traced so far. 

Skt. Suddhdntika parivasa, m.: (Mi) MSV(D) Ill 72,11, 73,7. 

4. Ifa monk on probation, or liable to be sent back to the beginning 

of the penalty, or liable to manatta, or undergoing the latter, reverts to lay 

life or to the status of a novice, or is temporarily out of his senses, or 

feels acute physical pain, or undergoes suspension (ukkhepaniya-kamma, 

on account of an offence of a different type; cf. above, n. 19), the period 

spent on probation or mdnatta is not cancelled, but the penalty should be 

taken up and completed if he reverts again to the status of a monk, or 

after he recovers from mental or physical illness, or after his reintegration 
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(osarana); in the same circumstances, a monk who is fit for re-admission 

should be re-admitted”. 

4 a. If the offences committed before these same events were 

disclosed after the latter took place, either probation or mdnatta applies, 

depending on whether the offences were concealed or not — whether 

before or after these events; whether before or after the monk knew for 

certain, or remembered, or had no doubts anymore that he actually 

concealed them*?. 

4 b. If he committed secondary offences before these same events, 

when on probation, or when liable to be sent back to the beginning of the 

penalty, or when liable to mdnatta, or when undergoing the latter, or 

when fit for readmission, he should afterwards be either sent back to the 

beginning of the penalty, or granted combined probation (depending on 

whether these new offences were concealed or not — no matter when), 

or readmitted. These dispositions apply whether the offences committed 

are definite or indefinite ([a]parimana), designated by the same name or 

not (eka-°, nana-nama), identical or not (sabhdga, vi-sabhaga) within 

the Samgh. class, or belonging to one and the same kind or not 

(vavatthita/sambhinna) within this same class. These data should be 

weighed up carefully — especially when combined with those set forth 

above, § 3-3 b: in failing to do so, any irrelevant procedure is considered 

as null and void, and the monk against which it was carried out may 

object**. 

“Vin II 60,21-62,5. Skt. Mi parallel: MSV(D) III 70,13-71,12. 

® Vin II 62,33-65,18 (the text of 63,14-28 is defective; see SBE XVII 423 n. 2). 

* Vin II 65,20-67,8; 68,24-72,16. Skt. Mut parallel (with slightly different 

combinations): MSV(D) II 64,11-70,12, 71,13-72,3, 72,13-73,14, 73,15-79,2; 

this latter text lists six degrees of redress, according to whether one or several 

procedures are invalid; the monk is expected to apply insistently for the necessary 

corrections to wrong procedures (79,14-83,6). 

Continues... 
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4 c. When unable to cope with a monk who commits offences 

(including Samgh. ones) repeatedly, the chapter may subject him to the 

control of a monk adviser (nissaya-kamma)”. 

5. According to Vin II 67,9-68,23, if two monks (i) commit a 

Samgh. offence and either think so, or are in doubt, or think it is a 

mixed” offence, or come to think it is a Samgh. after learning about the 

On parimadna, see above, n. 34. As explained at Kkh 8,20-9,2 (cf. Sp 

1064,10-13 ad Vin I 126,12-13), 49,29-50,7, sabhaga offences are, in this 

context, those — belonging to the same class —- whose common element is the 

fact (vatthu-sabhaga) which is constitutive of the offence and which gives the 

latter its key-word (gotta; BD IV 169 “class” is inaccurate) label (e.g., the 

paradigmatic samcetanika sukka-visatthi, “deliberate emission of semen” [first 

Samgh.], quoted passim in the texts dealing with the relevant penalties, to the 

embarrassment of Victorian scholars [SBE XVII 397 sqq.]), as opposed to 

offences which do not share it (ndnd-vatthuka), sabhaga and vi-sabhaga are 

therefore syn. resp. with tabbhdgiya and afnabhagiya (Vin Ill 168,20-34). 

Nand-vatthuka offences — all from the Samgh. class — are listed at Sp 1184,6- 

13, according to which they entail a missaka-samodhana probation (see above, 

§ 3 b). These latter offences are called asamdpatti in the Skt. Mi parallel 

(MSV(D) III 87,15-88,9; cf. Gun-VinSt 104,16). 

According to Sp 1191,4-5, vavatthita, “belonging to one and the same, 

separate kind”, and sambhinna, “mixed [within the same Samgh. class]”, are just 

another way of explaining sabhaga/visabhaga. 

“Name” (nama) refers either to that of the class (Samgh.) to which the 

offences belong (sajati-sadhdrana) or to the generic name (sabba-sa@dharana ) 

dpatti, “offence”..As shown by the examples given at Kkh 50,1-8, these minute 

distinctions reflect the importance attached to the precision of the guilty monk's 

formal statement when applying for the relevant penalty before the chapter which 

is to control all proceedings from beginning to end: although no fixed set of 

formulae is required, this statement is to proceed on the above lines, in any 

combination that makes the case clear enough for determining the accurate penalty 

(cf. Skt. (Mii) Gun-VinSi 102,21 ndmagotrépasamhitam apattitvat kirttanam). 

Vin I] 7,17-9,27; see SBE XVII 343, n. 1, 384 n. 1. 

* According to Sp 1191,7-9, missaka designates a Samgh. offence whose 

commission may happen to include the Thull., Dukk. and Dubbh. offences of 

Vibhanga casuistry (all connected with one and the same fact: Vjb (B’ 1960) 

Continues... 
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relevant rule during the recitation of the Patimokkha*’, (ii) or if they 

commit a mixed offence and either think so, or think it is a Samgh., the 

one who concealed his own is to be charged with a Dukk. and granted 

probation; mdnatta applies to both. If they commit an unmixed offence 

and think it is a Samgh., the one who concealed his own should be 

charged with a Dukk.; both should be dealt with according to the 

offence®. 

514,19 eka-vatthumhi) resulting in a Samgh. offence (cf. SVTT II n. 21), as 

opposed to suddhaka, “unmixed”, ie., an offence that belongs to the “light” 

(lahuka) class, excluding the Samgh. (and Par.) ones, which are considered as 

“heavy” (garuka ). 

“ Presumably bona fide, when the exceptions to the Thv(M) 73rd [bhu] Pac. 

apply. According to this latter rule, a Pac. is incurred by any monk/nun who 

pleads not guilty by simulating ignorance of the Patim. rules, although he/she did 

attend se veral times at their complete, fortnightly recitation (Vin IV 144,8-145,30 

with Kkh 129,17-37 # Sp 876,31-877,13; n°151 [bhi]. — Cf. UpaliPr(SR) 90, 

n°85. — Conc.: BhiPr 59, table IV.1 s.v. siks@pada- dravyatavyavacarah). As 

far as can be seen, there are no cross-references to this point in the Cullavagga, in 

the Vibhanga, in Kkh, or in Sp — unlike the Skt. Mii parallel (MSV(D) III 63,2- 

7 # [badly reconstructed] PrMoSi(Mu), 44,3-8). Besides, it is not clear to me 

why both the Cullavagga and MSV(D) III 79,3-13 (reading duskrta for ed. 

dusthula throughout: GBM(FacEd) X.6, 926 [207,r°2-4]) mention two monks 

just here, when a single one would have done as well to exemplify dispositions 

whose principles entirely conform to those set forth in the preceding and 
following passages. 

* Any monk who deliberately conceals from monks a Samgh. offence (dutthulla 

Gpatti, “major offence”, refers usually to both Par. and Samgh. [Vin IV 128,1-2', 

but here to the latter only [Kkh 124,35 # Sp 866,14-15]; cf. the last part of this 

n.), committed by another incurs a Pac. offence, unless revealing it would lead to 

a split in the community (samgha-bheda), or endanger the physical or spiritual 

life of its members; or if informing a regular monk is impossible, if the offence is 

evident per se, if one does not mean to conceal it, or is out of one's senses, or is 

the first to do so (Thv(M) n° 64, Vin IV 127,2-128,32 with Kkh 124,35-125,18 

# Sp 866,13-867,2. — Cf. UpaliPr(SR) 78, n°52. —Conc.: BhiPr 58, table IV.1 

s.v. dusthulapraticchadanam). In Ms, Ma, and Thv(M) schools, this rule does 

not apply to nuns (see BhiPr ib.), although a similar one provides, in all known 

schoois, that any nun who conceals the Par. offence committed by another incurs 

Continues... 
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6. Whether or not simple or combined manatta is preceded by simple 

or combined probation, the monk who observes it until the end (cinna- 

manatta) is said to be “fit for re-admission” (abbhdndraha), and 

expected as such to observe the same restrictions as monks on 

probation”, until re-admission (abbhdna, n. < G-hvayati, “recalls”) as a 

fully regular monk is granted to him. He is to make a threefold request 

for this purpose, before a regular chapter numbering twenty monks at 

a Par. (Thv n°2, Vin IV 216,2-217,35 with Kkh 158,24-34 # Sp 903,5-21. — 
Conc.: BhiPr 53, table 1 s.v. vajjapaticchadika. The close relationship between 

these two rules is borne out by their casuistic commentary [Vin IV 128,16-22 = 

217,29-35], by Kkh and Sp's commentaries to the latter, and by the brother- [Vin 

IV 127,5 bhatuno]/ sisterhood relationship of their respective protagonists [see 

BhiPr 24-25}). 
A twin rule states that unless the order carries out a formal agreement 

(sammuti) for the purpose of informing lay people, any monk/nun who informs 

someone unordained about the Samgh. offence committed by another incurs a 

Pac., except if one reveals only the fact (vatthu), or only the specific offence 

(Gpatti) entailed, or is out of one's senses, or is the first one to do so (Thv(M) n°9 

[bhu], Vin IV 30,24-32,19 with Kkh 8 6,28-87,8, Sp 753,5-754,29; n°105 [bhi]. 

— Cf. UpaliPr(SR) 62, n°8. — Cone. BhiPr 57, table IV.1_ s.v. 

dusthularocanam). The formal agreement may bear either on a detinite number of 

offences (dpatti-pariyanta; see above, n. 40), or on a definite number of lay 

people to be informed, or on both; according to Kkh 86,30-33, Sp 754,10, it is an 

arrangement (katik@) to be carried out by a formal consultation (apalokand) of the 

chapter (see SVTT I § 3 a and n. 14). In this rule also, Samgh. offences are 

referred to by the term dutthulla Gpatti (Vin IV 31,17-18' = 128,1-2'; see Kkh 

86,28-30, Sp 753,5-8). According to Sp 753,15-754,4, although one might argue 

that revealing to laymen the Par. offence committed by another is also a Pac. 

(because it amounts to disparaging [omasa-vada, first Pac.] the latter monk; 

cf. Vin IV 9,8-14), one should rather follow the criteria set by atthakatha 

specialists, who know what the Buddha meant (cf. Sp 2,27-3,4*). Agreement to 

inform laymen about a monk's offence is meant neither to disparage the latter, nor 

to hold back the sdsana on his account, but for his own improvement; it is 

therefore irrelevant to those guilty of a Par., who incur immediate expulsion 

together with loss of their status as monks. 

* Vin II 36,29-37,12; cf. above, n. 12. 
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least; the latter will then carry out a fourfold procedure whereby re- 

admission will become effective™. 

BHS dhvayana, n. (< 4G-hvayati, “recalls”; cf. Sp 630,3 

a-vhatabba-): BhiVin(Ma-L) 17,17, 63,2 sq., 163,26; Prakim(Ma-L) 

328,7. 

ahvayana-pratibaddha, m(fn)., “liable to re-admission” (corresp. to 

Pa. abbhanadraha): BhiVin(Ma-L) 163,26; PrMoSu(Ma-L) 12,11. 

Skt. (all forms < dbr(m)hati/avr(m)hati [cf. BHSD s.v. abrhati, 

avarhati], “extracts, draws out [the offence together with the completed 

penalty]”)"! 
abarhana, n.: (Mi) Gun-VinSii 100,20, 102,2. 

(Sa) an-dbrmhita-: PrMoSt 212 (DDa, v°4). — abrmhitavya-: 

PrMoSu 231] (FCc, v°4). — an-dbrhita-: Finot 488,3; PrMoSu 244 

(GP, 1°2). — a@brhitavya-: PrMoSii 5 (AAd, v°5), 244 (GP, r°1). — 

abrhyat-: PrMoSi 133 (BLI, v°3). — dbrhyat: Finot 488,2; PrMoSi 

® Vin III 186,16-20 with Sp 629,30-630,7 * Kkh 51,24-35; Vin II 39,15-40,16 

(cf. 42,20-43,10, 46,34-48,13, 51,1-15) with Sp 1173,1-13. According to the 

latter, amonk who was allowed to postpone mdnatta on account of some duty 

(and is now considered as regular) at the very end of the six prescribed days 

should be made to resume his observance, thereby shifting from the status of a 

regular monk to that of one who is “fit for re-admission”. Cf. above, n. 18, n. 27. 

In the Skt. Mu parallel, elaborate censure of, then encouragements to, the monk 

are inserted resp. after the motion has been put, and at the very end of the 

re-admission procedure (MSV(D) III 53,11-55,2 # 57,10-58,18). 

* Although well aware that listing -b- and -v- forms separately is hardly helpful 

as far as the study of comparative Vinaya lexicography is concerned, I record 

here, for the mere sake of convenience, what I read in printed editions, however 

fluctuating (Gun-VinSt, Mvy) the latter may be; the task of assessing the validity 

of such a distinction must be left aside for the time being. Due to the relative 

scarcity of occurrences of a@barhana/avarhana, references to both these key- 

words, and to connected verbal forms in relevant texts, are listed here. 
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244 (GP, r°1). — abrahitavya-: Finot 488,1; PrMoSt 133 (BLI, r°2). — 

(unid.sch.) @brhati: SHT(V) 116 (1121, B4). 

avarhana, n.: (Mt) Gun-VinSi 102,22,30; MSV(D) Ii 203,16 sq., 

III 51,9, 53,4; Mvy 8656 (= Mvy(M) 265.18 abarhana). — Gvarhana- 

pratibaddha, m(fn). (cf. above, BHS): (Mi) PrMoSu(Mi), 22,1. 

avrahana (for dvarhana), n.: (Sa) Hoernle, MR 12 (3.2). 

(Mii) an-dvrida-: PrMoSi(Mi), 22,3. — avrdha-: MSV(D) Ill 

74,6,16, 75,10,20 sq. — Gvarhita-: MSV(D) III 57,4, 58,18. — 

Gvarhitavya-: MSV(D) IH 49,17, 88,9; PrMoSu(Mu), 22,2. — avarhet: 

MSV(D) III 53,10; PrMoSa(Mi), 22,3. 

7. The mdnatta penalty applying to nuns who have committed a 

Samgh. offence is the object of the fifth “important rule” among the eight 

they are expected to stick to all life long®. It isto be observed during one 

2 Vin II 255,16-17 (quoted IV 52,26-28) garu-dhammam ajjhdpanndya 

bhikkhuniya ubhato-samghe pakkhamanattam caritabbam. | hope to have shown 

(Nolot, Régles 401-404; English summary ib. 535-536) that the term garu- 

dhamma, “important rule”, that gives its generic name to this as well as to the 

seven other rules, should not be confused with the homonymous garu-dhamma 

occurring in the text of the fifth one quoted here, where it is syn. with garuka 

Gpatti (cf. above, n. 46), and means “heavy offence”, referring here to the Samgh. 

(this is taken for granted by Buddhaghosa, who deals with the mdnatta applying 

to nuns together with other forms of the same penalty, at the very beginning of 

his commentary of the Cullavagga's Samuccaya-kkhandha: the fifth “important 

tule” is quoted fully — as above — at 1184,29-30; the guilty nun's application 

for mdnatta is then exemplified at 1185,7-24 with gamantaram, a key-word of 

the third Thv(M) [bhi] Samgh. [Vin IV 227,20-228,7, 230,4-9',22-25]). Unlike 

the seven others, this “important rule” is, in all known schools, logically 

unparalleled in the Pac. section of their Vibhanga-s (see chart in Nolot, ib. 399- 

400): dispositions about Pac. offences — all of which are classified as “light” — 

cannot include dispositions about the Samgh. ones — all of which are classified 

as “heavy”. The latter are dealt with extensively in texts of the Khandhaka or 

Kammavaci type (cf. SVTT I n. 29), like all those whose redress implies 

procedures (tajjaniya-kamma, etc.; cf. SVTT II n. 60), and referred to briefly at 

the end of the Samgh. section of each respective Patim. (Thv(M) [bhu]: refs. 

Continues... 
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fortnight (pakkha-mdanatta), no matter whether the nun concealed her 

offence or not®’. According to Kkh 166,24-168,13 * Sp 1184,26- 

1188,15, the nun who did so incurs a Dukk.; whatever the case, mdnatta 

should be applied for and granted through the same procedure — carried 

out by a nuns’ chapter —- as applies to monks (see above, § 1). The 

formal undertaking of this penalty, then its observance (with provisions 

for temporary postponement [§ 1 a above], and for sending recidivist 

nuns back to the beginning of manatta [§ 3 a]) are however to be 

announced, then reported on daily, before both a monks’ and a nuns’ 

chapter of at least four persons each; the nun's female preceptor or 

instructor is to go and request respected monks, who may not refuse, to 

come for the purpose. Furthermore, since no nun is allowed to live alone, 

a regular nun should be appointed as her companion, by a twofold 

procedure”. 

The procedure of re-admission is formally identical with that 

applying to monks; it should be carried out by a nuns’ chapter”. 

Paris Edith Nolot 

above, n. 3; [bhi]: Vin [V 242,13-15 with Kkh 166,24-168,13). There is here 

therefore no contradiction at all, either in the wording of or in the dispositions 

concerning this rule, contrary to what is stated by Hiisken, Einrichtung 159-160 

(cf. Gombrich’s review of Bechert Festg.[forthcoming]). 

* Refs. as above, end of n. 52; cf. Sp 1395,3-9 ad Vin V 219,23*. 
* Vin II 279,17-25; Sp 1188,8-11; cf. third Thv(M) [bhi] Samgh., Vin IV 

228,31-229,21, 230,15-17',22-25. 

* Vin IV 242,15-19 (# Ill 186,16-20) with Kkh 168,12-14; Sp 1188, 11-12 

(E*° bhikkhu-samghe is most probably a mistake; C° (SHB 1948) 879,31, and Bp.: 

bhikkhuni-°, -ni-°; Kkh E’ 168,12 and C’ (SHB 1930) 169,24-25: bhikkhuni- 

samgho, no recorded vl; Sp E’ 277,9,25 and C’ 199,13,28 bhikkhunihi, no 

recorded v./. ). 
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buddhistischen Nonnenordens im Vinaya-Pitaka der Theravadin’, in 

Bechert Festg., 151-170. 

KaVa(Mi),: separate reprint of KaVa(Mu), in A.K. Banerjee, Two 

Buddhist Vinaya texts in Sanskrit. Calcutta, The World Press Private 

Ltd., 1977, 58-73. 

KC, Kath-v: Kun Chang, 4 Comparative Study of the Kathinavastu. 

'S-Gravenhage, Mouton & Co., 1957 (IIM I). 
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KP, Sima: P. Kieffer-Piilz, Die Sima. Vorschriften zur Regelung der 

buddhistischen Gemeindegrenze in dlteren buddhistischen Texten. 

Berlin, D. Reimer Verlag, 1992 (MIAKPh 8). 

Mukherjee, Devadatta: B. Mukherjee, Die Uberlieferung von Devadatta, 

dem Widersacher des Buddha, in den kanonischen Schriften. 

Miinchen, J. Kitzinger, 1966 (MSS, Beiheft 1). 

Mvy(M): Mahdavyutpatti, ed. by Y. Minaev; 2nd ed. by I.D. Mironov. 

St. Petersburg, 1910-1911 (Bbu XIII). 

Nolot, FragmMa(?): E. Nolot, “Derechef a propos d'un fragment du 

? Mahasamghika-Vinaya”, BEI 6 (1988), 351-358. 

Nolot, Régles: E. Nolot, Régles de discipline des nonnes bouddhistes. 

Le Bhiksunivinaya de l'école Mahasamghika-Lokottaravadin. Paris, 

Collége de France, 1991 (PICI 60). 

Prakirn(Ma-L): “Summary of the Bhiksu-Prakirnaka of the Arya 

Mahasamghika-Lokottaravadin”’, in BhiVin(Ma-L), 327-334. 

PrMoSi(Mt),: separate reprint of PrMoSt(Mit), in A.K. Banerjee, Two 

Buddhist Vinaya texts in Sanskrit. Calcutta, the World Press Private 

Ltd., 1977, 8-56. 

Roth, Term.: G. Roth, “Terminologisches aus dem Vinaya der 

Mahasamghika-Lokottaravadin”, ZDMG 118 (1968), 334-348. 

Schopen, Business: G. Schopen, “Doing business for the Lord: Lending 

on interest and written loan contracts in the Miulasarvastivada- 

Vinaya”’, JAOS 114/4 (1994), 527-553. 

Schopen, Funerals: G. Schopen, “On avoiding ghosts and social 

censure: Monastic Funerals in the Milasarvastivada-Vinaya”, JIP 20 

(1992), 1-39. 
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Schopen, Lay Ownership: G. Schopen, “The Lay Ownership of 

Monasteries and the Role of the Monk in Miulasarvastivadin 

Monasticism’, JIABS (forthcoming). 

SVTT: the present Studies on Vinaya Technical Terms. 

SWTFE Nachtr.: SWTF, Nachtrdge (in SWTF, vol. I, fasc. 6-8). 

UpaliPr(SR): V. Stache-Rosen, Updlipariprcchasutra. Ein Text zur 

buddhistischen Ordensdisziplin. Géttingen, Vandenhoeck & 

Ruprecht, 1984 (AAWG 140). 

USHP =  v.Hi., Untersuchungen zur  Sprachgeschichte und 

Handschriftenkunde des Pali. Mainz, AAWL, 1988-. 

Vallée Poussin, Conciles: L. de La Vallée Poussin, “Les deux premiers 

conciles”, Muséon XXIV (1905), 213-323. 

v.Hi., Apattisamutthana: O. von Hiniiber, “The arising of an offence: 

Gpattisamutthana. A note on the structure and history of the 

Theravada -Vinaya”, JPTS XVI (1992), 55-69. 

v.Hi., Begriffe: O. von Hiniiber, “Uber drei Begriffe der buddhistischen 

Rechtssprache: issaravatd, giva und bhandadeyya”, IT VII (1979), 

275-279. 

v.Hi., 

Schulzugehorigkeit buddhistischer Texte nach sprachlichen Kriterien”, 

in Bechert, Schulz I, 57-75. 

Bestimmung: O. von Hiniiber, “Die Bestimmung cer 

v.Hi., Buddhist Law: O. von Hiniiber, “Buddhist Law According to the 

Theravada-Vinaya: A Survey of Theory and Practice”, JIABS 18.1 

(1995), 7-45. 

v.Hi., Miindlichkeit! O. von Hinitiber, Untersuchungen zur 

Miindlichkeit friiher mitttelindischer Texte der Buddhisten (USHP Il). 

Mainz, 1991 (AAWL, Nr. 5). 
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v.Hi., Oldest Pa.Ms.: O. von Hintiber, The Oldest Pali Manuscript. 

Four Folios of the Vinaya-Pitaka from the National Archives, 

Kathmandu (USHP II). Mainz, 1991 (AAWL, Nr. 6). 

v.Hi., Recht u. Phonetik: O. von Hintiber, “Das buddhistische Recht 

und die Phonetik des Pali. Ein Abschnitt aus der Samantapasadika 

liber die Vermeidung von Aussprachefehlen in kammavacas”, Stll 

13:14 (1987), 101-127. 

v.Hi., Schriftlichkeit: O. von Hiniiber, Der Beginn der Schrift und 

friihe Schriftlichkeit in Indien. Mainz, 1989 (AAWL, Nr. 11). 

v.Hi., SP: O. von Hintiber, Selected Papers on Pali Studies. Oxford, 

PTS, 1994. 

OTHER ABBREVIATIONS 

[bhi]: relevant Thv(M) Patim. rule applying to nuns (with rule number 

according to M. Wijayaratna, Les moniales bouddhistes. Naissance et 

développement du monachisme feminin, Paris, Cerf, 1991, 171-195). 

[bhu]: relevant Thv(M) Patim. rule applying to monks. 

Conc.: concordance of rule number according to school. 

Dubbh.: dubbhasita and variants. 

Dukk.: dukkata and variants. 

NP: nissaggiya-pacittiya and variants. 

Pac.: pacittiya and variants. 

Par.: parajika and variants. 

Patid .: patidesaniya and variants. 

Po-v: Posadha-vastu. 

r°: recto. 

Samgh.: samghddisesa and variants. 

Sekh.: sekhiya and variants. 
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Thull.: thullaccaya and variants. 

Thv(M): Theravadin (Mahaviharin ). 

unid.sch.: unidentified school. 

v°: verso. 

INDEX 

PALI 

akama parivasa: {iI n. 7. 

aggha-visuddhi: III n. 28; 

-°samodhana: see s.v. parivasa. 

atta: II § 0. 

atthakathdacariya: III n. 48. 

a-desanagamini Gpatti: II n. 63. 

adhikarana-samatha dhamma: 

II § 0, 2 sqq. 

(an)antarayika: III n. 19. 

an-avasesa: II n. 63. 

anubalappadana: II n. 12. 

anubhanana: II n. 12. 

anumati-kappa: | § 2. 

anullapana: In. 12. 

anuvadana: If n. 12. 

anuvada: Un. 14; -°adhikarana: II § 1, 1b, 2c; n. 12. 

anusampavankata: In. 12. 

anu-ssavaka: 1 § 6. 

anu-ssavana, °-ssavana: 1 § 1, 5; n. 28-30. 

anu-ssavita: 1 n. 30. 

antarayikdpatti: III n. 28. 
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apalokana-kamma: | § 3, 3a; 

n. 17, 18; UI n. 48. 

abbhana: I § 2; WHY § 6; n. 12. 

abbhussahanata: II n. 12. 

amilha-vinaya: II § 2, 2c(iii); 

n. 31. 

alajji: WW § 2b.. 

avanojana: Ili n. 14. 

avinaya-kamma: | § 7. 

akara: Wn. 13. 

acariya: In. 34. 

Gcara-vipatti: II § 1b; n. 19. 

Gjiva-vipatti: II § 1b; n. 19. 

Gpatti (see also s.vv. jati, vatthu, sadhdrana): MII n. 19, 48; 

afnabhagiya: Il n.44; °-adhikarana: It § 1, 1c, 2d; antara-°: Il § 3- 

Ab; n. 28; apara-°: Il] n. 28; (a)parimand a°XIl § 4b; n. 34; eka- 

/nana-nama-°: Ill § 4b; n. 44; garukd a°: TI n. 46; °-gotta: U1 n. 44; 

tabbhagiya: Ill n.44; thullavajja a°: Il § 2d; n. 63; dutthulla a°: Il 

n. 48; °-desana: II n. 63; nand-vatthuka a°: MII n. 44; °-pariccheda: 

III n. 34; °-pariyanta: III n. 40, 48; pubba-°: II n. 28; missakd a°: 

Ill n. 46; lahuka @°: Il n. 46; vavatthita/sambhinna: Ill § 4b; n. 44; 

°-yutthana: Il n. 7; (vi)sabhaga-°: Ill § 4b; n. 44; suddhaka a°: Il 

n. 46. 

Grohati ¥ orohati: Il § 3d. 

avuso: II n. 42. 

ukkhittaka: Ul n. 12, 19. 

ukkhepaniya-kamma: In. 23; U1 n. 40; Ill § 4; n. 7, 19. 

upa-sampada: | § 2; -°araha: I n. 3. 

uposatha: II n. 30; III § 1a; n. 19. 

ubbahika: Il § 2a, 2b.1i; n. 37. 

okasam karapeti: Vil n. 16. 

onojana: Ill § la; n. 14. 
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omasa-vada: UI n. 48. 

orohati: see arohati. 

ovadati, ovada: II n. 14. 

osarand: II § 2c(iv); Ill § 4. 

kata-kamma: II n. 10. 

katika-vatta, kat(h)ika: Un. 14, 17; Wn. 48. 

kamma: I § 3, 3c; n. 12; °-araha: In. 3; In. 10; °-ppatta: tn. 3; I 

n. 10; °-lakkhana: | § 3 sqq.; n. 12, 14. 

kamma-vaca: I § 3c, 5; n. 15, 34; If n. 1. 

Karaniyata: 1 n. 17. 

kiccayata: 1 n. 17. 

kiccddhikarana: In. 5; 1 § 1, 1d, 2e; In. 31. 

(a-)kuppa: 1 § 7. 

kusala: In. 24. 

khamapeti: In. 10. 

gana: In. 8. 

gana-piraka: 1 § 2. 

garu-dhamma (“important rule” ¥ “heavy offence”): III § 7; n. 52. 

gamantara: III n. 52. 

gulhakam: II § 2b.iti(i). 

codeti: III n. 16. 

chanddraha: J § 1; n. 3. 

jati (of patti): Il n. 34, 44. 

fatti: 1 § 1, 3 b-c, § 4. 

fatti-kamma: 1 § 3,3 b; n. 15, 17, 18. 

fatticatuttha-kamma: 1 § 3, 3 d; n. 17, 20, 30. 

nattidutiya-kamma: | § 3, 3c; n. 17, 18, 20. 

fatti-pariyosana: In. 15. 

napetabbo: 1 § 6; n. 16, 18, 30. 

thana: II n. 13. 

thandraha, a-tth°: 1 § 7. 

tajjaniva-kamma: In. 23; Un. 10, n. 60; II n. 52. 
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tassa-papiyyasika: Il § 2, 2c(iv); n. 31. 

tina-pattharaka, -°vattharaka: 

II § 2, 2d(ii); n. 27. 

thullaccaya: Wn. 21, n. 62. 

thullavajja: see s.v. apatti. 

ditthi-vipatti: 11 § 1b; n. 19. 

dukkata: Wn. 10, n. 21. 

dutthulla: see s.v. apatti. 

dubbhasita: Wn. 21. 

du-vupasanta: 1 § 7. 

desanagamini apatti: Il n. 63. 

dhamma-kamma: | § 7; °-patirtipaka: 1 § 1. 

(a-)dhammika: } § 7. 

nana-samvasaka: kamma-°: II n. 19. 

nasana: I § 2c(iv). 

nidan'uddesa: In. 30. 

nissaya-kamma: I n. 23; III § 4c. 

pakatatta: TIL n. 18, 19, 27, 50. 

patinndta-karana: ¥ § 2, 2a, 2d(i). 

patibala: 1 § 6. 

patisa@raniya-kamma: 1 n. 23; In. 63. 

pabbajaniya-kamma: { n. 23. 

parivasa: 1 § 3 d; II § 0, 2-5; aggha-samodhana-°: III § 3b; n. 28, 32; 

appaticchanna-°: III n. 20; odhdna-samodhana-°: II § 3b; 

paticchanna-°; Ill § 2; parivuttha-°: Ii n. 27; missaka-samodhdana-°: 

Il § 3b; n. 44; suddhanta-°: Ill § 3d. 

parisa: 1§ 1. 

pavarana: J § 2; TI § la; n. 19. 

pacittiya: Wn. 21. 

patidesaniya: II n. 21. 

patimokkha: Ill § 5; n. 47. 

parajika: In. 21; Tin. 48. 
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parivasika: Ml § 2-5; n. 12, 19. 

pubbamgama: II n. 13. 

bhatta: Ill § 1a; uddesa-°, uposathika-°, nimantana-°, pakkhika-°, 

patipadika-°, puggalika-°, salaka-°: WI n. 14. 

bhanta: II n. 42. 

bhikkhu, bhikkhuni: 1 § 6. 

bhimi: I n. 13. 

manatta: 1 § 3 d; II n. 63; III § 0-1a, 2a, 3-4b, 5-7; appaticchanna-?: Ik 

§ 1; n. 20; °-araha: Wl § 1; n. 12, 27; °-carika: TH § 1a; n. 12, 19; 

cinna-°: III § 6; °-nikkhepana: III § 1a; pakkha-°: MII § 7; n. 52; 

paticchanna-°: III § 2; °-samddana: III § la. 

manana-bhava: III n. 6. 

miulddayaka: I § 2b.ii. 

miilaya patikassana: III § 3a; n. 12, 28. 

miila-visuddhi: I n. 28. 

yebhuyyasika: II § 2, 2b.ii; n. 31. 

ratti-ccheda: III § 1 a; n. 12; -°pariyanta: III n. 40. 

ruccati: In. 13. 

ropeti: In. 10; III n. 16. 

lahuka apatti: Il § 2d; n. 63. 

vagga: In. 8. 

vajjapaticchadika: IMI n. 48. 

vatthu (see also s.v. dpatti): 1§ 1; n. 3; Won. 13, 30; Win. 19, 48; 

eka-°: Ill n. 46; °-sabhadga Gpatti: III n. 44. 

vavatthita: see s.v. apatti. 

vassika-satika: Il § 1a. 

vinaya-kamma: III n. 19. 

vipatti: Gcara-°, Gjiva-°, ditthi-°, sila-°: II § 1b. 

vivadddhikarana: II § |, 1a, 2b.1. 

viipasamena: In. 11. 

vyatta: I § 6. 
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eee 

sakanna-jappakam: II § 2b.1ii (ii). 

sangiti: In. 9; II § 2b. ii. 

samgha: 1 § 1; In. 42; Il n. 7; ubhato-°: Il § 7; n. 52; 

°-kamma: J § 3; IL § 1d; bhikkhu-°, bhikkhuni-°: HI § 7; n. 54; 

°-bheda: II § la; MI n. 48. 

samghddisesa: 1 n. 21; Ul passim and n. 48. 

sati-vinaya: II § 2, 2c(ii); n. 31. 

samagga-samgha: § 2; n. 8. 

samana-samvasaka: ill n. 19. 

sambhinna: see s.v. Gpatti. 

sammukhata: dhamma-°, puggala-°, vinaya-°, samgha-°: II § 2a; 

n. 42. 

sammukhda-vinaya: II § 0, 2 sqq.; n. 31. 

sammukhi-bhiita: I § 1. 

sammuti: III n. 48. 

salaka-gaha, -°gahapaka: IW § 2b.iti. 

salakda: WI § 2b.11. 

sadharana: sajati-°, sabba-°: Il n. 44. 

sareti: II n. 16. 

sasana: III n. 48. 

sila-vipatti: 11 § 1b; n. 19. 

sima: 1§ 13 n. 4. 

sukka-visatthi: MI n. 44. 

su-vupasanta: I § 7. 

hetu: Wn. 13, n. 24. 

BHS / SKT. 

adhikaranata: II § 1. 

adhikarana-Samatha dharma: II § 1; °-samcaraka: Xl § 2b.ii; n. 48. 

anavavadana: {I n. 14. 

anavavadadhikarana, °-prasthapana, °-visthGpana: 11 § 1; n. 14. 

anaghdata-pancama: I n. 36. 
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anu-Sravana: 1 § 5; n. 29, 30. 

anu-Sravay-: In. 30. 

anovdda: I § 1; n. 14. 

amiidha-vinaya: II § 2c. 

amitlakam: II n. 22. 

avalokana: 1§ 3 a. 

a-vastuka, sa-v°: 1§ 7. 

Gdhi-karanika: I § 1. 

Gpatti: -°adhikarana: II § 1; antara-°: III § 3b; (a)parimanavati a°: Il 

n. 34; asama-°. II n. 44; nama-gotrépasamhita a°: Ill n. 44; 

purva-°: III § 3b; pratyantara-°: III § 3b. 

Gbarhana: Ill § 6; n. 51. 

abr(m)hati: Ill § 6. 

avarhana, avrahana: Ul § 6; n. 51. 

ahvayati: Ill § 6. 

ahvayana. III § 6. 

avr(mphati: IIT § 6. 

upa-sampada: | § 2. 

ovasikaye: I n. 26. 

ovayika: 1 § 4; n. 26. 

karma-karaka: 1 § 6. 

karman: I § 3, 5; n. 18, 31, 36. 

karma-vacanda: 1 § 5; n. 29. 

krtyadhikarana: IT § 1. 

(a-)kopya: 1 § 7. 

kriya, k°-kara: Vn. 17. 

khotanam: II n. 9. 

codayati: II n. 45. 

chandapratyuddhara: ( n. 6. 

channa: Il § 2b. iil. 

jnapti: I § 3 b, 4; n. 16-18, 30. 

jnapti-karman: 1 § 3 b. 
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jnapti-karaka: 1 § 6. 

jnapticaturtha karma(n): 1 § 3 d; n. 17, 18, 20, 21. 

jnaptidvitiya-karma(n): 1 § 3c; n. 17. 

tat-prabhavaisiyatva: II § 2c. 

tat-svabhavanvesika, °-esiya, and variants: II § 2c. 

tasya papeyasika: II § 2c. 

tiisnim viprakramanam: (n. 7. 

trna-prastaraka: II § 2d. 

(a-)dharma-karma: 1 § 7; n. 41. 

duskrta a@patti: Wk n. 19; n. 47. 

dusthula apatti: Wn. 19; n. 47; °-drocana: Ill n. 48; °-praticchadana: 

III n. 48. 

dharmika: 1 § 7. 

parivasa: Il § 2, 3b; miila-° III § 3b; miuldpakarsa-°: Ill § 3b; 

suddhantika p°: WI § 3d. 

parivasika: Ill § 3b. 

pratijnia-karaniya, °-karaka, pratijnana: Wl § 2d. 

pratimoksa: U § 2b.1i; n. 49. 

bhiksu, bhiksuni: 1 § 6. 

matrka-dhara: II § 2b.11; n. 50. 

manatva: Ill § 1; n. 6. 

manapya: III § 1; n. 6, 9; mala-°: II § 3b; mulapakarsa-°: § 3b. 

muktika jnapti: 1 § 3b; n. 18. 

miil6pakramatva: III n. 37. 

metha(?)ka karma: In. 18. 

mesakena ajnapay-: In. 18. 

yad-bhiyasikiya and variants: II § 2b.111. 

yo-bhiiyasika: I § 2b.1ii. 

laisika: In. 22. 

varga: In. 8. 

vinaya-dhara: Il § 2b.1i; n. 50. 

vivadadhikarana: II § 1. 
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vyagra: In. 8. 

vacana: 1§ 5. 

vinaya-karma: In. 41. 

vivrta: II § 2b. ii. 

vyudha, vytidhaka: U1 § 2b.11; n. 37. 

samatha: Il § 1. 

$alak@-grahana, °-cadraka, °-cdrana: XV § 2b..iii. 

siksGpadadravyata-vyavacarah: Ill n. 47. 

sakarna-tuntunaka: I § 2b.1ii. 

samgha: 1 § 1; In. 49; °-karaniya: 1 § 7; °-karma: 1 § 3; °-bheda: Il 

§ la; mdla-° II n. 41. 

samghddisesa: 1 § 3d; n. 1. 

samghavasesa: III n. 6. 

sammukha: dharma-°, pudgala-°, samgha-°: Tl n. 29; °-karaniya, 

°-vinaya: WV § 2a. 

samatha: IT § 1. 

samanu-sravay-: In. 30. 

sarvasamghika: II § 2b.iii. 

sa-vastuka, a-v°: I § 7. 

sima: 1 § 1; n. 4; Un. 37. 

sitra-dhara: I § 2b.ii; n. 50. 

sthalastha: In. 41; I § 26.11; n.45. 

sthavira: Il § 2b.11; n. 49. 

sthanarha: 1 § 7; n. 36. 

(a-)sthapandarha: I § 7. 

(a-)sthapaniya: 1 § 7. 

sthildatyaya: II n. 62. 

sthularti(-gamini): II n. 62; II n. 9. 

smrti-vinaya: II § 2c. 

The Sambuddhe verses and later 

Theravadin Buddhology’” 

1. The Sambuddhe verses in Siam 

A short verse text, entitled simply Sambuddhe or Sambuddhe- 

gathd, is well known in Siam. In the Royal Chanting Book, it is one of 

the ancillary texts placed at the beginning of the Seven Parittas 

(Sattaparitta) — also known as the Lesser Royal Paritta (Cularaja- 

paritra) or, in Thai, Seven Protections (Jet Tamnan) — and the Twelve 

Parittas (Dvadasaparitta), also known as the Greater Royal Paritta 

(Mahardajaparitra) or Twelve Protections (Sipsong Tamnan).' It is 

included in the various books of chants that are widely available, and in a 

Khmer script palm-leaf manuscript in the collection of the Siam Society.” 

Since the Seven and Twelve Parittas belong to the liturgy of the Siamese 

order of monks (sangha), the Sambuddhe verses are familiar to or 

known by heart by most monks and novices. Here I will give the Pali of 

the Royal Chanting Book, followed by an English translation. 

* This is a revised version of an article first published in the Journal of the 

Secretarial Office of H.H. the Supreme Patriarch, Bangkok, Vol. I, No. 2, 

January-March 2536 [1993], pp. 73-85. 

' Suat mant chabap luang, 13th ed., Bangkok, 2526 [1983], pp. 3-4 and 32-33, 

respectively (the second occurrence is abbreviated). For the interpretation of 

tamnan as “protection” I follow Dhanit Yupho, who derives the word from the 

Pali tana, changed to tamndn and then to tamnan: see his Anuphap phraparit 

[The Power of Paritta, in Thai], Bangkok, n.d., p. 12. 

2Qgkar von Hiniiber, “The Pali Manuscripts Kept at the Siam Society, Bangkok: 

A Short Catalogue”, Journal of the Siam Society 75 (1987), § 52a, p. 46. The 

text given by von Hiniiber, which might date to the latter part of the 19th century, 

agrees with that of the Royal Chanting Book, with a few minor orthographical 

variants and misprints. 
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Studies in Vinaya Technical Terms IV—X° 

To the memory of Edouard Burckard 

(1902-1998) 

“Studies in Vinaya Technical Terms” (SVTT) III was 

concerned with parivdsa and mdnatta, the specific penalties 

incurred by Buddhist monks or nuns who have committed a 

Samghadisesa (Samgh.) offence (that is, the second most 

serious type of offence listed in the Patimokkha), and the 
only one in that list whose redress, dealt with in detail in the 

second and third Khandhakas of the Cullavagga, is said to 

entail formal procedures and constant supervision by a 

regular chapter. The present studies deal with other penalties 

which are related (whether they also involve procedures or 

not) both to each other and to those of parivadsa and 

manatta: the group of seven other disciplinary procedures 

detailed in the first Khandhaka of the Cullavagga (SVTT 

IV); the contrasting terms nissdrand, osdrand, which must 

be investigated in connexion with those procedures (V); the 

penalties of expulsion (ndsana) (VI) and “punishment” 

(danda-kamma) (VII); the disciplinary procedures of procla- 

mation (pakdsaniya-kamma) (VIII) and of boycott of a lay 

donor’s gifts (patta-nikkujjana) (1X); and the brahma-danda 

penalty (X). 
An important correction to SVTT II 110, § 2c (iv) con- 

cerning tassa-pdpiyyasika, will be found at the end of these 

studies (Appendix I) where it is referred to as TPap. SVTT V 

and VI take into account a stimulating work on the same 

topics by Ven. Juo-hsiieh Shih (Oxford). 

*See JPTS XXII, 1996, pp. 73-150. 

Journal of the Pali Text Society, Vol. XXV, 1999, pp. I-I11 
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IV. The disciplinary procedures of tajjaniya-°, 

nissaya-°, pabbdjaniya-°, patisdraniya-°, and 
threefold ukkhepantya-kamma (n.) 

1. The second and third chapters of the Cullavagga, 

where the particulars of the mdnatta and parivdsa penalties 

are detailed, are preceded by the Kamma-kkhandhaka 

(“Section on procedures’’),! which deals with a sevenfold set 

of similar disciplinary procedures,” there said to apply to 

offences that may be redressed by (mere) confession, i.e. 

neither Parajika (Par.) nor Samgh. offences.? According to 

Vin I 145,16-18, these penalties apply also to nuns. 

A Skt Mt parallel occurs in the first part of the 

Pandulohitaka-vastu.* For a summary of Chinese data with 

references, see Frauwallner, Vinaya 107-109 (on Chinese 

and Skt parallels to patisdraniya, see also Lévi, “Mss 

sanscrits” 5-8).° 

Vin Il 1,6-30,15 with Sp 1155,7-59,20. 

2Cf, v.Hi., “Buddhist Law” pp. 20-21. 

3Vin II 3,8-9,37 with Sp 1155,16-17. On the Pac. offences that may or may 

not be redressed by confession (desand-°, adesand-gdmini Gpatti), see 

SVTT II 112, n. 63. 

4MSV(D) III §,1-11, 13 (tarjaniyam karma), 11,14-15, 19 (nigarhaniyam 

karma), 15,20-19,8 (pravadsaniyam karma), 19,9-28,6 (pratisamhara- 

niyam karma), 28,7-29,4 (a@patter adarsandyotksepaniyam karma), 29,4- 

30,2 (4patter apratikarmayotks°), 30,3-32,12 (aprati-nisrste padpake 

drstigate utks°). For a summary of Tib. Mia, see Banerjee, SarvLit 224— 

a7: 

None of these procedures is dealt with in ChinSp (where the parallel to 

the Kamma-kkhandhaka of the Cullavagga is missing), nor are they 

mentioned there according to the index. The Campeyya-kkhandhaka 

(Vin I 312-36), which deals extensively with the conditions of validity 

of these and other disciplinary procedures in the Thv(M) Vinaya (Vin) 

and immediately precedes ChinSp’s parallel to the Cullavagga, is 

SVTT IV (tajjaniya ... ukkhepantya) 3 

Those seven procedures are: (I) tajjaniya-kamma, 

“blame” :® (II) nissaya-k°,’ “dependence [on an adviser]”; 

(III) pabbdjaniya-k°, “banishment [from one’s residence]”’; 

(IV) patisaraniya-k°, “summons to be reconciled [with a lay 

donor whom one has offended]’”;® and threefold ukkhe- 

paniya-k°, “suspension”: (V) for refusing to see one’s 

offence (Gpattiya adassane ukkh°), (VI) for refusing to 

redress one’s offence (dpattiya appatikamme ukkh°),? 

mentioned there only insofar as it “needs no explanation” (ChinSp 532 

[14]). 

6For convenience, terms occurring with variants -i-/-i- will be spelt 

henceforth in the latter form; those whose gender may be either neuter 

(n.) or feminine (f.) will be quoted as f. 

7Most often replaced by niy(y)as(s)a, “disrepute”, in Sp (E® and C*), Vjb 

(B*°), and B° of Cullavagga (the heterogeneity of BHS parallel forms, 

listed at the end of this paragraph, should also be noted). This is not to 

be confused with the other senses of nissaya, masculine (m.) (no 

alternative spelling as far as can be seen): (i) “resources” upon which 

monks and nuns are ideally expected to rely (Vin I 58,10-22; I 274,23. 

278,13-16) ; (ii) “dependence” of a newly ordained monk on his 

preceptor or instructor (Vin I 60,3:-62,11), and revocation thereof 

(nissaya-patippassaddhi, Vin 1 62,14; (Mii) Gun-VinSi 9,16 nthsraya- 

pratiprasrambhana [Gun-VinSii(Pravr-v) 42,1 nisraya-°|; cf. below, 

SVTT VII, § 4). — Cf below, § 4 [g]. 

8The adjective gihi-patisamyutta, “connected with laymen”, occurs solely 

in reference to this offence (Vin V 115,16 with Sp 1320, 13-15) ; the sixth 

and seventh modes of settlement of formal disputes do not apply to it (cf 

SVTT If 112,, §2d). The symmetrical case of a layman who offends 

monks is dealt with by the procedure of patta-nikkujjand (see below, 

SVTT IX). 

9An illustration of an (objectionable) suspension of this kind occurs at Vin 

I 312,3-13,13; the text then states that groundless charges leading to 

suspension entail a Dukkata (Dukk.) offence (313,13-15,20, 322,34- 

25,25). — Skt Sa fragment with Chinese parallel : SHT(V) 36-38 (1049) 

and notes. — Skt Ma parallel: MSV(D) II 199,4-201,13 (on the right 

readings, see below, second part of n. 28). — Chinese MS parallel: Lévi- 

Chavannes, “Titres” 195-97. 
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(VII) for refusing to give up a wrong opinion!® (papikdaya 

ditthiya appatinissagge ukkh°). Two of them, pabbdajaniya-k° 

and papikaya ditthiya ukkhepaniya-k°, are also mentioned in 

the Bhikkhu- and Bhikkhuni-Vinaya-vibhanga; the ukkhe- 
paniya-k° is referred to in the Bhikkhuni-Patimokkha!! (see 

below, §§ 7b, 8e). 

10This doctrinal ground for an offence stands in striking contrast to the 

disciplinary grounds for all others (see Bechert, “Schismenedikt” 

Pp. 33-34 = Bechert, Schulz 36). The penalty incurred by a novice in 

the same case is expulsion (ndsand, Thv(M) [bhu] 7oth Pac. ; see below, 

SVTT VI, § 2c). — According to Vin I 142,36—43,6 # 144,30-36, a monk 

may (and should) break his monsoon retreat when a monk or a nun is to 

be dissuaded from advocating wrong opinions. 

'IThe technical terms tajjaniya, nissaya, and patisdraniya are neither 

mentioned nor referred to in Patim or in the vibhanga. The statement at 

SBE XVII 329, n. 4 (cf Dutt, EBM, p. 15) that grounds quite similar to 

those for tajjaniya are dealt with in the 8th-11th Thv(M) [bhu] Samgh. 

(with the contradiction that the former is said, in canonical texts, not to 

apply to Samgh. offences) are based on the key-word adhikarana that 

occurs both in the account of how and why tajjaniya was prescribed (see 

below, § 2 and n. 18), and in the wording of the 8th-11th Samgh. (Vin 

Til 163,25** with Kkh 43,27-28 # Sp §95,11-12 [ChinSp 391-92 (56)]; 

Vin I 168,5** with Kkh 44,24-45, 13, Sp §99,5-600,11 ; Vin II] 172,32** 

with Kkh 45,2830 = Sp 607,32-608,2). Now, while there is most 

probably a historical relation between the earlier and later ways of 

coping with obstreperous monks (either by the parivdsa/mdanatta 

penalties entailed by Samgh. offences, or by the ones studied here), and 

while the compilers of the Vinaya had as much reason to draw a formal 

connexion between the relevant Samgh. offences and the tajjaniya 

procedure as they had for connecting (as they actually did) the 

pabbdajaniya procedure with the 13th Samgh. and the ukkhepaniya 

procedure with the 68th Pac., no such connexion can be traced. There 

are only a number of scattered rules dealing with dissensions over 

procedure and the latter’s validity in the niddna of which the stock- 

phrase bhandana-karaka, etc. (as below, n. 18) often recurs (e.g., in the 

§3rd bhikkhuni [bhi] Pac., Vin IV 309,25-28; cf. below, § 6c). There are 

some exceptions (e.g., in the 63th bhikkhu [bhu] Pac., which deals with 

the irregular reopening [ukkotana] of a settled dispute ; see SVTT II 93 

and n. 9 ). 

SVTT IV (tajjaniya ... ukkhepaniya) 5 

I. BHS tarjaniya, n. : Prakirn(Ma-L) 328,3. 

Skt tarjaniya, n.: (Mt) MSV(D) II 208,5 (°-arha), Il 

5,2*; Mvy 8642. — (unidentified school) SHT(V) 116 

(1121, BI) (°-arha). 

tarjaniyam karma: (Mi) MSV(D) II 207,13, TI 5,14ff. - 

(Mii ?)!2 SHT(V) 103-104 (1108, r° 4, v° 1) 

tarjaniya-karma, n.: (Mi) Gun-VinSu(Pravr-v) 23, 24, 

28 ; MSV(D) II 208,9f (°-arha), III. 7,4 (°-krta). 

II. BHS nigharsaniya, n., “subduing”: Prakirn(Ma-L) 

328,3. 

Skt nigarhana, n., “condemnation”: (Mi) Gun-VinSi 

102,3. 

nigarhaniya, n.: (Mi) MSV(D) I 208,8, Til 5,2* ; Mvy 

8643. 

nigarhaniyam karma, n.: (Mt) MSV(D) IL 207,13, 

208, 10-11, III 12,2/f 

nigarhaniya-karma, n.: (Mai) MSV(D) II 208,13-14 

(°-arha), 15 (twice, once °-arha), III 13,10ff (°-krta). 

nisrayaniya, “dependance”: (Sa?)!3 SHT(V) 47 (10572, 
v° 4). 

vigarhaniya, “rebuke”: (Sa or Ma) SHT(VD) 111 (1388, 

v° 5). 

Ill. BHS pravrdajaniya, n. : Prakirn(Ma-L) 328,4. 

Skt pravdsa, m., “sending away”: (Mt) MSV(D)III 5,3*. 

pravasana, n. : (Mt) Gun-VinSi 102,4. 

124 -vastukam (r° 5), sa-v° (v° 1), are part of the Mu terminology (see 

below, second part of n. 28) ; so is sthalastha (v° 3-4; see SVTT I 91, 

n. 41). 

13See SVTT II 111, n. 62. 
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pravasaniya, n. : (Mi) MSV(D) II 207,13;!4 Mvy 8644. 

pravasaniyam karma, n.: (Mt) MSV(D) II 208,16f, Ill 

18,19 ff. 

pravasaniya-karma : (Mt) MSV(D) I 208,16f (°-arha). 

pravdhaniya, n., “dismissal”: (Sa?)'* SHT(V) 47 
(10574, V° 4). 

BHS pratisdraniya, n.: Prakirn(Ma-L) 328,4. — grhinam 

aprasade pratisdraniya karma, n.: (prob. Ma or Ma-L) 

Lévi, “Mss sanscrits” 8 (5b3, b4, b10). 

Skt pratisamharana, n., “withdrawal (of offending 
behaviour)” : (Mt) Gun-VinSi 102,5, 103,17-18. 

prati-samharaniya, n.: (Mi) MSV(D) II 208,11, Ill 

25,10f., 26,6-7f.; Mvy 8645. — (Sa?)'4: SHT(V) 47 

(1057a, v° 5). — Cf (unidentified school) SHT(V) 116 

(1121, B2) pratisamhara. +++// 

prati-samharaniyam karma, n.: (Mt) MSV(D) II 207,13, 

208, 14f, Ll 25, 10ff 

prati-samharaniya-karma: (Mi) MSV(D) II 208,18f 

(°-arha), WI] 25,9f (°-krta). 

. BHS 4Gpattiya adarsanena utksepaniyam {misprinted 

°ni°| karma, n.: BhtVin(Ma-L) 97,5 (cf 144,14). 

Skt adarSsandayotksipta, m(f).: (Sa) SHT(V) 37-38 

(1049, v° 2 [v° 3 °niyotks®]). — °taka, m(f).: (Ma) KC, 

Kath-v 56,2 (4 MSV(D) II 157,18) ; Lévi, “Mss sanscrits” 

34,3 (= MSV(D) IV 65,20-21), 34,10 (so read with 

GBM(FacEd) X.6, 705 [52, v° 8] = MSV(D) IV 66,6-7); 

MSV(D) HI 70,11. — °takatva, n.: (Mi) MSV(D) Ul 69,6. 

!4Qmitted in MSV(D) after nigarhaniyam; see GBM (FacEd) X.6, 887 
(187, v° 1). 

SVTT IV (tajjaniya ... ukkhepantiya) 9 

adarsandyotksepaniyakarmarha: MSV(D) II 208,22 (so 

GBM(FacEd) X.6, 887 [187, v° 9] for ed. adarsani- 

yotks°). 

adarsanayotksepaniyam karma: (Mit) MSV(D) I 

208,18-19 (so GBM(FacEd) X.6, 887 [187, v° 8-9] for 

ed. adarsaniyotks°), IIL 28, 1off. 

adarsa[nda][ ?yo|tksepaniyam karmarha: MSV(D) II 

208,20 (so GBM(FacEd) X.6, 887 [187, v° 9]) 

Gpatter adarsanadd utksepaniya: (unidentified school) 

SHT(VI) 77 (1314, A5). — @° a® °niyam karma, n.: (Mu) 

MSV(D) II 28,12. 

VI. BHS 4pattiya apratikarmena utksipta: BhiVin(Ma-L) 

99,14 (144,14 °-dharmena). 

Skt apratikarmdrhayotksepaniya (with °karmdarhdayotks° 

short for °karmayotksepaniyakarmarhdyotks°): (Mu) 

MSV(D) II 208,21. 

(Gpatter) apratikarmandyotksiptaka, m(f).: (Mu) KC, 

Kath-v 56,2 (¢ MSV(D) IL 157,18-19); Lévi, “Mss 

sanscrits” 34,11 (so read with GBM(FacEd) X.6, 705 [52, 

v° 8-9]) # MSV(D) IV 66,7 ; MSV(D) HI 70,12 (so read 

with GBM(FacEd) X.6, 922 [205, r° 1]). 

Gpatter apratikarmayotksepaniyam karma: (Mu) MSV 

(D) III 29,10f. (29,8 °karmandyotks°, so GBM(FacEd) 

X.6, 900 [194, r° 9]). 

VII-A. BHS traydndm!> drstigatanam apratinihsargena 
utksipta: BhiVin(Ma-L) 99,14-15 (cf. 144,14-15). 

papikam drstim apratinissaranta, m(f).: PrMoSi(Ma-L) 

23,27: 

Skt apratinihsrste padpake drstigate utksiptaka: (Mu) 

KC, Kath-v 56,3 (= MSV(D) II 157,19). — °takatva, n.: 

130n the three kinds of wrong views according to the Ma(-L) tradition, see 

Nolot, “Régles” p. 83, n. 73. 
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(Mi) MSV(D) II 69,6, 70,11 (ed. wrongly °nisrste; see 

GBM(FacEd) X.6, 921 [204, v° 3-4], 922 [205, r° 1]). 

a° p° d° utksepaniyam karma, n.: (Mu) MSV(D) II 

209,5-8 (so GBM(FacEd) X.6,888 [188, r° 1]). 

apratinisrste pdpake drstigate utksepaniyam karma: 

(Mii) MSV(D) III 30,8-9 ff. — a° p® d° °niyam karma-krta 

31,8ff. (so GBM(FacEd) X.6, 901 [194, v° 10], 902 [195, 

r° 3-6]). 

adarsanayotksepaniyam apratikarmayotk® apratinissrste 

papake drstigate utksepaniyam karma: MSV(D) II 

207,13-15 (so GBM(FacEd) X.6, 887 [187, v° I-2]). - 

the second sequence with apratikarmayotksepaniya- 

karmarha ib., v° 10 (ed. 209,3, 4 °karmdrhayotkse- 

paniyakarmarha). — the third one ib. v° 10 (4 MSV(D) II 

209,2 °nisrste). 

adarsandayotksepakatva, apratikarmdyotks°, apratinisrste 

papake drstigate utks®: (Mi) MSV(D) III 67,11-12 (so 

also GBM(FacEd) X.6, 920 [204, r° 5]; all to be cor- 

rected to utksiptakatva according to BHSD s.v. 

utksiptaka). 

Cf. (Mi) Gun-VinSt 102,6-8 Gpattadv apratikrtayadm 
apratikaryayam samvarenddrstim udbhavayantam 

anicchantam pratikrtim anusthdtum anutsrjantam ca 

papikam drstim utksipeyuh. 

VU-B. BHS utksipta, m(f).: BhtVin(Ma-L) 97,8 (misprinted 

°ksi°) ff, 14.4,3ff.; PrMoSi(Ma-L) 23,26. — utksiptaka, 

m(f). : BhtVin(Ma-L) 163,37 ; PrMoSa(Ma-L) 5,4. 

utksepana-pacattika : PrMoSi(Ma-L) 23,25. 

utksepaniya-karma, n.: BhiVin(Ma-L) 143,3, 19 (so ms.). 

— °niyam karma: BhiVin(Ma-L) 97.6, 143.4f, I5I,9, 

312,2; Prakirn(Ma-L) 328,6 (misprinted °ni°). 

Skt utksipta, m.: (Sa) PrMoSii 260 (HL, v° 2). — (Ma) 

MSV(D) II 190,16f , 192,13f, 194,3, III 69,21. 

SVTT IV (tajjaniya ... ukkhepaniya) 9 

utksiptaka, m(f).: (Mt) Gun-VinSad 103,4; Gun- 

VinSi(Pravr-v) 55,21; MSV(D) II 113,15ff., 154,15 (= 

KC, Kath-v 53,28), 176,7ff., 178,5ff., 190,13/f, 194.4f., 
IV 250,4f (= Sanghabh I 272,12/). 

utksepaka, m(f).: (Ma) MSV(D) IE 176,16ff., 179,15, 

191,7f, 1V 250,9f (= Sanghabh II 272,14f ) 

utksepaniyam karma, n.: (Sa?)!© SHT(V) 47 (10574, 

v° 2, v° 3). — (Mi) BhiKaVa(S) 267,14-15, 268,6; Gun- 

VinSi(Pravr-v) 55,23; MSV(D) IT 176,4, 201,13, 202,6. 

utksepaniya, n.: Mvy 8646. 

utksepaniya-karma, n.: (Sa) Hoernle, MR 12, v° I. — 

(Mi) Adhik-v 103,13, 104,33; BhiKaVa(S) 267,14-15, 

268,5-6; MSV(D) II 209,1, 210,17, [V 27,11. — utksepant- 

karma : (Sa ?)!© SHT(V) 46 (10572, v° 1). 

2. According to the account in the Cullavagga of the 

circumstances which are said to have led to the prescription 

of these disciplinary procedures, tajjaniya applies especially 

to quarrelsome monks;!7 nissaya to unskilled ones who 

repeatedly commit Samgh. offences and who mix unbecom- 

ingly with lay people;!8 pabbajaniya to those who create a 

16See SVTT II III, n. 62. 

17This is expressed by the stock phrase bhandana-kadraka kalaha-k° 

vivdda-k° bhassa-k° samghe adhikarana-k°, “they raise quarrels, strife, 

dissensions ; they raise disputes among the chapter” (Vin II 1,8-10 # 

I 328,25-27). — Cf. (Ma) Gun-VinSii 102,3 kalaha-karaka(m] tarjayeyuh 

[so read] karmana. 

I8This is expressed by the stock phrase bdlo hoti avyatto Gpatti-bahulo 

anapadano gihi-samsattho viharati ananulomikehi gihi-samsaggehi, “he 

is unskilled, incompetent, ridden with offences, unable to discern them; 

he associates unbecomingly with lay people” (Vin II 7,17-19 = 1 330,4-6). 

Contrary to what is stated in SBE XVII 343 n. 1, 384.n. 1 (cf BDV II 

n. 3), followed by me in SVTT III 131, § 4c, what is meant in the next 

sentence is quite clearly the repeated commission of offences that all 

belong to the Samgh. category (Vin II 7,19-21 api ‘ssu bhikkhit pakata 

parivasam denta mildya patikassanta madnattam denta abbhenta: 
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scandal by their immoral behaviour and to those who corrupt 

lay people’s minds ;!9 patisaraniya to those who scoff and 
jeer at faithful, generous lay followers ;2° ukkhepaniya to 
those who refuse either to see or to redress an offence, or 

who refuse to give up a wrong opinion.?! 

3. As in the case of parivadsa and mdnatta, all the proce- 

dures by which the penalties are to be inflicted, then can- 

“Moreover, the monks kept granting him probation, sending him to the 

beginning, granting him re-admission” [BD V 11 (see ib. n. 2) translates 

pakata by “were done up with”; Sp 1157,21-22, however, glosses the 

term by nicca-bydvata). The Samgh. offences are indeed mentioned 

explicitly in the Skt and Tib. Mi parallels (MSV(D) III 11,15-16; 

Banerjee, SarvLit 224-25). 

ISThis is expressed by the stock phrase ime ... bhikkhi kula-diisakaé pdapa- 

samacarda, imesam papaka samdacara dissanti c’ eva suyyanti ca kulani 

ca imehi dutthani dissanti c’ eva suyyanti ca, “these monks corrupt the 

laity, they behave immorally ; their immoral behaviour is both to be seen 

and heard, and so are the lay people they have corrupted” (Vin II 13.3- 

6 # 1 330,16-19). This stock phrase is extracted from the sikkhdpada of 

the Thv(M) 13th [bhu] Samgh. (Vin IIE 184,9-12**f ; see below, § 7b). 

20This is expressed by the stock phrase katham ... tvam ... gahapatim 

saddham pasannam dayakam karakam samgh’ upatthahakam hinena 

khumsessasi hinena vambhessasi, “how can you jeer and scoff at a 

faithful, believing householder who makes gifts, who is active, who 

supports the community ?” (Vin II 18,47 ¢.), or bhikkhu gihi akkosati 

paribhasati, “a monk abuses and reviles laymen” (Vin I 330,22-23), or 

upasake saddhe pasanne akkosati paribhdsati appasddam karoti, “he 

abuses, reviles, spoils the faith of, believing and faithful lay followers” 

(Vin II 295,2-7, in a debatable procedure). 

21 This is expressed by the stock phrases Gpattim dpajjitvad na icchati 

dpattim passitum, “although he has committed an offence, he refuses to 

see it” (Vin II 21,8. = I 330,28-29) ; dpattim Gpajjitva na icchati dpattim 

patikdtum, “although he has committed an offence, he refuses to redress 

it” (Vin II 25,3 = 1 330,35); bhikkhuno ... evariipam papikam ditthigatam 

uppannam ... so tam ditthim na patinissajjati, ‘“‘a monk has formed this 

kind of wrong opinion ... and does not give it up” (Vin IT 26,38-27,2), or 

bhikkhu na icchati papikam ditthim patinissajjitum, “a monk refuses to 

give up a wrong opinion” (Vin I 331,3-4). 

SVTT IV (tajjaniya ... ukkhepaniya) II 

celled, are of the most elaborate, fourfold type.?? They may 

be considered as valid, and the matter as settled, only if each 

of the following conditions is fulfilled:?? participation 

(sammukha)** of a regular chapter including the required 

quorum of (four) monks, conformity to rules and to monastic 

discipline, and participation of the guilty monk in person; 

due inquiry (patipuccha) into the case; acknowledgement 

(patinfia)> of his offence by the monk; reality of an offence 

that may be, but is not yet, redressed by confession ;*° due 

reproof (codetva) of the guilty monk after inquiry; then 

reminding (sdretva) him of his offence and charging 

(ropetva) him with it.?7 

22See SVTT I 84-85, §3d. An exception is, in the Skt Mé parallel at 

MSV(D) III 26,1-10, the onefold jfapti-karma by which the prati- 

samharaniya-karma is to be revoked. 

23Vin II 2,20-4,15 (tajjaniya), 8,2-22 (nissaya), 12,37-13,23 (pabbdjaniya), 

18,11-32 (patisGraniya), 21,22-22,9 (Gpattiya adassane ukkhepaniya), 

25,4-5 (4° appatikamme ukkh°), 26,34-27,21 (papikaya ditthiya appati- 

nissagge ukkh°). 

Skt Mui parallel: MSV(D) III §,15-7.3 (tarjaniya), 124-139 (nigar- 

haniya), 18,18-19,8 (pravasantya), 24,12-25,8 (pratisamharaniya), 28,12- 

29,3 (Gpatter adarsane uktsepaniya [the procedure however includes the 

formula yatha dharmam na pratikaroti, which strictly speaking belongs 

to the next kind of uktsepaniya]), 29,10-30.2 (a° apratikarmayotks°), 

30, 11-316 (apratinisrste pdpake drstigate utks°). 

24Cf SVTT II 99-101, § 2 a and n. 29. 

25See SVTT II 113, n. 64; on these first three provisions, see also Vin I 

325,26-326,31. 

26This provision contradicts the technical interpretation of the statement 

that the penalties dealt with here apply to monks who stray from 

morality (sila-vipanna), i.e., those guilty of a Samgh. offence, which 

may not be redressed by (mere) confession (see above, § 1, and SVTT II 

97, N. 19, 112, n. 63). As to how Vjb solves this contradiction, see be- 

low, n. 47. 

27 Urging a monk to acknowledge his offence also includes asking his 

permission (okdsam karapetva) to talk to him about it (see SVTT Ill 

121, n. 16); this stage is not mentioned here, but is prescribed at Sp 
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The importance of the right performance of these 

procedures (cf. SVTT I 75-78, §§ 1-2) is further stressed at 

Vin I 328,25—33,31, which deals at length with each possible 

ground for formal invalidity, and the disputes that may ensue 

among the community. 

4. There are several differences between these and the 

manatta/parivasa procedures, and the penalties entailed. 

(a) The range of application of the procedures dealt with 

here is greater, but they do not, according to the Cullavagga, 

apply to the unrepeated commission (see above, n. 19) of 

Samgh. offences ; 

(b) no distinction is made between cases when the 

offence was concealed and when it was not ;8 
(c) unlike the proceedings applying to Samgh. offences 

of the yava-tatiyam sub-class (see below, SVTT X n. 10), no 

standard (formal or informal) threefold admonition of a 

624,7-17, among the proceedings preliminary to a pabbdjaniya-kamma, 

which may not, as stressed by Sp ib., be carried out without acknow- 

ledgement (patififd) of his offence by the guilty monk. These proceed- 

ings apply to all and any disciplinary procedures, except, according to a 

late, sub-commentarial statement, to that of brahma-danda (see below, 

SVTT X, § 2¢). 

As for the Tib. Mu parallel, Banerjee, SarvLit 227 wrongly para- 

phrases khas-blans, “acknowledgement”, by “a competent monk should 

acquaint the Sangha about the offence”; the Tibetan term actually 

corresponds to Pali patifina, Skt pratijid (Mvy 8637). The latter occurs 

at MSV(D) II 201,12-13 = 202,5-6, 9-10: tais tasya acodayitva asmara- 
ttm 

neither does the misreading vyagrena for ‘dydgrena at 202.9). At 

MSV(D) HI 5.17, 6.1, 12,6,9, avastukam apratijfiayad should read °jfdyd 

(so GBM(FacEd) X.6, 889 [188, v° 5, v°6], 892 [190, r° 6, r° 7]). — Cf 

above, n. 13. 

28Possibly, as O. von Hiniiber has suggested to me, because the offences 

concerned here are, by their very nature, “public”, and therefore 

“technically impossible” to conceal. 
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monk takes place here before he is officially sentenced as 

guilty ; 

(d) this monk is not expected to make a formal, threefold 

application before the chapter for the penalty he incurs, 

which is not “granted” (dinna) to him, but “proceeded to” 

(kata) against him.?? Accordingly, whereas the stress there is 
on the willingness of a monk guilty of a Samgh. offence to 

apply to the chapter (samgho icchitabbo) for redress 

(vutthatu-kama),* what is stressed here is self-submission : a 

monk undergoing any of the seven penalties dealt with here 

is expected to “duly observe the restrictions to his rights, 

behave with subdued manners, and follow the course leading 

to release” from both his offence and the penalty entailed ;>! 

only then may he make a formal, threefold application to the 

chapter in these very same terms (to be repeated by the 

chairman) for the cancellation of the penalty ;°? 

29Compare Vin II 38,12-39,14 (cf, SVTT II 117-118, § 1) with 2,20-23 ff 
(complete references as above, n. 24). 

30See SVTT III 117-118, n. 7. As suggested to me by R.F. Gombrich, the 

expected eagerness of a guilty monk to apply for the mdnatta penalty 

might give a clue as to the etymology of the latter term (cf SVTT HI, 

117 n. 6, where the references to the traditional etymology quoted or 

referred to are all post-canonical except the (Sa) PrMoSi): Skt mana, 

“self-attribution” (cf. x-mdnin, “attributing to oneself the quality of x”) + 

tva. 

In post-canonical literature at least, as far as lexicographical tools 

allow checking, (v)utthana-gamini dpatti refers regularly to samghd- 

disesa (e.g., Sp 236,32-33, 584,5-6, 873.29, 877.7, 989,30, 1319,24, 1353.16- 

17 ; Vin-vn 3103). Cf below, 7Pap n. 20. 

31°_kammakata sammé-vattanti lomam patenti nettharam vattanti (Vin II 

5,18-19f7.). Skt Mii parallel : MSV(D) IIE 7,14-17, 13, 16-19, 25,12-15, 31,8- 

10. 

32 This is not so in the Skt Mi parallel, which distinguishes, in its account 

of tarjaniya, between the restrictions to be observed when undergoing 

the penalty (MSV(D) II 7.5-11; see below, TPdap n. 22), and the 

conditions under which the monk may be restored (os@rita; cf. below, n. 

36) to full status. Besides submissive behaviour, these specific 
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(e) except in the case of suspension, the penalties dealt 

with here are lighter than parivdsa and mdnatta: in 

particular, they include neither constant control by a regular 

chapter, nor informing each and every monk about one’s 

status, nor restrictions on moving alone freely ; 

conditions are (III 7,20-9,14 ; cf. BhtKaVa(S) 267,16-18, with Chinese 

and Tib. Mu parallels in BhiPr 81-83) : standing within the boundary 

(sima) when one applies for restoration (see below, n. 100, and SVTT V 

n. 31) ; stating formally that one gives up the misbehaviour for which 

one was sentenced; relying neither on the king’s household, nor on a 

yuktakula [2] (also Gun-VinSi 101,30), nor on non-Buddhist ascetics, 

nor on an individual, but on the Samgha exclusively ; dressing neither 

like laymen nor like non-Buddhist ascetics ; abstaining from following 

the latter, and from misbehaving; observing the monks’ training; 

abstaining from reviling or abusing them, and from wishing for losses to 

the Samgha (cf. the restrictions said to be entailed by suspension in 

Thv(M) texts, below §8 a). 

As for restoration after nigarhaniya, the fivefold, specific conditions 

are just those of submissive behaviour, together with standing within the 

boundary, and stating formally that one gives up one’s misbehaviour 

(14,2-4). 
As for pravdsaniya, the text is so abridged that neither the restrictions 

to the sentenced monk’s rights nor the conditions for his restoration are 

listed (18,18-19,8). 

As for pratisamharaniya, the restrictions seem to be identical with 

those applying to tarjaniya (25,9-11); the fivefold conditions for 

restoration are identical with those applying in case of nigarhaniya 
(25,19-21). 

As for the threefold utksepaniya, the restrictions and the conditions 

for restoration are said to be identical with those applying in case of 

tarjaniya (29,3-4, 30,1-2, 31,6~7, 14-16). —- Here, unlike what is prescribed 

in the Cullavagga, the conditions for restoration applying to the cases of 

both tarjaniya and threefold utksepaniya (see below, end of § 8a) are 

more severe than those applying in case of nigarhaniya, pravasaniya, 

and pratisamharantya. 
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(f) the duration of these penalties is not fixed in 

advance,?3 but depends on the monk’s manifest self- 

submission and his explicit acknowledgement of it in the 

terms quoted above (d) ;*4 
(g) in the Kamma-kkhandhaka of the Cullavagga, the 

procedure by which the penalty is eventually cancelled is 

simply termed “cancellation” (patippassaddhi) in all cases,*> 

and may be carried out by the smallest chapter (of four 

monks), in contrast to the one that applies to the redress of 

Samgh. offences, which requires the biggest quorum of 

monks (twenty) and is designated by the specific term 

abbhdana, “readmission” (see SVTT III 133-35, § 6). 

5a. The rights of a monk subjected to a tajjaniya 

procedure are curtailed according to eighteen prescriptions 

that also apply partly to parivasa and mdnatta:*® he should 

not grant ordination, give guidance to newly ordained monks, 

33¢F. SVTT Ill 119/f, § 1a, 2/f. Sp 1157,18-20 states that the penalties 

dealt with here should last ten or twenty (so E* ; Bp, and C* (SHB 1948) 

858,15 : “or five’’) days. 

34 Ta jjaniya-kammassa [etc.] patippassaddhiya samma-vattana adi (Vin V 

142,31-36). See also Vin V 182,34-183,10, with Sp 1371,27-29 (reading 

logically anulomavatte na [C* (SHB 1948) 1018,10-11 anulomavatte (line 

II) na is inconclusive, since a word printed over two successive lines is 

never hyphenated in this edition]). Sp’s prima facie metaphorical 

statement that if the sentenced monk does not behave properly, sa- 

rajjuko ’va vissajjetabbo, is not clear to me. 

35-Vin II 6,26-7,15 (tajjaniya), 9,4-27 (nissaya), 15,6-27 (pabbdjaniya), 21.1- 

3 (patisdraniya), 24,29-33, 25,5-7, 28,12-17 (threefold ukkhepaniya). On 

the twofold technical sense of nissaya-patippassaddhi, see above, n. 8. 

Outside the Kamma-kkhandhaka, the term osdrand, “restoration”, often 

refers specifically to the cancellation of suspension (see below, SVTT V, 

§ 6 b) — unlike its SktMi parallel, which reads consistently osdrana 

here in all cases (MSV(D) Hl] 9,15-11,3 [tarjaniya], 14,5-15.9 

[nigarhaniya], [the restoration after pravdsaniya is not mentioned}, 26,1- 

10 [pratisamharaniya, a jfiapti-karma], 31 ,16—32,12 {third utksepaniya ; 

the restoration after the first two is not dealt with]). 

36See SVTT Il 1 19-21, § fa. 
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be waited upon by novices, be appointed as exhorter of nuns 

or exhort them if appointed before he became liable to this 

procedure, commit again the same, or a similar, or a graver 

offence, criticize either the procedure or those who carried it 

out, suspend (on account of some irregularity) the participa- 

tion of a regular monk in the ceremonies of either uposatha 

or pavdrand, issue commands, exercise authority, urge a 

monk to acknowledge an offence, or quarrel with other 

monks.37 

5b. The restrictions imposed by nissaya, pabbdjaniya 

and patisdraniya are the same,*® but each include a further, 
specific clause that occurs first (except for pabbdjaniya) in 

the account of how the Buddha is said to have prescribed it, 
then consistently as a formula to be uttered by the chairman 

during the procedure. These are respectively : 

(a) nissdya te vatthabbam, “you must live in dependence 

[on an adviser]; the sentenced monk is thereby expected to 

seek advice from learned monks, until he acquires a sound 

knowledge of doctrine and discipline, and proves able to act 
with discretion ;°9 

(b) na [itthan-nadmehi] bhikkhihi [itthan-namasmim 

avase| vatthabbam, “the monks [So-and-So] must leave 

[their residence in X]” ;40 

37Vin I 5,5-16 (tajjaniya) (= 32,2-11 about parivadsa, with Sp 1155,23- 

56,14, 1157,13-14, the latter referring to 1162,1-63,22). — Skt Mi parallel: 

MSV(D) III 7,4-13. 

38Vin II 8,20-23 (nissaya) = 14,7-9 (pabbdjaniya) = 19,18~19 (patisdraniya). 

— Skt Md parallel: MSV(D) III 13,10-15; summary of Tib. Mi 

parallels : Banerjee, SarvLit 227. 

39Vin I 81-2, 5-7 f., 25-30. 

40Vin II 13.8-9/. Contrary to what is implied by Hiisken, “Stock” 214-15 

(§ 8), there is no indication that a monk sentenced to pabbdjaniya should 

leave his residence alone. 
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(c) [itthan-namo] te gahapati khamapetabbo, “you must 

ask the layman [So-and-So] to forgive you” ;4! the monk is 

thereby requested to apologize to the offended lay donor, and 

should observe the prescribed restrictions until he does. 

When held back by shame from apologizing, he may be 

accompanied by a mediator monk, duly appointed to this 

office by a twofold procedure (cf. Vin If 295,7-18). If the 

offended party refuses the offender’s apologies ; the mediator 

is to plead for forgiveness first in the offender’s, then in the 

monastic community’s name; then, if unsuccessful, to make 

the offender confess his offence within eye- and ear-shot of 

the former.*? 

5c. The restrictions imposed by ukkhepaniya are much 

more severe (see below, § 8a); both the wording of the rule 

attributed to the Buddha and the procedure include the 

specific formula that epitomizes them: a-sambhogam 

samghena, “[suspension] involving suppression of dealings 

with the community” .49 

6a. Although the narratives and descriptions of proce- 

dures in the Cullavagga point to the application of one 

4lVin II 18,9-11, 18-19f Only here does a corresponding formula occur in 

the Skt Mi procedure (MSV(D) III 26,10-11 gaccha tam grhapatim 

ksamaya). 

42Vin II 19,21-20,22 dpatti desapetabba (DEBMT 132 “admonish the 
guilty monk” is wrong). One might argue (as I did) that, according to 

Vin IV 32,11-12, disclosing to laymen a minor offence (a-dutthulla 

Gpatti) committed by another monk entails a Dukk. offence, unless the 

Samgha moves a formal agreement to do so (for complete references, 

see below, SVTT VIII n. 8). Here, however, the monk who committed 

an offence discloses it himself, be it willy-nilly or under the control of a 

“mediator” monk whose job is to enforce the Samgha’s benevolent 

policy (be it by formal or informal agreement) towards lay donors. I owe 

the core of this piece of casuistry, for whose elaboration I am solely 

responsible, to O. von Hiniiber. 

43Vin Il 21, 21-22, 28-20f, 25,2-7 (truncated E°), 26,30-34, 27,3-5f. See 

below, §8 b. 
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specific penalty to one specific type of misbehaviour, the 

same text goes on to state that a strict correspondence 

between the two is not a sine qua non condition of validity 

for the procedures entailed: any of the seven procedures 

except the fourth*+ may be carried out against five types of 
monks : 

(i) quarrelsome ones who foster disputes (adhikarana)* 
among the chapter ; 

(ii) inexperienced ones who constantly commit offences 
that they are unable even to discern ; 

(iii) those who mix unbecomingly with lay people ; 

(iv) those who stray from morality, right behaviour, or 
right opinions ;4° 

(v) those who disparage the Buddha, the doctrine, or the 
monastic community.47 

44CF Sp 1158.18 [patisdraniyaraho bhikkhu] anga-samanndgato purimehi 
asadiso. 

45See SVTT II. 

46 Sila-°, acara-°, ditthi-vipatti; see SVTT II 97, n. 19 (add to the refer- 

ences given there Sp 588,21-27 [ChinSp 389 (48)], 1413,32-14,2, Vin-vn 

3103-106; cf. BD If 221 n. 1). Vjb 507,9-508,9 solves the technical 

inconsistency resulting from sila-vipatti = Par. or Samgh. (to which, 

according to canonical texts, the penalties dealt with here do not apply: 

see above, § 3 and n. 27) as follows (full text at the end of this paper, in 

Appendix II): if a monk strays from morality, the chapter may choose 

not to charge him with a Samgh. but to stress another aspect of his mis- 

behaviour, and to carry out the relevant procedure. Although the techni- 

cal definitions of both sila-vipatti and adesand-gdmini apatti include the 

Par. as well as the Samgh. offences, what is implied here is, according to 

Vjb, the Samgh. class; the Par. are mentioned only for the sake of 

completeness (on the application of this restriction to two synonyms of 

adesana-gamini apatti, see SVTT Ill 132, n. 48 [dutthulla Gpatti) ; 

Nolot, “Régles” 401-404 with SVTT II 135, n. 52 [garukd Gpatti]). 

47Vin II 4.17-5.3 (tajjaniya), 820-23 (nissaya), 22,7-9, 25,1-7, 27,19-21 

(threefold ukkhepaniya). The corresponding penalty for novices who 

disparage them is expulsion (ndsana ; see below, SVTT VI, § 2 a-b). 
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Pabbdajaniya applies to the same and, more specifically, 

to frivolous monks, to those whose bad behaviour and lack of 

training bring the Patimokkha rules to naught, and to those 

whose means of livelihood are corrupt (Vin I] 13,23-14,16 

with Sp 1157,26-58,5). 

Patisdraniya does not apply to the above types, but iS 

restricted to monks who cause losses to lay people, or who 

abuse them, or who foster quarrels among them,** or who 

speak ill of the Buddha, the doctrine or the monastic 

community in their presence,’ or who scoff and jeer at them, 

or who are not true to their promises to them.°? 

6b. Now, as discussed at Sp 1156,13-57,13, although 

carrying out one procedure against a monk who is actually 

liable to another procedure is said to invalidate the former,°! 

this provision does not apply here: invalidation ensues only 

if the chapter chooses one specific procedure (whereupon the 

monk becomes ipso facto liable to it (°-kammdaraha)) then 

48These are, mutatis mutandis, the same grounds as those on which a 

danda-kamma penalty is to be inflicted on novices who cause losses, 

etc., to the monks (Vin I 84,9-13), and on monks who cause losses, etc., 

to the nuns (see below, SVTT VII, § § 2-3). 

49These and the former grounds are the same, mutatis mutandis, aS those 

on which a pattanikkujjana-kamma is to be carried out against lay 

followers who do not respect monks (Vin II 125,12-20; see below, SVTT 

IX). 

vin I 18,33-19,16 with Sp 1158,22-29. These five applications are further 

systematized, now including patisaraniya, by triads at Vin V 121,24- 

122,26 with Sp 1327,10-28,1. Vin V 122,7-10 adds a sixth possibility : the 

chapter may “contemplate making [the penalty] more stringent” 

(agalhaya ceteyya; cf. v.Hi., “Kasussyntax” § 176) for the same five 

types of monks; according to Sp 1327,10-13, this means that when the 

prescribed penalty is not observed properly, the chapter may decide to 

carry out a procedure of suspension, presumably for refusing to redress 

one’s offence (cf, below, § 6c; on the greater severity of the penalty 

entailed by ukkhepaniya, see below, § § 8a—b). 

SIVin I 325,32-28,23 (Sp 1156,18-22 refers to Vin [ 327,1-24). 
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carries out another one.°? According to Sp 1292,9-12 (ad Vin 
II 261,12-14, and quoting Vin I 327,2-3), the same applies to 

nuns acting in chapter, after the monks have stated which 

procedure the latter should carry out (cf. SVTT II 94, end of 

n. IO). 

This explanation brings to attention the phrase Gkankha- 

mano samgho, “the chapter may choose [this or that among 
the six (Cullavagga) or seven (Parivara, as above, n. 51) 
procedures]”, that recurs again and again in this context and 
contrasts with kammam katabbam, ‘“‘a [disciplinary] proce- 
dure must be carried out”, at Vin V 122,10-26°3: whichever 

52 Yada samghena sannipatitva idam ndma imassa bhikkhuno kammam 

karoma ti sannitthanam katam hoti, tada so kamméraho nama hoti, 
tasma imind lakkhanena tajjaniyadi-kammdrahassa niyasa-kammddi- 

karanam [for nissaya-° ; see above, n. 8] adhamma-kammafi c’ eva 

avinaya-kammaf cé ti veditabbam (Sp 1156,26-57,2 ; cf. Vmv II 205 ,26— 

206,7). As Vjb 507,15 puts it, “what is to be considered here is the 

intention of the agent [of the procedure, i.e., the chapter]” (kattu 
adhippayo ettha cintetabbo ; see Appendix Il, at the end of this paper). 
See also Sp 1147,7-22 (with Sp-t III 346,24-47,14, Vmv II 205,26-206,7) 

ad Vin I 321,29-22,4: even though the specific ground (i.e., kula- 
diisaka: see above, § 2 and n. 20) for dismissing a monk (nissdranda; 
see below, SVTT V, § 6a) by a pabbajaniya-kamma is missing, and the 
guilty monk is described instead as bdlo avyatto ... gihi-samsaggehi 
(therefore liable stricto sensu to a nissaya-kamma : see above, § 2 and n. 
19), pabbajaniya is still valid, because of the provision that the chapter 
may choose to carry out such a procedure (referring to Vin II 13,23-37 
[truncated E® to be filled in with 4,17-5,3]). — Cf (Mi) Gun- 

karanam bhavati: “as concerns quarrels and strife and so on, the 
decision to apply the procedure of blame or another one is a matter of 
choice”. — As for how the decision is to be made practically, see below, 
§ 6c. 

Sp’s discussion gives further precision to the definition of °-kammd- 

raha (see SVTT I 75-76, n. 3) : a monk or nun is termed “liable to an x- 

procedure” from the moment the chapter resolves upon it by naming it 
explicitly (and irrevocably). 

53Proceeding by triads ; the same materials are dealt with by pentads at 
Vin V 181,27-82,27. 
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of the seven procedures the chapter eventually chooses 

(GkankhamGno, 121,24-122,10 with Sp 1327,13-28,1), action 

should be taken (kammam katabbam) against unscrupulous, 

incompetent,>* frivolous, immoral, disparaging monks, and 

against those who do not observe the penalty inflicted on 

them properly. 
Indeed, one of the main differences between the set of 

procedures studied here and those of parivasa/manatta lies in 

the phrase adkarikhamano samgho. This difference is made 

clear by the occurrences of its synonym samgho ... kammam 

kattu-kamo hoti, in the sentence sace (or idha pana) samgho 

upajjhdayassa (or saddhi-viharikassa, or bhikkhussa, or 

bhikkhuniya) kammam kattu-kamo hoti tajjaniyam va ... 

ukkhepaniyam va ...,>> “now if the chapter wishes to carry 

out a procedure of blame ... or of suspension against a 

preceptor (or his pupil, or a monk, or anun) ...”. This phrase 

contrasts with the one which precedes it: sace (or idha pana) 

upajjhayo (or saddhi-viharik, or bhikkhu, or bhikkhuni) garu- 

dhammam ajjhapanno hoti parivasdraho (or mdnattaraha) 

.. “now if a preceptor [etc.] has committed a ‘heavy 

offence’ [garu-dhamma, i.e., a Samgh. ; see SVTT IN 135- 

136 n. 52] and is liable to parivdsa (or manatta). ...”*® What 
this contrast means is that the redress of the five kinds of 

S4Vin 122,12 balo ca apakatatto ca; according to Sp 1327,14-18, bala here 

means: “ignorant of what is legitimate and what is not”, and apakatatta 

menas: “unable to tell what is an offence from what is not” (and 

therefore “irregular” because guilty of the one or the other, out of 

ignorance ; on pakatatta, see SVTT HI 122-123, n. 18-19; 125, n. 27; 

134, n. 50; on ignorance of the Patimokkha rules, see ib. 132, n. 47). No 

disciplinary action should be taken on just one of these grounds (Sp 

1327.15-16 ettavata kammam na katabbam, misunderstood at BD VI 191 

n. 2), but only on both. 

55Vin I 49,28-30 (= II 226,28-31) # §3,3-5 (= II 230,13-15) # 143,32-35 # 

145,16-18. 

S6Vin I 49,18-19 (= II 226,19-20) # §2,31-32 (= I] 2302-3) # 143,6-7f. # 

144 36-38. 
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misbehaviour described above, while it does entail proce- 

dures, may be achieved by any of those studied here:5” it is 
left to the chapter to stress this or that factor (quarrel- 

someness, ignorance, frivolity, etc.), and to charge a monk 

accordingly. As to the redress of Samgh. offences by other- 

wise very similar procedures, it leaves no such choice: the 

procedures have to be parivdsa and/or mdnatta (depending 

not on the chapter’s decision, but on whether the guilty monk 

concealed his offence or not). 

This interpretation is confirmed by the prescriptions 

introduced by each of the two contrasting sentences just 
quoted, and by their commentary at Sp 981,8-20: if a chapter 

contemplates carrying out a tajjaniya-kamma, etc., against 

one’s preceptor, etc., one is expected to plead for a lighter 

penalty, or for nonsuit,>8 or if the procedure has already been 
carried out, to encourage the sentenced person to behave 

properly ; but if one’s preceptor, etc., is liable to parivadsa 

and/or mdnatta, one has no alternative but to plead for 

simply being allowed to act according to fixed procedures.*? 

STExcept by patisdraniya according to the Cullavagga, but including it 

according to the Parivara (references as above, n. §1), which means that 

a monk who happens to offend a lay donor may be sentenced to any of 

the seven penalties, if the chapter decides to stress another aspect of his 

misbehaviour. 

S8This is not, however, what Sariputta and Moggallana are reported to 

have done when enjoined by the Buddha to go and carry out a 

pabbajjaniya procedure against monks who were, as stressed by the 

Buddha himself, their own pupils (Vin H 12,30 = HI 182,37), unless their 

reported fright at the idea of dealing with the guilty monks is interpreted, 

cum grano Salis, as an excuse, with the ulterior motive of dissuading the 

Buddha from taking such a step. The aggressiveness of Assaji and 

Punabbasuka towards their former upajjhdyas is, however, a well 

documented motif (see, e.g., Vin IT 171,3-25). 

59Vin I 49,19-27, 30-37 (= II 226,20-28, 31-38) # §2,32-§3.1, §3,5-12 (= I 

230,4-12, 15-22) # 143,11-12f, 143,38-144,2, 7-9 # 145,3-4 f.,22-23, 29-30. 

Monks may (and should) break their monsoon retreat for up to seven 

days for the same purposes. 
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The same distinction occurs in the Skt and Tib. Mi parallels 

to the Thv(M) prescriptions concerning one’s preceptor, 

etc. ;©9 the authority thus given to the Order when deciding 

which disciplinary procedure should be carried out (as 

opposed to the fixed rules to be applied in the granting of 

parivasa and manatta) is therefore not to be seen as a 

Further confirmation comes from the very carefully devised stock 

phrases attributed to the Buddha when framing symmetrical or twin 

rules : compare paficahi bhikkhave angehi samannagatassa bhikkhuno 

Gkankhamano samgho patisdraniya-kammam kareyya : gihinam 

alabhaya parisakkati ... gihi gihihi bhedeti; imehi kho bhikkhave 

paficah’ angehi s° bh° akankhamano s° p°-kammam kareyya. Aparehi 

pi paficahi ... kareyya: gihinam buddhassa avannam bhasati ... ; imehi 

kho ... kareyya (Vin II 18,33-19,2) with tena hi bhikkhave samgho 

Vaddhassa Licchavissa pattam nikkujjatu asambhogam samghena 

karotu. Atthahi bhikkhave angehi samanndgatassa upasakassa patto 

nikkujjitabbo : bhikkhinam alabhaya parisakkati ... bhikkhi bhikkhahi 

bhedeti, buddhassa avannam bhdasati ... Anujadndmi ... pattam 

nikujjitum (Vin II 125,13-22), and with anujanami bhikkhave paticah’ 

angehi samanndgatassa sadmanerassa danda-kammam katum : 

bhikkhiinam alabhaya parisakkati ... bhikkhit bh° bhedeti. Anujanami 

bh° imehi paficah’ angehi sam° s° d-°kammam katum (Vin I 84,9-15) (on 

patta-nikkujjand and danda-kamma, see below, resp. SVTT IX and VII; 

on anujandmi, “I prescribe”, see Bechert, “Schism Edict” 63). -A IV 

344,24-25 reads however: atthahi bhikkhave angehi samanndagatassa 

upasakassa Gkankhamano samgho pattam nikkujjeya (idem with 

ukkujjeya at 345,8-9). 

60The alternative character of the seven procedures studied here is 

expressed by the term pranidhi-karma, “ad hoc procedure” at Mvy 9304, 

and in Gun-VinSi(Pravr-v) 14,12-17 : samghe pranidhatu-kame [Gun- 

VinSii 3,1] utksepaniyddi-pranidhikarma kartu-kame samghe aho vata 

samgho nisrayasyedam {Gun-VinSii ib. samgho ’syedam) pranidhi- 

karma na kuryat. Iti tivram autsukyam Gpadyate nivartate yavat avrhet 

[sic] iti sarvatraitad anusaktam veditavyam. Krte avasadrayet |Gun- 

VinSii 3,2] iti pranidhi-karmani krte aho vata samgho ‘sya avasarayet 

[sic] iti. Parivasa-malaparivasa-manapya-milamandapya-avarhanarthini 

niSraye aho vata {misprinted vrata] samgho [sic] asya parivasddi- 

catuskam dadyat [# Gun-VinSii 3,2-4], @varhandrthini aho vata avrhet 

[sic; # Gun-VinSi 3,4] iti. Cf Banerjee, SarvLit 144-147, 145 n. I. 
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specific Thv(M) innovation (see also Gun-VinSia(Pravr) 

13,24-25, quoted above, end of n. 53). 

6c. The leniency of the chapter towards troublesome 

monks seems to depend chiefly on its choice between the 

penalties of tajjaniya, nissaya, pabbajaniya, on the one hand, 

and that of ukkhepaniya on the other: the restrictions on 

one’s rights imposed by the latter are more severe (see 

below, § 8 a—b). 

How the chapter’s choice from the whole set of 

alternative procedures works is exemplified at Sp 1159,2-a, 

15-17 (Sp-t IIL 368,15-17), and may well apply to the interpre- 

tation of the 53rd Thv(M) [bhi] Pac. In the niddna of the 

latter, whose subject is abusing (akkosati, paribhdasati) the 

chapter, a nun is described as bhandana-karikd, etc. (as 

above, n. 18; cf. n. 53). If the implication (at Vin I 145,16- 

18) that the penalties dealt with here also apply to nuns has 

some practical application, such a nun is, stricto sensu, liable 

to a procedure of blame (tajjaniya-kamma) but is said instead 

to have been sentenced to suspension for refusing to see her 

offence (Gpattiya adassane ukkhepaniya-kamma) (Vin IV 
309 26-28, 32, 310,10).°! 

In its commentary on the section of the Kamma- 

kkhandhaka in the Cullavagga that deals with the ukkhe- 

paniya-kamma for refusing to see one’s offence (Vin II 21,6— 

24,33), Sp 1159,2-4 states: “[The prescription that this kind 

of suspension may apply to] a quarrelsome monk and so on, 

means that after he has been charged, on the grounds of 

[raising] quarrels and so on, with an offence, the [ukkhe- 

paniya] procedure which applies is for the very refusal to see 

61The first part of this nidana is identical with that of the 4th Thv(M) [bhi] 
Samgh. (Vin IV 309,24-310,13 = 230,27-231,18), which deals with the 

invalid restoration (osdrana; see below, end of § 8b, and n. 100; cf. 

below, SVTT V, § 6b) of a nun who was suspended for the same offence 

(for Chinese and Tibetan parallels, cf BhiPr 79f, 119). 
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this [offence]”.© As for ukkhepaniya for refusing to give up 

one’s wrong opinions, Sp 1159,15-17 States: “The [ukkhe- 

paniya] procedure which applies is for the very refusal to 

give up an opinion advocated in order to raise quarrels, 

etc.”63 Sp-t III 368,15-17 (ad Sp 1159.3-4) explains how the 

reverse applies, i.e., how a monk who refuses to see or 

redress his offence may be sentenced to a tajjaniya procedure 

- “As for the procedures of blame and so on, they are to be 

carried out when [a monk] refuses to see/redress the offence 

he has been charged with, by taking into account the 

quarrelsome-factor and so on.”64 

7a. According to the Cullavagga, the restrictions to be 

observed for pabbdjaniya (the same as apply to tajjaniya) 

include the further provision that the sentenced monk(s) is 

(are) requested to leave the place.® As noted by Dutt, EBM 

145, and v.Hi., “Buddhist Law” 21 and n. 40, this implies the 

sanction and assistance of lay authorities; the somewhat 

62Bhandana-karako ‘ti ddisu [Vin II 22.9, to be filled in, mutatis mutandis, 

with ib. 4,18-5,3] bhandanddi-paccaya Gpannam dpattim aropetva tassa 

adassane yeva kammam katabbam. 

63 Bhandana-karako ti ddisu yam ditthim nissdya bhandan@dini karoti, 

tassd appatinissagge yeva kammam kdtabbam. 

64 Tajjaniyddi-kammam pana Gpattim dropetva tass@ adassane 

appatikamme v@ bhandana-karakddi angehi katabbam. 

65Vin II 55-15 ¥ 8,20-23 # 14,7-9 3 6,26-7,15 # 9,6-27 # 15.6-27. Sp 624,18-31 

states that the sentenced monk should leave both his residence (vihdra) 

and all surrounding villages or towns, whatever their size, unlike 

Upatissa, who would restrict banishment to a few houses if the 

neighbouring town and its streets are very large; this is, Sp states, just 

wishful thinking (manoratha-matta). As for the cancellation of this 

penalty, according to Sp 625,9-16, nothing should be accepted from 

donors even after it has become effective, except if the latter make gifts 

explicitly on account of morality (625,14-16 is not clear to me). Contrary 

to what might be expected logically, banishment is not listed among the 

threefold post-canonical “expulsions” (ndsand). 
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stealthy way, as described at Sp 625,1-7, of carrying out the 
procedure itself so as not to invalidate it by breaking the 

rules about boundaries (simd), also points to the difficulty of 

enforcing such a decision. 

7b. Now, as stressed by Oldenberg, the narrative in the 

Cullavagga of the framing of the rule and its description of 

the procedure also occur verbatim in the niddna of the 13th 

Thv(M) [bhu] Samgh., and an explicit reference to the 

pabbdjaniya procedure is to be found in the canonical com- 

mentary.°? The Cullavagga and vibhanga accounts as we 

have them now branch off as follows: the monks who have 

been subjected to a pabbdjaniya-kamma accuse the (chapter 

of) monks of partiality, then go away, or return to lay life ;6° 
the Buddha then states that (Cullavagga) the penalty should 

not be revoked;®? (vibhanga) monks who object to the 

66Sp is not clear about exactly how an overlap (ajjhottharati) of 

boundaries (that of the guilty monks’ place of residence and that of the 

incoming chapter who will perform the pabbdjaniya procedure) is to be 

avoided (see Vin I 111,13-20; KP, Simd 88-92, 355-58). Neither does it 

give details about which kind of boundary was in force under the former 

monks ; according to the sikkhdpada of the 13th Samgh. (Vin IH 184,9- 

1o** gamam vd nigamam va upanissaya viharati), it might have been, 

accordingly, a gama-° or a nigama-simd, that is, an “unfixed” (a- 

sammata, a-baddha) one (see Vin I 110,36-11,1; KP, Sima 82-83 and 

n. 138, 189-90 ; KP, “Nagas and Simas”, § 3). 

67Vin II 9,29-13,22, 1411-30 # II 179,30-84,.7 ; Vin III 185,30-31 ayam 

itthannamo bhikkhu samghena pabbdjjaniyakamma-kato. See Olden- 

berg, Vin I XVII-XIX, XXIII n. 1. Conversely, the Skt Ma parallel to 

the Cullavagga refers explicitly to the relevant Samgh. rule (MSV(D) III 

18,18-19). 

68 Pakkamanti pi vibbhamanti pi (Vin Il 14,24-25 = III 183.35); Sp 625,28- 
30 : pakkamantiti ... ekacce disa pakkamanti [in which case the injunc- 

tion to leave is respected — but out of rebellion, not submission to it]. 

Vibbhamanititi ekacce gihi honti. 

6°vin II 14,11-36 (the statement to the contrary in DPPN [I 226] is 

puzzling). This means that the eighteenfold penalty remains in force 
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procedure’? by accusing those who carried it out of partiality 

incur a Samgh. after a threefold informal, then formal 

admonition to stop doing so. 

These two accounts are to be considered as a later inser- 

tion (the Cullavagga’s being the latest); the Patimokkha rule 

itself”! just states that an ill-famed monk who refuses to 

leave after a threefold informal admonition to do so (arguing 

that those who admonish him do so out of partiality) incurs a 

Samgh.72 It has been suggested’? that the earlier subject of 

this Patimokkha rule was the corruption of lay people’s 

minds (kula-diisana), which entailed a Samgh. offence after 

three informal, then formal admonitions (ya@va-tatiyam 

samanubhdsand) to stop doing so, whereby the guilty monk 

became liable to mdnatta/parivasa, after the pabbdjaniya 

procedure was included in the vibhariga itself, the purpose of 

the Patimokkha rule shifted from kula-diisana (now dealt 

with by this very procedure) to objection to this same proce- 

dure by the sentenced monk, by means of words of abuse, 

and accusations of partiality against the chapter who carried 

even if the sentenced monk returns to lay life (for a similar case with 

parivasa/manatta, see SVTT III 129-30, § 4). 

70Vin IIL 183.27-84.32 ; 185,17-18’ so bhikkhai ti so kammakato bhikkhu (cf. 
185,30-33 ; 185,35 is to be filled in, mutatis mutandis, with the help of 

173.36-74,8); see Kkh 47,31-48,4; cf. Vin V 7,9-11, Vin-vn 438, and 

below, n. 75. 

7lFrom which a descriptive stock phrase is extracted by the Cullavagga 

(see above, n. 20). The technical term pabbdjaniya-kamma does not 

occur in this sikkhdpada, although the verb pabbajenti does (Vin It 

184,20**). 

72Thy(M) Samgh n° 13 [bhu], Vin II] 184,9-32** with Kkh 47.26-48,9, Sp 
613,25-29,16 (the proceedings are discussed at 624,7-25,30, 629,9-16); 

n° 17 {bhi]. — Cf UpaliPr(SR) 48, n° 12. — Fragment from an unidenti- 

fied school: SHT(IH) 250 (988). — Conc.: BhiPr 54, table II.2 s.v. 

kuladiisakah. 

73Nolot, “Régles” 432-38 (English summary : 541-42). 
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it out.’4 In all known Bhiksuni-Prdtimoksas (except in the 
Ma. and Ma(-L) traditions),’> the strict parallel to the 13th 

Thv(M) [bhu] Samgh. remained in force, but branched off 

into a still later, specific Samgh. rule, dealing with the case 

of a nun who accuses the chapter of partiality (in the very 

same terms as those of the 13th Thv(M) [bhu] Samgh. and its 

parallels) while objecting either to the decision reached after 

a formal dispute (adhikarana) or to a disciplinary procedure 

(either a pabbdjaniya-° or an ukkhepaniya-kamma) that was 

carried out against her.’”© There is no such Patim rule for 

monks ; neither do Kkh or Sp connect the nuns’ rule with the 

13th [bhu] Samgh. But Vjb (B® 1960) 362,11-16 does, and 

tries to explain away this redundant rule by sticking to its 

literal application: to consider the 8th [bhi] Samgh. as a 

useless duplication of the 13th [bhu] Samgh. (on the grounds 

that their purpose (dissuading the monk/nun from abusing the 

chapter and accusing it of partiality)’’ is identical) would be 
wrong, because both the nidana’s account of the matter, and 
the procedure objected to by the nun,’® are different. 

74Traces of such a reinterpretation can be found in the Skt Sa. and Tib. 

Mu. siksapadas of this Samgh. rule, whose wording is therefore later 

than the Pali Thv(M) version: nihsrjatv Gyusmdm cchandagdami- 

vacanam dvesagami-bhayagadmi-mohagadmi-vacanam; ... na cet 

pratinihsrjet samghavaSesah (VinVibh(R) 75, lines 13-17; cf. PrMoSi 

115 [BFd, v° 6] with ib. 132 [BLi, r° 3-5]) ; nihsrjata imam evamripam 

katham ... na cet pratinihsrjeyuh samghd@vasesah (PrMoSi(Mai), 20,21— 

21,2 [reconstructed from Tib. ; “Skt Mia.” in Nolot, “Régles” 432-38, 

should be corrected accordingly]). 

75§ee conc. in BhiPr 54, table II.2 s.v. kuladiisakah. 

76Thv(M) Samgh. n° 8 [bhi], Vin IV 237,31-39,3 with Kkh 165,17-21, S ng Pp 
914,29-15.2. - Conc.: BhiPr §4, table II.2 s.v. kismifici. 

TIV Ib 362,12-13 quotes Kkh 48,1-2 (with eva for evam) tassa vacanassa 

patinissaggdya evam vacaniyo, na kuladisana-nivaranatthdya. 

78Conveniently alluded to only vaguely by Vin IV 237,33 kismificid eva 

adhikarane. 
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8a. Suspension (ukkhepaniya) entails forty-three restric- 

tions,’? some of which are identical with those of tajjani- 
ya’°: a suspended monk should not grant ordination, give 
guidance to newly ordained monks, be waited upon by 

novices, be appointed as exhorter of nuns or exhort them if 

appointed before he became liable to any of the three 

procedures of suspension, commit again the same, or a 

similar, or a graver offence, criticize either the procedure he 

was subjected to or those who carried it out. 

Some other restrictions also apply in the case of 

parivasa/manatta®' : a suspended monk should refuse out- 
ward marks of respect and assistance from regular monks ; 

he should not stay under the same roof as the latter, and 

should rise from his seat when meeting any of them. 

Still others apply also to both tajjaniya and parivadsa/ 

manatta :8* he may not suspend the participation of a regular 
monk in the ceremonies of uposatha or pavarand; he should 

neither issue commands, nor exercise authority, nor urge a 
monk to acknowledge his offence,®3 nor quarrel with other 
monks. 

Lastly, a monk against whom any type of suspension was 

carried out is subject to a further set of specific restric- 

tions®*: he should not accuse a regular monk of straying 
from morality, right behaviour, right opinions, or right means 

of livelihood (cf. above, n. 27); he should not cause splits 

between monks; he should dress neither like a layman nor 

79Vin I 22,12-23,2 # 23,25-24,27 # 25,1-9 (truncated E°). As for Vin II 

27,19-23, see below, end of this paragraph. 

80Vin II 22,12-20, 12,34-13,2 # §,5-15; cf. above, § §a. 

8] vin II 22,20-23, 29-32 ¥ 31,5-9, 21-23; cf, SVTT HI 119-22, § 1a. 

82Vin II 22,34-23,2 # §,12-1§ ¥ 32,7-11. 

83 This is normally a duty (see Freiberger, Br-Strafe 486-87, with further 

references ; cf. below, SVTT X, §2a and n. Io). 

84Vin II 22,23-20, 33-34 3 Sp 1155,23-56,12, 1159,1-14. 
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like a non-Buddhist ascetic, nor follow the latter kind of 

ascetics, but should follow the monks and train accordingly ; 

he should not rebuke regular monks. 

As for the third kind of suspension, it entails, according 
to the PTS edition of the Cullavagga,®> the same eighteen 
restrictions as apply to fajjaniya (see above, § 5a). B® (1972) 

75,6, 19 however reads tecattalisa-vattam, and accordingly 

lists8© the same forty-three duties as apply to the first two 
kinds of suspension; this number also occurs at Vin V 

212,37*87 # Utt-vn 930b, and in Sp.88 The latter readings are 

supported both by the provisions said by canonical and other 

Thv(M) texts to apply to monks who were suspended on any 

of the three grounds,®? and by the Skt Mii parallel (refs. as 
above, end of n. 33). 

8b. In any case, the verdict of suspension is to be made 

known in all surrounding monastic residences, in the 

following terms: “The monk So-and-So has been subjected 

to a procedure of suspension for refusing to see his offence 

(or to redress it, or to give up a wrong opinion), involving 

85Vin II 27,19-21 (truncated E®, referring to 5,5-15); 27.23 reads explicitly 

atthadrasa-vattam ; no vy.il. are recorded at Vin II 310; no corrections 

are mentioned at Vin II 363-64, V 259-60. 

86B°75,7-17, referring by pa to 63,21-64,2 = E* Vin II 22,20-34. 

87 Ukkhittaka tayo vuttd, tecattarisa sammavattand (cf. Sp 1387.25-26). 

88Sp 913,30-31 (ad Vin IV 232,21) vatte vattantin ti tecattdlisappabhede 

nettharavatte vattamanam. Sp 1159,18-19 strongly states: sammd- 

vattandyam pi hi idha tecattdlisa yeva vattani, “indeed, as for proper 

behaviour, forty-three duties do apply here also”; C* (SHB 1948) 

859,28-29 idem, with insignificant v.l/. Sp 1373.19-20 tividhassa ca 

ukkhepaniya-kammassa teccatalisa-vidham vattam, C* (SHB 1948) 

1019,29-30 idem. 

89See below, § 8b (Hiisken, “Vorschriften” 86, end of n. 105, should be 

corrected accordingly). 
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exclusion of his participation in dealings with the 

community.” 
The implications of this verdict are detailed in canonical 

Thv(M) texts other than the Kamma-kkhandhaka of the 

Cullavagga: unlike a monk undergoing any of the other 
penalties dealt with here, a suspended monk is deprived of 

participation (sambhoga) in the distribution of material 

things (Gmisa) and in the exposition of doctrine (dhamma),?! 

and considered as “belonging elsewhere” (ndnd-samvdsaka) 

than to the community who motioned suspension (ukkhe- 

paka), until the penalty is revoked and his “restoration” 

(osdrand@) is achieved ipso facto.°* This “companionless”?? 
monk is therefore debarred from participation?* in any 
procedure (including uposatha and pavdrand) within this 

community, whose members acting in chapter should all 

“belong to the same community” (samdna-samvdsaka).?° 

901tthan-namo bhikkhu Gpattiya adassane/apattiya appatikamme/papikaya 

ditthiya appatinissagge ukkhepaniya-kammakato a-sambhogam 

samghena (Vin II 22,4-6 # 27,15-18). The expected sentence is missing at 

26,6-7 after dharayamiti, but is referred to at SBE XVII 381 (first three 

lines), and does occur at B® (1972) 60,1-2: @vdsa-paramparan ca 

bhikkhave samsatha Channo bhikkhu samghena Gpattiya appatikamme 

ukkhepaniyakamma-kato asambhogam samghena ti. 

vin IV 137,30-35'- 

92Vin IV 218,34’ a-patikaro nama ukkhitto an-osGrito. See below, SVTT 

V,§§ 6b-c. 

93Vin IV 218,16** akata-sahdyo ; 219,1-3’ akata-sahayo naéma samana- 

samvasaka bhikkhi vuccanti sahadyd. So tehi saddhim n’ atthi tena 

vuccati akata-sahayo ‘ti. 

4This is termed samvdsa-ndsand, “expulsion from where one belongs” at 

Sp 582,23 (see below, SVTT VI, § 1b and n. 8). 

Vin I 1 35,30-35, 168,1-5 (both times with yatha dhammo kdretabbo, 

which refers to the 69th [bhu] Pac. [cf next n.]), 320,7-10f,, 321,14-16; 

Kkh 9, 14-16 (cf. Kkh 128,2, Sp 582,21-23); see Kieffer-Piilz, Sima 63 and 

Nn. 103. Sp 1320,28-31 (ad Vin V 115,23) clearly states : ukkhepaniya- 

kamma-kato ukkhittako ndma. Avasesa-catubbidha-tajjaniyadikamma- 
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According to the vibhanga of the 69th Thv(M) [bhu] Pac., 

any monk who deals with, or sleeps under the same roof as, a 

monk who was suspended for refusing to give up a wrong 

opinion incurs a Pac.; so does a nun who deals with a nun 

who was suspended on the same grounds; 7° but if she sides 
with a suspended monk (on any of the three grounds), she 

incurs a Par., the gravest of offences, entailing immediate, 

definitive exclusion?’ (as far as can be seen, the eventuality 
of a monk following a suspended nun is not raised).?8 

One rule, applying specifically to nuns, states that any of 

them who restores (osdreyya) a suspended nun without 

formally consulting (an-apaloketva ; see SVTT I 80-81, 

§ 3a) the chapter who moved suspension and securing the 

kato anukkhittako nama. Ayan hi uposatham va pavaranam va dhamma- 

paribhogam va Gmisa-paribhogam va na kopeti. 

This provision should also apply to the annual kathina ceremony of 

receiving and sharing cloth given by laymen, and to the privileges 

attached to it (see DEBMT s.v.). Although the Mahavagga’s Kathina- 

kkhandhaka (Vin I 253,3-67,10) and its commentary (Sp 1105,32-14,6 

[ChinSp 528-31]) are silent on this point, the Skt Md parallel explicitly 

excludes the suspended monk from his share and privileges (MSV(D)II 

157.17-19 # KC, Kath-v 56,1-3 # Kath-v(M) 205,6-8). 

96Thv(M) Pac. n° 69 [bhu], Vin IV 137.2-38,16 with Kkh 127,14-35, Sp 
870,20-32 ; n° 147 [bhi]. - Cf. UpaliPr(SR) 80, n° 58. — Dh fragment: 

CASF(II) 166, n° 69. — Conc. : BhiPr 58, table IV.1 s.v. utksiptanuvrttih. 

Any monk or nun who sides respectively with a male or female novice 

who was expelled for holding wrong opinions also incurs a Pac. (see 

below, SVTT VI, § 2c and n. 19). 

°7Thv(M) Par. n° 3, Vin IV 218,2-20,13 with Kkh 159,1-21, Sp 903.23— 
904,16 (cf. Vin-vn 1992-16, Utt-vn 176-77). — Conc.: BhiPr 53, table I 

s.v. ukkhittanuvattika. — See also (Mi) BhiKaVa(S) 267,13—69,2, with 

Chinese and Tib. Mii parallels in BhiPr 81-83 (in the three Mii versions, 

the nun is not precisely described as siding with a suspended monk, but 

as striving to persuade him that he should not submit to the chapter’s 

sentence). 

98 Although Vin II 88,8-14 reports the monk Channa siding with (regular) 

nuns in a controversy (cf. below, SVTT X n. 14). 
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latter’s consent incurs a Samgh., unless the suspended nun 

does behave properly or the chapter who moved suspension 

is absent.?? 

8c. As long as no one supports him, a suspended monk 

may therefore be said to belong nowhere (see below, SVTT 

VI n. 9). If, however, he manages to gather three or more 

followers (ukkhitta@nuvattaka), thus reaching the quorum 

required to create an autonomous Samgha, both parties 

should try to come to terms, so as to avoid a dissension or a 

split (samgha-raji, °-bheda).!°° In the meantime, procedures 

carried out separately by each chapter within the same, 

common boundary (simda) are valid, since all members of 

each party belong to the same community (samdna- 

samvdsaka), and remain distinct (ndnd-samvdsaka) from 

°°Thv(M) [bhi] Samgh. n° 4, Vin IV 230,27-32.23 with Kkh 163,34-64,11, 
Sp 913,27-14.2 ; cf. Vin V §6,15-17 # 84,3-5; Hiisken, “Vorschriften” 

83-86. — Conc.: BhiPr 54, table II s.v. ukkhittam (cf. above, n. 62). 

According to the Thv(M) vibharga of this rule, a nun who plans to 

restore a suspended nun, and wants to gather a chapter and fix a 

boundary (cf. KP, Sima 132-33) for the purpose, should not do so 

without the agreement of the chapter who moved suspension (Vin IV 

232.8’ osdressamiti ganam va pariyesati simam vd sammannati; cf. Kkh 

164,2-3, where gana-pariyosane [ = C* (SHB 1930) 165,29) should be 

corrected to °-pariyesane [so Vin-vn 2073a]). The very siksdpadas of 

the Chinese Dha, Chinese Sa, Chinese Mi, and Chinese and Tib. Mi 

parallels make it explicitly part of the offence to step out of the simd for 

the purpose without having reached agreement to do so (BhiPr 79-83). 

The Chinese and Tib. M@ versions are corroborated by the reference to 

this same [bhi] Samgh. rule, at Gun-VinSii 65,1, by the words bahih- 

simny avasdrane, and by the provision that a monk who was sentenced 

to any of the seven penalties dealt with here should apply for restoration 

within the boundary where the chapter sentenced him (cf. above, n. 33 ; 

below, SVTT V n. 31). 

100See HH, Po-v 223-25 ; cf: (Mu) Sanghabh II 272,12-73,2 (taken over 

from MSV(D) IV 250,4-51,4). 
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those who belong to the other.!°! If the parties are eventually 
reconciled, the suspended monk may be restored (osdrita) by 

his own followers ;!°2 a twofold procedure of reconciliation 
(samgha-sdmaggi) is then to be carried out for the purpose of 

putting an official end to any and all dissensions among the 

monks. An exceptional uposatha, with recitation of the Patim 

rules, may then take place.! 

BHS utksiptanuvartika, f : BhiVin(Ma-L) 102,5. 

Skt utksiptanupravriti, f., “following a suspended 
[monk]” : (Mua) Gun-VinSt §3,12. 

utksiptanuvartaka, mfn. : (Mt) BhiKaVa(S) 268,15-16. — 

utksiptakanuvartaka, m.: (Mi) MSV(D) II 176,9-i0ff., 

179,14, 190,18-19ff. (°-anuvartakanuvartaka 177,6 ff., 

101 Vin | 337,1-40.38 with Sp 1148,21-50,2 ; see Kieffer-Piilz, Sima 25 n. 

25, 53-54, 121-23. Sp 1148,22-49,10 has a story about how failing to fill 

the latrine’s water-pot ended in suspension, then creation of two rival 

communities ; this story occurs also at Dhp-a I 53,16-54,17 # Ja III 

486,11-27, which record that the quarrel went so far as to create two 

factions among the Akanittha deities. A Skt Mi parallel occurs at 

MSV(D) II 174.5-76,2 (for Tib. Mi, cf, Banerjee, SarvLit 220-21). 

Vin I 340,30-33 (with Sp 1149,24-31) # V 116,34-37 (with Sp 1322,30- 

35) distinguishes between one who “belongs elsewhere by one’s own 

will” (attand ... nadnd-samvasaka) and one who does so because a 

procedure of suspension was carried out against him; this distinction is 

expressed in Sp by the resp. terms laddhi-nanadsamvasaka, “belonging 

elsewhere due to one’s opinion”, and kamma-n° (see KP, Sima 63-65 ; 

cf. Vin-vn 3107b-10ga). Skt Mu parallel: MSV(D) II 176,3-79,13 (cf 

Gun-VinSii 99,28 utksiptan ca svakarmani). 

102Cf below, SVTT V n. 31. 

103Vin I 356,22—-58,37 with Sp 1152,24-31 (cf. Kkh 3,29-32); see Kieffer- 

Piilz, Sima 53-54, 63-64, 121-23. Skt Mii parallel: MSV(D) II 190,13- 

96,6. — Pj II 196,10-12 nanu avuso osatam va vatthum yatha-dhammam 

vinicchitabbam an-osdrapetva eva va afiiamatiam accayam desapetva 

samaggi katabba seems to refer to (illegally) dropping a case of 

suspension with mutual confession instead, followed by general 

reconciliation. 
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190,20f.) ; Sanghabh I 272,13 f (= MSV(D) IV 250,5 f.) 

(°-anuvartakanuvartaka ib. 272,14 f. = MSV(D) IV 

250,6f ). 

utksiptanuvrtti, f.: (Mu) Mvy 8480. 

utksepakdnuvartaka,m. :(Mt) MS V(D)II177,6-7, 178,15, 

191,7f., [V 250,6f. (= Sanghabh Il 272,14 f.) (°-anu- 

vartakdnuvartaka,m.:MSV(D) I 177.7, 179.16, 191.8 f. ; 

MSV(D) IV 250,6-7f = Sanghabh II 272,15 ). 

8d. When suspension occurs during the observance of 

parivdsa or mGnatta on account of some Samgh. offence, the 
latter penalties are to be resumed after restoration has put an 

end to suspension (Vin II 61,4-62,4; see SVTT III 129-30, 

§ 4). In the reverse case (when a monk commits a Samgh. 

offence during the period of suspension) he may not be 

charged with concealment of the latter offence, and no 

procedure connected with its redress may be carried out 

against him by the chapter who motioned his suspension 
because, as an ukkhittaka, he does not belong to it anymore ; 

he is then, presumably, to be restored before he may 

acknowledge his Samgh. offence and apply for mdnatta (see 

SVTT ILI 123, second part of n. 19). 

According to Vin I 97,19-98,24, if a suspended monk 
returns to lay life (vibbhamati), then applies for a second 

ordination, he may be admitted again as a novice, provided 

he promises to see or redress his offence, or to give up his 

wrong opinions. Under the same conditions during each 

stage, he may be ordained again, then restored (osdretabba) ; 

if he now agrees to see his offence, etc., the matter is to be 

considered as settled; if he refuses, and if the chapter reaches 

unanimous agreeement about the case, he should be 

suspended again; if unanimity is not reached, living in 

common with him entails no offence.! 

104.4 napatti sambhoge samvase, Vin 1 97,19—-98,25 with Sp 1034,12-17 (see 

KP, Simd 133); Skt M@ parallel: Lévi, “Mss sanscrits” 34,1-11 # 
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8e. As occurs with pabbdjaniya (see Oldenberg, Vin I 

xix and n. I ; above, §7 b), the case of a monk who refuses 

to give up wrong opinions is also dealt with in the Patim 

(where the technical term ukkhepaniya-kamma does not 

occur), whose provisions contradict those summarized above 

from texts of the later, Khandhaka type. After an identical 

nidana, !©° the Buddha prescribes carrying out a procedure of 
suspension (Cullavagga, Vin II 26,30-27,18) and frames the 

Patimokkha rule (Vin IV 135,16-30**), which states that a 

monk who still holds wrong opinions after a threefold, 
informal admonition to stop doing so, simply incurs a 

Pac.,!°6 that is, an offence that may be redressed by just 

MSV(D) IV 65,19-66,7. — Contrary to what was stated by Oldenberg 

(followed by Horner [see BD V vi and 39 n. 1 for references]), this does 

not really contradict the statement that, if a monk who was suspended on 

account of his wrong opinions returns to lay life, the penalty should be 

revoked (Vin II 27,24-28.7 ; B® (1972) 76,7 idem) : these provisions most 

probably mean that, if the sentenced monk does not turn up again, the 

case is to be dropped altogether; but if he does and applies for a new 

ordination, the case is to be taken up again right from the beginning. 

105Vin II 25,10-26,29 = IV 133,32-35,16; about the possible derivation of 

the latter from early sources, see BD III xv—xvi. 

106Thv(M) Pac. n° 68 [bhu], Vin IV 133.32-36,33 with Kkh 1266-27, 12, 
Sp 869,7-70.19 (869,26-29 occurs unabridged at Ps II 102,19-103,20); 

n° 146 [bhi]. — Cf UpaliPr(SR) 80, n° 57. — Dh fragment: CASF(II) 

165-66, n° 68. — Conc. : BhiPr 58, table IV.1 s.v. drstigatanutsargah. - 

This is, in the Thv(M) [bhu] Patim, the only Pac. offence established 

after a threefold admonition (yava-tatiyam samanubhasana; cf. below, 

SVTT X n. 10), from a total of eleven such rules (Vin V 140,16-17 with 

Sp 1344,31-33; cf. Sp 1412,7-10): [bhu}] Samgh. n°° 10 to 13, [bhi] 

Samgh. n° 7 to 10 (leaving aside the four held in common with monks 

[(bhu) 10-13]), [bhi] Par. n° 3, [bhi] Pac. n° 36. The third [bhi] Par. is 

explicitly connected with the ydva-tatiyam Samgh. by Kkh 159,14 # Sp 

904,12-13. The 36th [bhi] Pac., together with its Chinese Dha parallel, is 

most probably considered as a yadva-tatiyam offence because of its 

analogy with the 9th Thv(M) [bhi] Samgh. (Vin IV 294,6-11** = 239,20- 

28**); the only other parallels are in Chinese Ma. and BHS BhiVin(Ma- 

L), which, however, do not make it a yava-tatiyam offence (see BhiPr 
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confessing it to another, regular monk. Although the 

vibhanga turns this admonition into a formal threefold 

procedure, after which the monk is to be charged with a Pac. 
(Vin IV 136,6-25), it mentions no procedure of suspension ; 

neither does the niddna, nor Kkh.!°’ This procedure is, 
however, mentioned in the Chinese Sa. niddna, and in the 

Ma-L siksapada,!°8 which are therefore to be considered 
later than their respective Thv(M) parallels. 

103, with conc., ib. 67, table [V.3.11.B.3 s.v. samsattha ; cf. BD III xvi- 

XVli). 

Sp 1330,4-7 (ad Vin V 125,22-24) distinguishes the offence dealt with 

in the 68th Pac. from suspension: it is committed “before the chapter” 

(sammukhd, i.e., during the procedure of admonition ; cf. SVTT II 99— 

IOI, § 2a), but redressed without formal procedures, that is, “outside [the 

chapter]” (parammukha) (the whole is thus implicitly connected with 

what follows about Samgh. offences, whose redress does entail 

procedures ; the same is stated explicitly at Utt-vn 515-18). Sp 1329,1-3 

makes the same distinction: the offence of advocating a wrong opinion 

is committed “because of another’s legal statement” (kammavdcd, i.e., 

procedure), but redressed by one’s own statement when one confesses 

(desento) it in front of an individual monk. Parammukhd cannot refer to 

revoking suspension, which must be carried out by the chapter ; desento 

refers to the regular redress of Pac. offences, not to the observance of the 

prescribed duties (sammd-vattand) required by the procedure of 

suspension. 

107Unlike the case of pabbdjaniya. As for the vibhanga, Sp 610,18-23 

refers indirectly to the procedure of suspension, when arguing that the 

clause according to which “there is no offence for the first defaulter” 

(Vin IV 136,33 anapatti [ ...] ddikammikassa) is erroneous, because of 

the provision of the Khandhaka (Vin II 26,34-36) that the monk has first 

been reproved, reminded of his offence, and charged with it, but refuses 

nonetheless to give up a wrong opinion: this is what makes him an 

offender, whether he be the first one or not. Adikammika accordingly 

does not appear at Vin-vn 1703, and Vjb (B® 1960) states that the 

anapatti ddikammikassa clause occurs here “because it came into the 

scribe’s head” (mukhd@rilhena likhitam; see Ud-a(Tr) I 916 n. 170 [Sp 

246,10shows that mukhdriilha is not always pejorative]). 

108VinVibh(R) 179; PrMoSa(Ma-L) 23,24-25. As for the Chinese Ma 
Siksapada, it is not clear from Pachow, CompSt 150, whether the 
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It is also mentioned in the vibhanga of the next Thv(M) 

[bhu] Patim rule (Vin IV 137,27’f), which states that any 

monk or nun who follows respectively a suspended monk or 

a suspended nun incurs a Pac. (references as above, n. 97). It 

is also referred to in at least one version of the Skt Sa. 

Siksapada, and in the Chinese Sa. and Skt Ma-L siksdpadas 

of the same rule:!99 here again, these parallels are to be 
considered as later than the Thv(M) version. 

procedure alluded to (“if he does not give up, the Samgha should 

perform a Karma’’) is that of threefold admonition or suspension. 

109PrMoSa 260 (HL, v° 2). — VinVibh(R) 180, BhiPr 93, Pachow, Comp 
St 151. — PrMoSii(Ma-L) 23,26-27 (here again, it is not clear from 

Pachow [“Msg. 49”, misprinted for “46”] to which samghakarma 

Chinese Ma refers). 
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V. Nissdranda (f.)/nissdraniya (n.), 
osdrand (f.)/osdraniya (n.) 

1. The literal sense of the two contrasting terms 

nissdrand and osdrand is respectively “sending away, dis- 

missal” and “introduction, invitation to come (back), restora- 

tion”.! In Vinaya texts, they refer to various procedures 

whose general object is some kind or other of “dismissal” or 

“Jetting in”. When these procedures are themselves each 
designated by a specific technical term, which is not always 

the case, nissarand and osdrana then stand as contrasting 

superordinates including these technical terms as co- 

hyponyms: nissdrand includes dandakamma-ndasana (see 

below, § 3), patta-nikujjana (§ 5) and the terms designating 

the seven disciplinary procedures (tajjaniya-°, nissaya-°, 

pabbdjaniya-°, patisdraniya-°, and threefold ukkhepaniya- 

kamma) studied above in SVTT IV (see below, § 6a). In the 

same way, osdrand includes patta-ukkujjand (§ 5), abbhana 

(only once),? and the revocation (patippassaddhi, not a tech- 

nical term stricto sensu) of any of the seven disciplinary 

lOsareti < *ava-sadrayati, “causes to enter” (Kkh 131,34, Sp 1147,23 

pavesand, “entering”; cf. BD III 28 n. 4, and below, Skt parallels at the 

end of § 8c), rather than < *ut-svadrayati, “propounds, calls” (CPD s.v.). 

Among the connected entries in CPD, osarana-kriya (Sp 1346.12-13 ad 

Vin V 142.20) is not “the formal act of osdrana’, but belongs to 1. and 

means “performance of the exposition of the Patimokkha”. As will be 

seen below, apart from Kkh 131,34 and Vin-vn 3006, none of CPD’s 

references s.v. osdrand concern “formal restoration ([ ...] after [ ...] 

practice of penance)”. 

2Sp 630,2-3 abbhetabbo ... abbhanakamma-vasena osdaretabbo ti vuttam 

hoti. CPD’s statement, s.v. osdreti, that this verb is a “syn. of abbheti, 

avhayati’ (my emphasis), is misleading: the latter term applies 

specifically, and exclusively, to the readmission (abbhana) of a monk or 

nun after completion of the parivasa and/or manatta penalties (see 

SVTT IIE 133-35, § 6). — As for the alleged equivalence of Skt Mi 

utsdrana with ahvayana, see below, n. 51. 
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procedures just mentioned. Besides standing as a superordi- 

nate, osdrand also has a narrow technical sense in both the 

Mahavagga and the Cullavagga, where it often exclusively 

designates (as it does in the vibhanga of several Patimokkha 
rules, and in the sikkhdpada of the 4th Thv(M) [bhi] Samgh.) 

the revocation of the three types of suspension (ukkhepaniya- 

kamma ; see below, § 6b-c). 

Whereas osdraniya is a variant of the superordinate 

osdrand, it is not clear whether nissdraniya stands in the 

same relation with nissarand, or whether it connotes, in a 

specifically technical sense, physical ejection (see below, 
§§ 7b, 8a—c) ; whatever the case, it may be worth pointing 

out that the terms expressing physical ejection de facto are 

neither nissdreti, “dismisses”, nor pabbdjeti, “banishes”, nor 

naseti, “expels” (all three of which are de jure) but 

nikkaddhati, “throws out, ejects”,? @varanam karoti, “shuts 

3See below, SVTT VI, § 2b and n. 15. Ejecting a fellow monk, or having 

him ejected, from lodgings that belong to the Order (samghika vihara) is 

a Pac. offence (Thv(M) Pac. n° 17 [bhu], Vin IV 44,2-45,31 with Kkh 

93,36-94.25, Sp 781,19-82,14; n° 113 [bhi]. — Cf UpaliPr(SR) 65-66, 

n° 17. — Conc.: BhiPr 58, table IV.1 s.v. niskarsanam). According to 

the vibhanga, ejecting him, or having him ejected, from his own or one’s 

own private (puggalika) lodgings is respectively a Dukk. offence or no 

offence. There is no offence, however, in ejecting him or having him 

ejected, with or without his belongings, if he is unscrupulous (alajjin) or 

is out of his senses or is a quarrelsome monk who causes disputes among 

the chapter (bhandana-kdraka kalaha-k° vivadda-k° bhassa-k° samghe 

adhikarana-k°: cf. above, SVTT IV §2 and n. 18), or does not behave 

correctly (na sammda-vattanta) as a pupil (Vin IV 45,25-31). Sp 782.5-9 

(cf. Kkh 94,18-22) adds that only a quarrelsome monk may be ejected 

from the monastery entirely (sakala-samghdaramato), for he might gather 

followers and split the Order (so hi pakkham labhitva samgham pi 

bhindeyya) ; as for the others, they should only be ejected from their 

residence (attano vasana-tthdnato ; cf. below, SVTT VII § 2). 

Although this rule is also valid between nuns, another rule, applying 

specifically to nuns, makes it a Pac. offence to eject a fellow nun from 

the quarters —- provided with a fastening door, given to her by oneself 

(upassayam datva; Vin IV 292,298’ : upassayo nama kavdta-baddho 

vuccati; Kkh 185,9-10: kavdta-baddham attano puggalikam viharam 
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off’ (see below, SVTT VII, §§ 2-3), pandmeti, “evicts” (see 

ib., 84), nikkhdmeti, “drives out” (Vin II 237,10), be it 

lawfully or not. 

2. As for canonical Thv(M) Vinaya texts, nissdrand and 

osdrand occur as a contrasting pair only in relatively late 

ones : 
(a) in this order, at Vin I 321,29-22,4 (see below, 8§ 4, 

6a), in the Campeyya-kkhandhaka of the Mahavagga, which 

deals at length with the various aspects of the (in)validity of 

procedures ; this passage is alluded to in the Ekuttaraka of 

the Parivara (Vin V 117,24-27) ; 

(b) in the reverse order (osdrand, nissdranda), at Vin V 

222,22-35, in the Kammavagga of the Parivara; both are 

systematically combined here, without any explanation, with 

each of the four types of legal procedure taking them as their 

object. This passage provides a convenient frame for the 

study of both terms, together with Sp 1402,16-12,4 # Kkh 

131,31-33,35° (ad Vin IV 152,6** dhammikanam kammdanam, 

about valid procedures), where explanations are to be found 

about which specific procedure osdrand and nissdranda are 

supposed to refer to in each case. Both Kkh and Sp follow 

(with the inconsistency pointed out below) the order of the 

Mahavagga, not that of Vin V 222,22-35 upon which Sp 

comments ; the reason, Sp 1402,19-20 warns us, is that “here, 

(the Parivara] says osdranam nissdranam for the sake of 

fluency; actually, nissdrand comes first, then osdrana’. The 

commentary that follows is consistent with this statement as 

far as the first, third, and fourth type of legal procedure are 

datva [on kavdta, “door-leaf’, see v.Hi., Sprachentwicklung 17, 25, 33]) 

(Thv(M) Pac. n° 35, Vin IV 292.4-93.25 with Kkh 1859-19, Sp 983,12-18. 

—Conc.: BhiPr 67, table IV.3.II.B.2 s.v. datva). Although the exceptions 

to this rule are, mutatis mutandis, exactly the same as those of the 17th 

[bhu] Pac., the rule itself is more stringent: as seen above, a monk who 

ejects a monk from the former’s private lodgings incurs no offence. 

4CF Vin-vn 2986b, 2992-93, 3000b, 3006. 
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concerned: each type is said to apply to both of the 

consecutive, symmetrical stages (nissarand, then osdrand) of 

one and the same legal case> (see below, §§ 3, 5, 6a). As for 

the second type of procedure, however, no such symmetry 

can be observed: its application is illustrated by two 

completely heterogeneous cases (see below, § 4); here (this 

time without warning) Sp reverts to the order of the 

commented text.© To avoid further entanglement, Sp’s 

fluctuating order will be followed here. 

As far as can be seen, no parallels to the term nissadranda 

(as contrasting with osdranda) can be traced in BHS or Skt 

Vinaya texts, except in those of the Mu. school (see below, 

end of § 8c and n. 51). 

m6 

3. When the object of a formal consultation (apalokana; 

see SVTT I 80-81, §3a) is nissdrand, the latter refers, 

according to Sp and Kkh, to the type of expulsion (ndsana; 

see below, SVTT VI, §§ 1 [c], 2c), known as danda-kamma, 

that applies to novices who hold wrong opinions; osdrana 

accordingly refers to the restoration of such novices, after 

they have dropped their wrong views and asked the chapter 

for forgiveness.’ 

5p 1402,20-403,13 (cf; Kkh 131,33-34) (in complete contradiction with the 

above statement, this section is, unlike the following ones, concluded in 

Sp by a purely stylistic sentence : evam apalokana-kammam osGranaf 

ca nissdranan ca gacchati {C* 1046,4 idem]; the only variant recorded 

in E® carefully omits nissGranaf ca), 1411,21-24 (cf. Kkh 133,17-20), 

1412,2-4 (# Kkh 133,36-38). 

6Sp 1409,25-36 (# Kkh 132,21-30); cf. below, § 7a. 

Sp 1402,20-403,13 (ad Vin V 222,22-23), Kkh 131,31-34, referring 

indirectly to the 7oth Thv(M) [bhu] Pac. These two procedures are 

parallel respective to that of ukkhepaniya, “suspension” of a monk 

(either for the same reason or because he refuses to see or redress an 

offence), and to that by which suspension is cancelled, also called 

osarand in a particular context (see below, § 6b). A monk who holds 
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4. According to Sp and Kkh, osdrand as the object of a 

single motion (fatti-kamma, see SVTT I 81-82, § 3 b) refers 

to the physical introduction, by a monk, of a candidate to 

ordination before the chapter’. At Vin I 322,5-32,? however, 

osarand applies metonymically to the validity of ordina- 

tion,!° in a discussion of the cases when a candidate who 

should not, from the very beginning, have been “made to 

enter” the monastic fold, is by no means (e.g., when a 

parricide or an hermaphrodite), or is nonetheless (e.g., when 

crippled or sick), to be considered as “duly made to enter” 

the Samgha (sosdrita, as opposed to dosGrita), that is, legally 

ordained. !! 
As the object of the same type of procedure, nissdrand is 

made to refer by Sp and Kkh to the exclusion of an unskilled 

monk from the deliberations of a committee (ubbahika).!” 

5. As objects of twofold procedures (fiattidutiya-kamma ; 

see SVTT I 83-84, §3c), nissdrana and osdranda refer 

respectively, according to Sp and Kkh, to the decision to 

refuse the gifts of an offending lay donor by “turning the 

monastic bowls upside down” (patta-nikujjanda), and to the 

wrong opinions is indeed said to be liable to some kind of unspecified 

expulsion (ndsessanti) at A I] 240,17 (cf. Mp III 216.3). 

8Sp 1409,30-36 (quoting the Aatti-kamma set forth at Vin I 94,37-95.2) ad 

Vin V 222,26 (Vin V 222,26-29 is referred to at Sp 1338,28-30) ; Kkh 

132,21-24. BD Ill 28 n. 4 (cf. ib. xxxvii), IV 461, VI 180 “restoration” is 

erroneous in this context (cf. also Hiisken, “Vorschriften” 83-84, n.g2). 

°With Sp 1147,23-30 3 cf, Vin-vn 2542-43. Vin I 322,5-7 # V 117.2628. 

10The entire proceedings of which entail not only Aatti-kammas, but also 

other types of procedures, including fourfold ones. 

Vin I 322,5-6 is quoted at Sp 1031,20-22 (ad Vin I 91,15), in a discussion 

about the obstacles to ordination. When the latter is not valid (in any 

case), the monk should be expelled altogether (ndsetabba, Vin I 86,8 fF. ; 

see below, SVTT VI, § 3). 

'2vin II 96,35-97,2, quoted with minor variants at Kkh 132,25-29, Sp 

1409,30-35 (see SVTT II 102-106, § 2 .b.ii). 
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revocation of this decision (p°-ukkujjanda) after the donor has 

apologized. !3 

6a. As objects of fourfold procedures (fatticatuttha- 

kamma ; see SVTT I 84-85, $3 d), nissarand and osdrand 

are connected by Sp and Kkh!¢ respectively with the seven 
disciplinary procedures of blame (tajjaniya-kamma), etc., 

and with their revocation,!> studied above in SVTT IV. 

Nissarand occurs in the same connection at Vin I 321,29— 

22,4,!© which discusses the cases when a monk who is not 

liable to any of the seven procedures that involve dismissal 

may nonetheless (when guilty of an offence, and sentenced to 

such a procedure because the chapter chose to do so),!7 or 

may not (when he has committed no offence), be considered 

as legally dismissed. 

6b. In Thv(M) canonical Vinaya texts, osdreti, osdrand, 

are, however, most often used in a narrow technical sense, to 

I3Sp I411,21-24 ad Vin V 222,30-31 ; Kkh 133,17-21 (see below, SVTT 

IX). 

Msp 1412,2-4 ad Vin V 222,34-35; Kkh 133,36-38 ; cf. Sp 1154,19-22 ad 

Vin I 359,29-32*. According to Ap-a 283,12, osGrand occurs in the same 

sense at Ap 43,6. 

1S at Kkh 1 §5.4-11 # SV 1042,20-25, osdrand refers to the cancellation of 

the verdict of obstinate wrongness (tassa-pdpiyyasikd), which is closely 

connected with the procedure of blame (see below, TPap); the term is 

contrasted ib. with ndsand, the “expulsion” that applies if the monk 

sentenced according to such a verdict does not behave properly. At Sp 

1199,10, however, the revocation of this verdict is simply termed 

patippassaddhi, “cancellation”, as contrasting with ndsitaka (the latter 

term is applied to a similarly obstinate monk at Sp 592,1).- Cf. AIV 

169,10 ff. (with Mp IV 74,11-21) [bhikkhii] tam enam [bhikkhum] iti 

viditva bahiddha ndsenti (same context). 

lowith Sp 1147,7-22, according to which the procedure referred to is that 

of banishing the monk from his place of residence (pabbdajaniya- 

kamma ; see above, SVTT IV, § 7a—-b) ; Vin I 321,29-31 # V 117,24-26. 

17See above, SVTT IV, § 6b and n. 53. 
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denote the revocation of only three among these seven 

procedures: the three types of suspension (ukkhepaniya- 

kamma),'8 the end of which is marked by the “restoration” 

(osdranda) of the sentenced monk or nun. 

Osdranda and related forms do not occur in the Kamma- 

kkhandhaka of the Cullavagga, where these procedures are 

dealt with systematically: their cancellation is said there to 

be, mutatis mutandis, identical in all cases, and bears no 

technical name stricto sensu, being still simply termed 

“revocation” (patippassaddhi).'? According to the same 

Khandhaka, the only (but significant) difference between 

suspension and the other procedures is that the former entails 

the most drastic restrictions on the sentenced monk’s 

rights.2° Their severity reflects the gravity of the cases 
entailing suspension: refusing to see or to redress one’s 

offence goes against one of the most important principles of 

monastic life;2! advocating wrong opinions may lead to 
conflicts and to the creation of factions. 

The latter consequence is precisely the one addressed by 

the Kosambaka-kkhandhaka of the Mahavagga, where 

osGrand contrasts with ukkhepaniya (and related forms). 

This chapter deals at length with the danger of a definitive 

split in the community resulting from the creation of a 

separate Samgha by a suspended monk who manages to win 

over other monks to his side?” until the factions are 

18S¢¢ above, SVTT IV n. 36, and § 8a-e with notes. 

19Unlike the Skt Mia parallel, which consistently has osa@rana (see above, 

SVTT IV, § 3d, 3g, with nn. 33 and 36). 

20See above, SVTT IV, § 8a. 

21¢f. SVTT Ill 117-18, n. 7. 

22See Vin I 338,27-28 (with Sp 1149,11-17), 341,13-19 (with Sp 1150,2-13). 

Vin I 97,31-34 ¥ 98,7-10 # 98,22-25, further testifies to the dangerous 

possibility of divisions among the chapter : it deals with the case of an 

isolated, suspended monk who first returns to lay life, then comes back 

for a second ordination (cf. Hiisken, “Vorschriften”, 84 n. 93) ; the text 
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eventually reconciled and the two Samghas are united again. 

The particular problems raised by such a situation (especially 

those concerning the validity of separate proceedings carried 

out inside separate boundaries [simda]) called for the accurate 

formulation of specific, detailed prescriptions,*? and the need 
was perhaps felt to refer to the eventual revocation of 

suspension by a more specific term than the one used 

throughout in the Kamma-kkhandhaka of the Cullavagga, 

patippassaddhi: the latter could not express the will to 

“invite back, reinstate” a monk who had endangered the 

Samgha’s unity, unlike osdrand, which perhaps acquired for 

such reasons, in this context, a narrow technical sense.24 

6c. The (relatively late) occurrences of suspension and 

restoration in the Patimokkha and its canonical commentary 

point to the same concerns: ukkhepaniya and osdrand (and 

related forms) are contrasted in the padabhdjaniya of the 

69th Thv(M) [bhu] Pac. :2° akaténudhammo nama ukkhitto 

anosGrito,2® “one who does not behave according to the rule 
is one who is suspended, who is not restored”; and further 

down, in the casuistic commentary (Vin IV 138,1-14). This 

states that if he still refuses to behave properly, he should not be 

suspended again if the chapter does not reach unanimous agreement 

about doing so (see above, SVTT IV, end of § 8d). 

23See above, SVTT IV, § 8c. 

24s for the Khandhakas, the other occurrences of osdrand together with 

the contrasting ukkhepaniya (or related forms) are at Vin 1 97,19-98,24 

(see above, n. 22), and in the Samuccaya-kkhandhaka of the Cullavagga, 

which deals with the case when suspension occurs during the observance 

of parivdsa (Vin II 614-62, ; see above, SVTT IV, § 8d). 

25Which makes it an offence to side with a monk who advocates wrong 

opinions (sikkhapada) or who was suspended for the same motive 

(padabhdjaniya and vibhanga) (see above, SVTT IV, § § 8b-< and n. 

97 for references). 

26Vin IV 137,27, with Kkh 127,14-19 # Sp 870,20-26 ; on akatanudhammo, 
see BD III 27 n. 3. 
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Patimokkha rule, which also applies between nuns, was then 

guasi duplicated in the 3rd Thv(M) [bhi] Par.?” (Vin IV 

218.2 ff), where the pp. ukkhitta occurs throughout the text 

(including the sikkhdpada), together with ap(p)atikaro (“one 

who does not make amends”, synonymous with akatanu- 

dhammo), and an identical gloss.28 Lastly, the two terms 

occur throughout the Thv(M) 4th [bhi] Samgh., the only 

canonical text of this school that gives (scanty) details about 

the conditions governing the procedure of restoration, 

especially as concerns fixing the boundary (simd) inside 

which the procedure is to take place??. It is, however, not 
clear at all whether these details may be applied ex silentio to 

a monk’s restoration;29 unfortunately, neither the Kamma- 

nor the Kosambaka-kkhandhaka gives any such details about 

the restoration of a monk (whether isolated or with a group 

of followers).3! 

27Which states that a nun who sides with a suspended monk incurs 

definitive exclusion from the community (see above, SVTT IV, § 8b and 

n. 98 for references; cf. BhiPr 93). 

28 patikdro nama ukkhitto anos@rito (Vin IV 218,34’ with Kkh 159,1-7, Sp 

903,23-29). The alternance of akatdnudhamma (69th [bhu] Pac.) with 

ap(p)atikdra (3rd [bhi] Par.) also occurs, with a passive variant of the 

latter term, in Ma-L parallels: PrMoSw(Ma-L) 23,27 akrtdnudharma / 

BhiVin(Ma-L) 97.12 ff apratikrta. Sa and Mi rules applying to monks 

also have akrtanudharma (PrMoSi 89 [BA 0, r° I, with °fa°: mis- 

print ?], 115 [BF c, r°2], 141 [BL cc, r° 1, 183 [BU e, r°5] ; PrMoSu 

(Ma), 38.15). 
29See above, SVTT IV, end of § 8b and n. 100. This rule is referred to at 
Vin V 56,15-17 # 84,3-5 with Sp 1310,11-12. 

30This [bhi] Samgh. deals with the conditions governing the restoration of 

an isolated, suspended nun, who did not gather followers ; furthermore, 

the rule is likely, in this case as in all others, to be more stringent than it 

would be for monks — for whom no such Patimokkha rule exists. 

31 For the first case, see Vin II 24,29-33, 25.5-7, 28,12-17; for the second, 

restoration is merely hinted at (Vin I 357,3-4). The respective Skt Mu 

parallels make a striking distinction between the two cases (cf HH, Po-v 

222-23, 223 n. 1): just as in the Kamma-kkhandhaka, the procedure for 
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7a. Among a number of prescriptions made “for two 

purposes” by the Buddha, both the Paffatti-vagga of the 

Parivara and the Atthavasa-vagga of the Anguttara-nikaya 

list those of osaraniya, “involving osdrand’, then nissarani- 

ya, “involving nissadrana’}?. Unlike the case of the almost 
contiguous passage it comments upon in the previous pages 

restoring an isolated monk is said to be a fourfold one, with the added 

detail that, like those who were sentenced to tarjaniya, etc., he should 

apply for it within the sima (MSV(D) II 31,16-32,12 [where purvavat 

refers to 8,17-10,11]; cf. above, SVTT IV n. 33 and n. 100). In the case 

of a monk with followers, however, the proceedings are more complex : 

after the usual, threefold application of the monk himself (MSV(D) I 

192,11-18), the chairman is to bring the matter before the chapter by an 

isolated motion (muktika jnapti, ib. 192,19-93.4; cf SVTT I 82-83, 

n. 18), after which restoration is to be carried out by a twofold procedure 

(ib. 193,5-16; see SVTT I 83-84, § 3c). The text does not state whether 

this set of procedures is to be carried out within or outside the simd, by 

the chapter who motioned suspension or by that of the suspended 

monk’s followers. According to Vin I 357,4-s, the latter applies; Sp 

1152,24-26 adds that the procedure should take place outside the simd; 

Vjb 505,7-13 comments: “If the chapter who motioned [suspension] is 

available, the other chapter should not proceed to restoration. If [the 

latter] does, these monks, having come to terms with the former chapter, 

[now] belong to the same community ; the restoring monks’ procedure is 

thus disputable if performed without securing the consent of those who 

motioned suspension. The followers of the suspended monk therefore 

proceeded to restoration according to the Bhagavat’s injunction to 

restore that monk [Vin I 357,3-4]; they did so after they had either 

stepped out of the boundary, or secured the others’ consent — no doubt 

one of these [conditions] must apply here” (vijjamdane hi kadraka-samghe 

itaro samgho osaritum na labhati. Osdrento ce, te bhikkhi karaka- 

samghena samanaladdhika-bhavam pattatté tena samana-samvasaka 

honti ; tato ukkhepakanam chandam aggahetva osdrentanam kammam 

kuppati. Tasma tena hi bhikkhave tam bhikkhum osdretha ti bhagavato 

vacanena ukkhittdnuvattakd osdresu, udahu nissimam gantva, udahu 

itaresam chandam gahetva osadresum. Nanu etesam afifataren’ ettha 

bhavitabbam). 

32Vin V 223,30-31 = A 1 99,13-14 (at A 199,13, read osGraniyam with v.L., 

as indicated by CPD s.v. o-saraniya). 
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(see above, §2b), Sp here (1413,13-18) neither remarks on 

nor changes the word order. 

Sp 1413,13-15 runs: osdraniyam pafifattan ti attha- 

rasasu va tecattdlisdya va vattesu vattamanassa osaraniyam 

paffattam: “[a procedure] entailing restoration was pre- 

scribed for a [sentenced monk] who observes either the 

eighteen or the forty-three restrictions”. The sense of 

osdraniya is confirmed by atthdrasa and tecattalisa, which 

refer respectively to the eighteen duties entailed by the first 

four disciplinary procedures of tajjaniya, etc., and to the 

forty-three entailed by the three types of ukkhepaniya (see 

above, SVTT IV, §§5 and 8a); therefore, osdraniya refers to 

the cancellation of the same seven disciplinary procedures as 

osGrand does (see above, § 6a). This is confirmed by Mp Il 

165,15-16ad A I 99,13-14: Samma-vattantassa osdraniyam 

pafifiattam, “restoration was prescribed for a [sentenced 

monk] who behaves correctly”. 

7b. As for nissdraniya, Sp 1413,16-18 states : nissadrani- 

yam paffiattan ti bhandanakadrakddayo yena kammena 

nissariyanti, tam kammam pafifiattan ti: “ ‘[a procedure] 

entailing dismissal was prescribed’ means that the one by 

which quarrelsome monks and others are dismissed was 

prescribed”. The whole, sevenfold group of procedures is 

again referred to here, by the keyword (bhandana-karaka- 

dayo) for the specific misbehaviour entailing stricto sensu 

the first of them, tajjaniya-kamma>} (see above, SVTT IV, 

§ 2 and n. 18); nissdraniya therefore refers here to the same 

seven procedures as nissdrand does. 
But Mp II 165,16 (ad A 199,14) reads, much less clearly, 

asamma-vattanddisu nissGraniyam pafiattam, “dismissal 

was prescribed in the case of incorrect behaviour and so on”: 

33Vmv II 3206 (ad Sp 1413.16) states explicitly: tam kamman ti 

tajjantyddi-kammam eva. 
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here, asamma-vattana-adi [abstract noun}*4 either refers to 

some misbehaviour for which a monk is then sentenced to 

any of the seven disciplinary procedures involving some kind 

of temporary dismissal (in which case Mp agrees with Sp) or 

it refers to the non-observance by the culprit of the restric- 

tions already imposed on him by one of these procedures.3° 

In the latter case, instead of the restoration (osdraniya) that 

would normally have followed, dismissal (nissdraniya) 

would apply in a more severe form than the boycott imposed 

by the former restrictions. Although this hypothesis accounts 

for the word order (osdraniya first, a point on which neither 

Mp nor Sp comments), we have no clue as to what the 

practical implications of such a dismissal might be.*° 

8a. Now, as is well known, nissdraniya also occurs in the 

Patimokkha, in each and every sikkhapada of the Thv(M) 

[bhi] Samgh. ; and indeed BD VI 366 n. Io (ad Vin V 223,31 

nissaraniyam pannattam), while referring to Sp 1413,16-18, 

does connect the term with these Patimokkha rules. 

341m surprising contrast with the present participle samma-vattanta in 

Mp’s contiguous gloss on osdraniyam (see above); the suspicion that E* 

asamma-vattanddisu (no v./.) might be a misprint for °-vattantddisu is 

not confirmed by C* (SHB) 1923 (same reading, no v./. either). 

Moreover, what -°ddi refers to here is obscure. 

33%n Vin, (na) sammavattati and (a)sammavattana may refer, according to 

the context, either to the (in)correct behaviour of regular, unsentenced 

monks and nuns, or to the (non-)observance of penalties by those who 

have been sentenced. 

36Juo-hsiieh Shih suggests physical expulsion from the monastery ; cf. 

above, end of § 1 and n. 3. In favour of this hypothesis, it should be 

noted that osdrand contrasts with ndsand, “expulsion”, in this very 

order, in commentarial Vinaya literature about the potential non- 

observance of the verdict of “obstinate wrongness” (tassa-pdpiyyasikd) 

by a monk who had been sentenced to it; this disciplinary procedure is, 

moreover, closely connected with those of the sevenfold set, especially 

with the first one, tajjaniya (see below, TPap § B and n. 9). 
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In the introduction to her translation of the Bhikkhunt- 

vibhanga (BD III xxxiv/.) Horner remarked that neither the 

stock phrase which recurs constantly at the end of each of 

these sikkhadpadas,;’ nor the padabhdjaniya,** indicates what 

(or who) is to be “dismissed”, although, according to Sp 

908,5-11, nissdraniya refers here to the sentenced nun.?? The 

interpretation of this term is still problematic; several 

hypotheses will be discussed briefly here, bearing in mind 

that none of them is supported by explicit evidence. 

In a discussion of this phrase, of its BHS parallel,*° and 

of Sp’s difficult commentary, I argued‘! that the Pali term 

does not refer to the nun, but to the offence, which must be 

“done away with” under the authority of the chapter. Now, in 

an unpublished, detailed study of nissadrand/nissdraniya, 

37 Ayam bhikkhuni [...] dhammam dpannd {...] nissaranityam samghddi- 

sesam (Vin IV 224,28** ff), contrasting with the terse samghddiseso of 

the [bhu] Samgh.’s sikkhapadas (Vin If 1 12,17-18** ff). It is, however, 

worth noting that the reading samghddisesan ti occurs in the padabha- 

janiya of the first [bhi] Samgh. (Vin IV 225,8’) in two mss. only ; from 

the second Samgh. on, “the mss. read constantly samghddiseso ti” 

(Oldenberg, ib. 365). This reading may point to a different formulation, 

rather than to “a mistake caused by the corresponding passage of the 

Bhikkhuvibhanga” ( ib.). 

38Nissdraniyan ti samghamhd nissariyati, Vin TV 225,7'f. (truncated in E® 

from 227,10’ on). 

39CF Sp-t IL 116,11-13 (ad Sp 908.5) nissaretiti Gpannam bhikkhuni- 

samghamhda nissareti. Hetumhi cayam kattu-voharo | = Kkh-t (not 

available to me) 455.10, quoted in CPD s.v. kattu-vohara]. Nissadrana- 

hetu-bhiato hi dhammo nissaraniyo hi vutto; Vmv I 716-8 (ad ib.) 

nissdraniyan ti idam kattu-atthe siddhan ti aha nissaretiti. dpannam 

bhikkhunim samghato viyojeti. Viyojana-hetu hotiti attho. 

404yam dharmo [...] samghdtiseso [...] nihsarantyo (BhiVin(Ma-L) 

103,5-7 # 161,30-31), to which should be added the Skt Sa parallels ayam 

dharmah [...] samghdvaSeso nihsaraniyah (BhiPr 85), and [ayam]} 

dharmah [...] samghavasesa |[-va- sic ed.] nihsa ... (Finot 1913 549, 

A.3). 

4tNolot, “Samgh” 260-62. 
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together with Skt and Chinese parallels, Juo-hsiieh Shih has 

shown that in Vinaya literature, BHS and Skt nihsaraniya 

(simple stem) “[offence] to be got rid of’, should be carefully 

distinguished from the Pali word nissdraniya (causative) “to 

be expelled, removed”; “involving dismissal”. Although this 

distinction does not invalidate my argument from a 

grammatical point of view, it should be noted that in Thv(M) 

texts, nissdrand/fissdrantya (and their opposites) refer, in all 

the other contexts where they occur, exclusively to persons, 

not to objects.42 

8b. Assuming that such is the case here, the question 

arises as to whether, at the time when the specific [bhi] 

Samgh. rules of the Thv(M) Patim were framed,‘3 nissdra- 
niya was, like nissdrand, simply a superordinate that 

included (first of all? or also?) the md@natta penalty as a co- 

hyponym, just as it includes the very similar penalties of 

tajjaniya, etc., and any other of the various “dismissals” 

mentioned above, to whose technical definition proper it 

42The term for objects which “must be given away” is nissaggiya; wrong 

behaviour or ideas that “should be given up” are patinissaggiya (cf. 

Hiisken, “Vorschriften”, 106-107). 

43BD II] xxxiv-xxxv tentatively suggests that the first specific [bhi] 

Samgh. might be earlier than the other rules of the same class that apply 

specifically to monks ; Horner’s main argument is that the sikkhdpada of 

the first [bhi] Samgh. (Vin IV 224,27**) omits, unlike the following ones, 

the word pi, “also”, referring to the [bhu] Samgh. rules, possibly because 

the latter were not yet framed. A very cursory check shows, however, 

that pi does occur at Kkh 161,3 (C® (SHB 1930) 163,5 idem), but not in 

the mss used by Wijayaratna, Moniales 173, for his edition of the 

Bhikkhuni-Patimokkha. 
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adds nothing specific at all.44 No Vinaya text, as far as we 

now know, points to any significant difference, on this point, 

between monks and nuns as regards observance of the 

manatta penalty incurred by those who committed a Samgh. 

offence+5. If nissarand/nissdraniya did include manatta, a 

44 4s remarked by Horner, “nissdrantya, involving being sent away, adds 

nothing to the [mdnatta] penalty. It is not something extra to the 

samghddisesa penalty incurred by a nun, and hence marks no difference 

in the penalty imposed on monks and nuns for having committed such an 

offence. Only the word, as found in each ‘rule’ of the Nuns’ 

Sanghadisesas, is extra” (BD III xxxvii). 

45 Compare Sp 1184,26-88,12 (summed up at Kkh 501-29) with 1171,8- 

73,2. Sp 1187,9-12 states that if the regular nuns have to go away on 

some business, one of them should be officially appointed as a 

companion (dutiyikd) to stay with the nun who is undergoing mdanatta, 

so that the latter does not incur the third [bhi] Samgh. offence by 

spending a night, or going out of the monastery, unaccompanied (see the 

next part of this n.; cf. Hiisken, “Vorschriften”, 107, 441-42; Hiisken, 

“Stock”, 213). According to Spt III 373,17-18 = Wmv II 219,21-22, 

official appointment is necessary as a relaxation, agreed by the Order, of 

the prescription that no one undergoing manatta may stay under the 

same roof with a regular monk or nun, unless a break in their observance 

of it is incurred (sammannitva databbd ti [Sp 1188.10] imina sammataya 

sahavase pi ratti-cchedo na hotiti dasseti). A m@natta-carini nun may 

also postpone her observance formally, either in front of another nun 

staying in the same place, or by going to another vihdra to find one. 

Exactly the same particulars apply to a mdnatta-carin monk (compare 

Sp 1172,21-33 with 1187,9-14); the only difference is that the latter may 

stay alone for some time, or go unaccompanied to another vihdra if he 

can reach it on the same day in his search for a witness to formal 

postponement of manatta (SVTT III 136 should be completed 

accordingly). Sp 1187,14-16 goes on to say that, apart from very minor 

differences, a nun should observe this penalty “just as prescribed in the 

Parivasa-kkhandhaka [of the Cullavagga]” (i.e., at Vin IT 35.25—36,16). 

Nothing whatsoever points to any kind of technical “dismissal” or 

“expulsion”, either in canonical Thv(M) Vinaya texts or in Sp (with Vjb 

513.25-14,15, Vmv II 219,15-22 [both beginning ad Sp 1186,18], Sp-t II 

373,6-18 [beginning ad Sp 1184,21)). 

As for the third [bhi] Samgh., the canonical commentary states (Vin 

IV 230,22-24) that there is no offence if one’s companion nun has gone, 
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further question arises as to why this inclusion left not traces 

whatsoever in the texts dealing with nissdrand, contrary to 

what the similarity between the penalties of mdanatta and 

tajjaniya, etc., would lead us to expect. These questions lead 

to the thorny problems raised by the framing of the Samgh. 

rules as a whole and its historical relation with that of the 

seven quite similar penalties of tajjaniya, etc.*® 

8c. If, however, nissdraniya is not just a superordinate, 

redundant is this context, it must refer to some specifications 

concerning the observance of mdnatta by nuns. Two 

hypotheses have been set forth recently about what these 

specifications might be. 
According to the first,4’ nissaraniya might stress the fact 

that a Thv(M) nun undergoing mdnatta must be, just like a 

monk in the same case, “sent away”, even though this 

provision contradicts the third [bhi] Samgh. rule according to 

which no nun may ever stay alone; to avoid this con- 

tradiction, the appointment of a companion nun was 

prescribed.*8 If this hypothesis is right, the same appointment 

has left the Order (either to return to lay life or to join a non-Buddhist 

religious group), is dead, or if there is an emergency (i.e., according to 

Kkh 163,28, if one’s companion nun has to go somewhere else urgently). 

In the very detailed particulars given at Sp 911,1-13,25 (summed up at 

Kkh 162,22-63,32), together with Vjb 358,2-60,15, Vmv II 73,2-19, Sp-t 

III 117,17-18,23, there is not the slightest allusion to any special 

“dismissal” clause applying to mdnatta-carini nuns. 

46See Nolot, Régles, 432-38, with further references 

47Hiisken, “Stock” 213; Hiisken, “Vorschriften” 107, 441-42; cf. above, 

n. 45. 

48Hiisken, “Stock”, 213-14, contrasts the Thv(M) specifications with the 

absence of any in BhiVin(Ma-L), where nihsaraniya refers to the 

offence. This is so, Hiisken writes, because a Ma-L nun undergoing 

manatva is not debarred from staying with the others, and there is 

therefore no need to stress her being “sent away”. This hypothesis 

implies, however, extending the Ma-L particularity to all traditions 

(excluding Thv(M) and possibly Dha) which refer nihsaraniya to the 
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would be expected to be prescribed in the case of a 

suspended nun, who is also debarred from staying under the 

same roof as a regular nun;*? there is, however, no evidence 

either for such a prescription or for the extension of the 

manatta specification to the observance of ukkhepaniya. 

According to the second hypothesis,>° nissaraniya might 

refer to some technically “extra” dismissal of a nun 

sentenced to mdnatta, whatever the practical implications of 

this “extra”, which might require, according to the chapter’s 

decision : 

(1) that such a nun be expelled altogether (losing her 

status) from the Order, just like the one who committed a 

Par. offence ; 
(2) or that she join another community until re-admitted 

(by the abbhdna procedure specific to the proceedings 

relating to Samgh. offences) into the community whose 

chapter sentenced her ; 

(3) or that she stay in the community where she belongs, 

but should be more severely isolated from regular nuns 

than a manatta-carin monk is from regular monks. 

The only evidence we have is not, however, for any such 

additional dismissal, but for just the contrary: the probation 

(parivasa) to be observed by monks who concealed a Samgh. 

offence (see references in Nolot, Samgh.). Besides, contrary to what 

Hiisken writes ib., mdnatva can hardly be said to be “dealt with” by the 

few tautological statements at BhiVin(M4-L) 63.1-9 (cf. Nolot, Régles 

405). 

49See above, SVTT IV, § 8 a. 

S0V Hi., “Buddhist Law” 37 n. 79 ; Juo-hsiieh Shih, unpublished study. 

V.Hi. explicitly connects nissdraniya, in this context, with the seven 

disciplinary procedures of tajjaniya, etc., including ukkhepantya ; since 

the latter is said by Sp 582,21-23 to be synonymous with samvasa- 

nasand, “expulsion from where one belonged”, nissaraniya would refer 

to some additional “expulsion” (ndsand; v.Hi.: “revocation”; see 

below, SVTT VI) of a nun who committed a Samgh. offence. 
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offence does not apply to nuns (see SVTT III 122f, 135- X.6,881[184, v°6—-8]), 194,6, 209,23*, 17.16 ff, 10.6 ff, 

136). 13,17 ff, 25.14, 31,11, etc. 

BHS praty-osdrayati, °-osdreti, “to invite to come back 

again”: BhtVin(Ma-L) 100,1’, 143,13 (ms. °-osdreya)f., 

144,9**, 15’, 145,16**. 

praty-osdrand, f : BhtVin(Ma-L) 145.5. 

Skt ava-sdrana, n.: (Mi) Gun-VinSii 65,1, 2, 102,2, 6; 
Gun-VinSii(Pravr-v) 4,11; Mvy 9306. — ava-sGrayati: 

(Mii) Gun-VinSt 3,2; Gun-VinSa(Pravr-v) 14,14 f. - 

avasaryatvam ndaSitasya : Gun-VinSii 103,3. 

ut-sGrayati, “to drive away”, and ut-sdrana, n., contrast 

with osGrana, n., at (Mi) MSV(D) II 206,12-19, and are 

therefore semantically equivalent to Pali nissdreti, 
nissdrand.>! 

osGrana, n.: (Mt) BhiKaVa(S) 267,18 ff 

osarana-karma, n.: (Mi) MSV(D) II 210,20, 211.2. 

osarand, f.: (Mi) BhiKaVa(S) 267,18, 268,1, 12; MSV 

(D) II 192,6f, 193,2,6-7, 12 (so read with GBM(FacEd) 

5! This passage, with its very terse formulation, seems to parallel Vin I 

321,29-22,32. Dutt’s equation of utsdrana with Ghvayana (MSV(D) II 

xxii) is doubly wrong in that the latter term is not a synonym of the 

former, but, as explained above (§ 1 and nn. I-2), a hyponym included 

in the superordinate osdrana, the very contrary of utsdrana. BHSD s.v. 

utsadrana is also inaccurate: the “removal” denoted by the term is not 

that “‘of religious disabilities from a monk’, but that of the monk himself 

(from full, regular status). 

MSV(D) IE 113,13 usdrayanti (so GBM(FacEd) X.6, 845 [166, v° 1]) 

should be emended, according to the Corrigenda of the same vol., to 

utsdrayanti ; usdrayati is, however, most probably a copyist’s mistake 

(the aksaras u and o being very similar) for osdrayati: the text intro- 

duced by this key-word reads consistently osdrayati, osdrita. The term 

does not refer to any disciplinary procedure but seems to mean “to let [a 

monk] into” a community that has already settled in a residence for the 

monsoon, so that he belongs to it for the time being. 

osaraniyam karma, n.: (Mt) MSV(D) II 193,17, 194.6 

(°niyakarma-krta 193.18, 194,7f.). 

osarayati: (Mii) Adhik-v 104.1 f.; (Ma) MSV(D) II 

115,2, 14, 116.7, 20, 179,12, 13, 192,15 f, 193.7f., Ul 

718 ff. 

vosarayitavya (MSV(D) III 14,5, 26,1) should be read 

osar° (so GBM(FacEd) X.6, 893 [190, v° 5], 899 [193, 

v° 1]), and BHSD’s entry vosdrayati deleted accor- 

dingly. 
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VI. Nasand (n.f.), “expulsion”! 
1. According to Thv(M) canonical Vinaya texts, expul- 

sion applies to novices who transgress the first five specific 

rules applying to them, or who commit five other types of 

offence ;2 to certain categories of monk who should not have 

been ordained ; to monks or nuns who have committed a Par. 

offence ;3 and to the nun Mettiya, said to have been instru- 

mental in groundless accusations against a monk. The term 

ndsana is not further specified in these canonical Vinaya 

texts. As pointed out above (SVTT V, end of §1 and n. 3), 

physical ejection itself is not expressed by ndseti/iasana. 

In Kkh and Sp,4 ndsand is made to include three differ- 

ent penalties,> only the first of which implies the loss of 

monastic status, with expulsion de jure from the monastery : 

IThis SVTT was completed in November 1996, and discussed with U. 

Hiisken, who was then preparing an article (published in 1997) on the 

same topic. 

2Hobogirin V 513b33-35, 5.v. Chiiranja, erroneously equates a novice’s 

nasand with the pabbdjaniya penalty (on the latter, which applies only to 

monks and nuns, see above, SVTT IV, § § 2, 5a, 6a, 7a—b). 

3Nasanantika does not belong here at all: it does not mean “a bhikkhu 

who is under the penalty of expulsion” (so PED s.v. ndsana), but 

“depending on the loss” of material during the period when it may be 

received from donors and made into clothes (see KP, Sima 148 [4]; 

DEBMT s.v. kathina-uddhara [4]). 

4Sp 582,19-24 (ad Vin III 162,38); 870,35-71.4 # Kkh 127,39-28,5 (ad Vin 

IV 138,33) 3 1320,31-34 (ad Vin V 115,23) ; 1383,36-84.4 (ad Vin V 

211,16*). In the last two occurrences, and at Sp 1015,14, linga-ndsand is 

referred to with the name of the novice Kantaka/ Kandaka, who incurred 

it because of his wrong opinions (CPD s.v. kantaka-nasana, which takes 

kantaka-° as a common noun meaning “nuisance” < “thorn”, is erro- 

neous — even though Kantaka may have been so nicknamed precisely 

because of his “noxious” behaviour). — Cf, Vin-vn 1713; Utt-vn 933. 

5The only canonical hint at this triad is in Vin V 211,16*. As far as we 

know, this classification is unparalleled in other schools. 

| 
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(a) liiga-ndsand,® which applies to both novices and 

monks/nuns ; for the person sentenced to such an expulsion, 

the ceremony of taking shelter in the Three Refuges,’ the 

choice of a preceptor, and receiving one’s share of bedding 

and lodgings are cancelled ; one is left with no more than the 

outward token (liga) of monastic life (i.e., a set of monastic 

clothes) ; 8 

(b) samvdsa-n°, which applies exclusively to monks and 

nuns who have been suspended (ukkhittaka), thereby incur- 

ring a temporary and relative expulsion from the community 

to which they belong ;° 

6ChinSp 386-387 [44]: “personal ruin”, glossed by “ruin by [one’s own] 

actions” (the latter square brackets are the editors’) ; Lin, Aide-mémoire 
999 

89 n. 4: “mie-chen, litt. ‘suppression corporelle”. 

7Whereby admission as a novice into the monastic community (pabbajja) 

takes effect (Sp 970,6~, 24). 

8Tavad ev’ assa sarana-gamanani ca upajjha-gahanaf ca sendsana-gaho 

ca patippassambhati, samgha-labham na labhati, linga-mattam eva 

ekam avasittham hoti (Sp 1014,16-18 ad Vin I 85,19) ; although this 

passage is about novices, Vmv IT 117,5-8 states that it applies also to 

monks who have committed a Par. offence. Liriga, “outward guise (of a 

monky”, occurs at Sp 1016,26 ff (ChinSp 510-11 [18-19]), as contrasted 

with gihi-linga, “outward guise of a layman” (1017.23 ff; on this 

passage, see Carrithers, Forest Monks, 110-11). DEBMT “depriving of 

the robe” (s.v. ndsanda) is therefore inaccurate ; so are the translators 

followed by Norman, “‘Schism’ Edict” 3 # (= Norman, CP III 192 ff. ; 

see Nolot, “Vices” 270-72, § III.1.A-B). DEBMT’s translation relies on 

the only recorded, abnormal case of expulsion entailing such a 

consequence, that of the nun Mettiya (see below, § 5), who is said at Sp 

§84.12-13 to have been given — not made to wear — white (i.e., lay) 

clothes ; according to Sp 1295,25-30 (ad Vin II 279.29), a nun who takes 

(but does not wear) lay clothes when returning to lay life (vibbhamati) 

may, unlike the one who wears them, be admitted again as a novice 

(though not reordained). Hiisken, “N&@sana” 105 should be corrected 

accordingly. 

?Samvasa, “belonging to one community”, does not contrast here with the 

absolute, but with the relative a-samvdsa, “belonging nowhere”. 

Absolute a-samvdsa is incurred by monks and nuns who have committed 
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a Par. offence and are, as a consequence, deprived of their very status: 

they are said not to belong to the (universal) Samgha anymore (Vin III 

21,25**, defined at IIf 28,20-22’ as eka-kammam ek’ uddeso sama- 

sikkhata eso samvaso nama; so [parajiko bhikkhu] tena saddhim n’ 

atthi, tena vuccati a-samvdso) ; as pointed out by KP, Sima 53, the term 

does not apply to any other monk or nun in Thv(M) canonical Vinaya 

texts. 

As for suspended monks and nuns, they are said in the latter texts to 

be nand-samvasaka, “belonging elsewhere” than to the (local) Samgha 

who moved suspension (see above, SVTT IV § 8 b): they are therefore, 

implicitly, a-samvdsa in relation to this particular community. An 

explicit formulation of this relative a-samvdsa, contrasting with samdna- 

samvasa, in fact occurs at Sp 904,3-10 ( Kkh 159,7-11): samana- 

samvasaka bhikkhit vuccanti sahayd so tehi saddhim n’ atthi ti [Vin IV 

219,1-2'] ettha eka-kammam [so read with v./.] ek’ uddeso sama-sikkhata 

tt ayam tava samvaso, samano samvaso etesan ti samdna-samvasaka, 

eva-rupG bhikkhia bhikkhussa tasmim samvase saha ayana-bhdvena 

sahdya ti vuccanti, idani yena samvdsena te samana-samvdsakdé ti vuttd 

so samvaso tassa ukkhittakassa tehi saddhim n’ atthi, yehi ca saddhim 

tassa so samvaso n’ atthi na tena te bhikkhii attano sahaya kata honti — 

“ “Monks belonging to the same community are called companions ; he 

is not in their company’: here, [monks] belonging to the same 

community are those for whom community is the same — ‘community’ 

being defined as ‘united procedures, united recitation [of the 

Patimokkha], common training in the rules’ ; such monks are called 

‘companions’ [sahdya] of a monk in this community because they 

cultivate a path [ayana] together [saha]. Now, the community due to 

which they are termed ‘belonging together’ is not shared by this 

suspended [monk] ; and the monks with whom he is not in community 

do not consider themselves as companions with him” (as for akata- 

sahaya, both BD III 168 “unfriendly [suspended monk] towards 

[others]”, and CPD s.v. “who has not taken an advocate” are wrong). 

Kkh 159,10-11 adds samanasamvasaka-bhavam anupagatan ti attho: 

“The meaning is: ‘deprived of the status of one who belongs to the same 

community’”. 

Samvasa-nasand is explained by Sp 582,21-23 as Gpattiyd adassane va 

appatikamme vd papikaya [omit ca with v.1.] ditthiya appatinissagge va 

ukkhepaniya-kammam karonti ayam samvdsa-nasana. Here Sp-t I 

345.29 comments: ekakammddi-samvdsassa a-karanam samvasa- 

nasand, thus referring to the relative a-samvasa of suspended monks and 

nuns, as defined by Sp 904,3-10, rather than to the absolute a-samvdsa 
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(c) dandakamma-n°, a kind of “punishment” (danda- 

kamma) which also entails temporary expulsion, but which 

applies exclusively to novices. Although merged in Sp’s 

commentary, danda-kamma and nasané4 are dealt with in 

separate sections of the Mahavagga, respectively at Vin I 

84,5-34 and 85,15-26; for this and other reasons, danda- 

kamma will be discussed separately below, in SVTT VII. 

2a. Vin I 85,15-26 lists ten grounds on which a novice is 

to be expelled.!° The first five are the transgression of the 
first five rules he should observe (Vin I 83,31-35): abstaining 

from killing living beings, from stealing, from unchaste 

behaviour,!! from lying, and from drinking intoxicants. The 
last five grounds are: disparaging either the Buddha, or the 

doctrine, or the monastic community;!? holding wrong 
opinions ; raping a (fully ordained, Buddhist) !3 nun. 

2b. According to Sp 1014,12-15,2, the type of expulsion 

entailed by breaking the first five rules!* is (definitive) liriga- 

incurred by those who committed a Par. offence — contrary to what is 

argued by Hiisken, “Nasana”, 109, and according to whom samvdsa- 

ndsand refers specifically to monks and nuns who have been suspended 

for refusing to see or redress a Par. offence (furthermore, as seen above 

[SVTT IV n. 47], the disciplinary procedure of ukkhepaniya may not 

apply to Par. offences ; in such a case, the relevant procedure would be 

tassa-papiyyasikd [see below, TPap)). 

lONGsetum (without further details, as at Vin V 138,16-17, where these ten 

grounds are referred to). - Summary of Tib. Mi parallel: Banerjee, 

SarvLit 181. 

llce Vin III 40,2-4, where a female probationer and a female novice are 

said to incur expulsion. 

12The relevant penalty for monks who disparage them is any of the seven 

disciplinary procedures studied above, SVTT IV, except patisdraniya 

(see ib., §6a [v]). 

I3C¥ Sp 1023,28-24.7 ; Vin-vn 2538-39. 

l4Except the last one, these rules are more stringent than for monks. 

Expulsion is incurred by killing any living being, whether human, 
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ndsand ; it applies to novices who, instead of making a firm 

resolve to improve in the future, persist in their wickedness, 

and are to be eventually thrown out (nikkaddhitabba).'> If, 

however, the novice acknowledges his error without delay, 

and resolves to improve, he is not to be expelled, but should 

again be made to take shelter in the Three Refuges, to choose 

a preceptor, and to strengthen his resolve by a solemn state- 

ment that he will observe the ten rules (cf. Sp 970,20-26). His 

entitlement to a residence during the rains retreat depends on 

when the second ceremony of the Three Refuges took place : 

if it was during the earlier retreat, he may get his share of 

lodgings beginning from the first day of the later one; if it 

was during the later one, the chapter’s consent has to be 

secured by a procedure of formal consultation.!® 

2c. Sp 1015,2-23 goes on to explain that transgressing the 

last five rules to be observed by novices (eating after noon, 

watching entertainments, wearing ornaments, lying down on 

high, large beds, accepting gold and silver)!” does not entail 

animal, or vegetable ; by stealing even a blade of grass; by any kind of 

sexual misbehaviour; by telling lies, even for a joke — unlike the 

Patimokkha rules applying to monks and nuns, which make the same 

offences heavier or lighter, depending on the circumstances of the case. 

Drinking intoxicants, however, entails the expulsion of a novice only if 

he did so consciously, unlike the Pac. offence entailed by monks in the 

same case (Sp 1014,12-15, 1014,30-15,2 5 of. 1386,28-30 [with a misprint 

danda-°}). — Cf. below, SVTT VII n. 6. 

ISCf above, SVTT V n. 3. According to Vjb 428,12-13 (= Sp-t III 1564-6), 
such novices should be sentenced to expulsion by a formal consultation 

of the chapter (see SVTT I 80-81, § 3 a) if they do not desist after 

having been told to do so three times. Should they apply again for 

admission to the monastic fold, another formal consultation is to be 

carried out for that purpose (ydva-tatiyam vuccamdno na oramati, 

samgham apaloketva ndsetabbo; puna pabbajjam yacamano pi 

apaloketva pabbdjetabbo ti vadanti). 

164 paloketva (Sp 1014.30). 

vinI 83,35-84.4 3 cf Sp 1012,32-13,1. 
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a liriga-ndsand, but only temporary expulsion as a means of 

“punishment” (dandakamma-n°*), consisting in barring the 

novice from his lodgings (see below, SVTT VII, §§ 2 and 4). 

As for those who go on disparaging the Buddha, the doctrine, 

or the monastic community, even after a threefold informal 

admonition by their preceptors or instructors to stop doing 

so, they should be punished with the same danda-kamma, 

then urged to acknowledge their transgression; linga-ndsanda 

should be resorted to only if they refuse to do so.'8 The same 

provisions apply to a novice who holds wrong opinions.!° 
Both the instigation of this punishment and its eventual can- 

cellation are to be carried out by a procedure of formal con- 

sultation (Sp 1402,20-403,13, ad Vin V 222,22; cf. above, 

SVTT V, § 3). 
The latter case is dealt with in the Thv(M) [bhu] 7oth 

Pac. (said to apply also to nuns),2° whose main object is, 

however, to forbid monks and nuns to have any relation with 

such a male or female novice. According to the sikkhapada, 

the standard formula for expulsion is: “From now on, Master 

[avuso] novice, you may neither refer to the Bhagavat as 

your teacher, nor spend two or three nights in the same place 

18Thus following the Mah4-atthakatha, unlike the Kurundi, which would 

apply liiga-ndsana immediately after the threefold admonition (Sp 

1015,13-19 ; cf. Hiisken, “Nasana”, 106-107). 

19This is why Sp 1320,31-34 and 1383,36-84,4 include, under the key-name 

Kantaka/Kandaka (cf. above, n. 4), both dandakamma-° and linga- 

nasand. 

20Vin IV 138,19-40,31 with Kkh 127,37-28,14, Sp 870,33-71.12 ; n°1 48 

[bhi]. — Cf. UpaliPr(SR) 80, n° 59. — Dh fragment: CASF(II) 166, 

n° 70. — Conc.: BhiPr 59, table IV.1 s.v. na@Sitasamgrahah. — Cf. 

Hiisken, “Nasana”, 98-101, 105-106. A preceptor or instructor, and his 

pupil, are expected to dissuade each other from holding wrong views 

(Vin I 49,16-18 [= II 226,17-19] ¥ 52,28-30 [= II 229,38—-30,2]) ; a monk 

may (and should) break the rains retreat for up to seven days when 

(female) probationers, or novices of either sex, are to be dissuaded from 

the same (Vin I 146,1-8 # 146,23-29 # 147,7-14). 
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as monks, as other novices are allowed to do. Go out, you 

fool, go to Hell!”’2! Neither the niddana, nor the sikkhapada, 

nor the vibhanga specify which kind of expulsion is 

entailed ;22 Kkh 128,4-5 # Sp 871,2-4 (cf. Sp-t Ill 345,30—- 

46,1) state that what applies here is dandakamma-n®, thus 

making it implicitly parallel with the samvdsa-n° incurred by 

monks and nuns, who are, in the same circumstances, to be 

sentenced to suspension??. 

Sp 1015,23-29 (ad Vin I 85,19; cf. ChinSp 510 [17]) 

states that the case of novices who rape nuns is a special one, 

not included, as might be expected, in the third rule (sexual 

misbehaviour) for novices: unlike another sexual offender, 

who may, if he firmly resolves to improve, go through the 

ceremony of the Three Refuges again, then be ordained, 

someone who rapes a nun may not, whatever his subsequent 

behaviour; the ndsand entailed is therefore implicitly a 

linga-n°. 

3. According to Vin I 85,27-89,21, nasand also applies to 

eleven kinds of monk who should not have been admitted to 

the Order in the first place, and whose ordination is in any 

21 Ajjatagge te Gvuso saman’ uddesa na c’ eva so bhagava sattha apadi- 

sitabbo, yam pi c’ afifie saman’ uddesd labhanti bhikkhihi saddhim 

dviratta-tirattam sahaseyyam, sdpi te n’ atthi; cara pi re vinassa (Vin 

IV 139,28-31**). As pointed out by v.Hi., Miindlichkeit, 9, 10-11, this 

stock phrase contains two linguistically archaic features : dvuso and re; 

on the gloss pi re ti amdmaka (Sp 871.6), see PED s.v. pire (cf. Sp-t Il 

346,1-5). — Parallels: (Sa) Finot 516,5-9 ; (Mu) Erg.L.Ch 6,26-30 ; 

PrMoSii(Ma-L) 24,11-13; cf. also Pachow, CompSt 152-53. 

22 An indirect hint at some formal procedure or other (nowhere described) 

can be traced in the prescription tena hi bhikkhave samgho Kandakam 

saman’ uddesam ndasetu (Vin IV 138,32-33, nidana), as contrasted with 

the informal proceedings prescribed by so saman’ uddeso bhikkhuhi 

evam assa vacaniyo (139.27-28**). A fourfold procedure is explicitly 

referred to in this context at (Mi) Gun-VinSi 53,14. 

23 Ukkhepaniya-kamma ; cf. above, SVTT IV nn. 11, 91 ; SVTT V n. 3. 
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case invalid24+: eunuchs;2> fake monks; former monks who 

joined a non-Buddhist monastic community, then applied for 

a second Buddhist ordination; animals; matricides ; parri- 

cides; murderers of Arahats; monks who raped nuns; 

former monks who tried to split the monastic community ; 

people who shed the blood of a Buddha; and hermaphro- 

dites. According to Sp 1016,15-16, in all such cases,, the 

nasané entailed 1s a linga-n°. 

4. The expulsion from the Samgha of monks/nuns who 

have committed a Par. offence is prescribed at Vin I 173,22, 

Il 78,36 = III 162,16, HI 33.25-31, 40,1-2, IV 216,33**26, etc. In 

every case, according to Sp 1078,9, 269,9, and Kkh 158,25-26, 

this expulsion is, implicitly or explicitly, a linga-n°. The 
expulsion of a monk who was found guilty of obstinate 

wrongness (tassa-papiyyasika), and who did not observe the 

24 As contrasted with those who, although they did not fulfil the conditions 

for ordination either, are nonetheless considered as having a valid 

ordination (see above, SVTT V, § 4). These eleven kinds of monk are 

referred to at Vin V 140,14-15; according to Sp 1391,26-28, the same are 

implied by Vin V 216,32 ndsita, su-ndsita. — Cf. Hiisken, “Nasana” 98— 

99. 

250r homosexuals, according to Zwilling, “Homosexuality” (referred to 

by Hiisken, “Nasana”, 95 n. 9 as an American publication dated 1992; 

not available to me, although I did see an article with the same title by 

the same author, dated 1989 [references at the end of this paper]; the 

range of application of the term pandaka seems to me, prima facie, to be 

a bit more complex than can be gathered from Zwilling’s later article). 

26The latter reference is about a ndsita nun (on the vv./l. of the 

sikkhapada, see Hiisken, “Nasana’, 94 n. 6 ; cf. Hiisken, “Vorschriften”, 

50-51, n. 41); the gloss at Vin IV 217,13-14’ runs: ndasita nama sayam 

v@ vibbhanta hoti afifiehi va nasita — “ ‘expelled’ means that she either 

returned to lay life of her own accord, or was expelled by others” (Kkh 

158,25-26 : ndsitd ti lingandsandya sayam vd natthaé afifiahi va nasita), 

unlike the Chinese Sa parallel, which refers explicitly to a formal 

procedure of expulsion (BhiPr 21 n. 7). 
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penalty imposed, is most probably of the same type, although 

this is nowhere specified as far as I can see.?’ 

5. The emblematic, much discussed case of the nun 

Mettiya is dealt with at Vin II 79,20-2428 = II] 162,37- 
163,3:29 the Buddha prescribed her expulsion after she had 
complied with the request of wicked monks to make a false 

charge against a monk of raping her (that is, of the first Par. 

offence, aggravated by her status as a Buddhist nun [cf. 

above, end of §2 a]). 

Such behaviour is, however, nowhere said to entail 

expulsion, and the case gave rise, according to Sp 582,30— 

84,9, to a controversy? about this liriga-ndsand between the 

Abhayagirivasins and the Mahaviharavasins, who also 

debated the point whether Mettiya was expelled because of 

27See below, TPap, § § B-C. 

28Where the context is that of the settlement of formal disputes (see SVTT 

II 109 and n. 57). The same niddna (Vin II 78,25-79,20) recurs, mutatis 

mutandis, at III 162,5-37, in the account of how the Buddha prescribed 

“turning down the bowls” at an offending layman (see below, SVTT 

IX). 

29In the niddna of the rule which makes it a Samgh. offence for a monk or 

nun to make a groundless charge of a Par. offence (Thv(M) Samgh. n° 8 

[bhu], Vin III 158,2-66,28 with Kkh 42,12—44,21, Sp 5§75,21-98.9 [ChinSp 

382-92]; n° 8 [bhi]. — Cf. UpaliPr(SR) 47, n° 8. — Conc.: BhiPr 54, 

table II.1 s.v. amilakam. — [bhi] Skt Sa fragments: Finot 1913 549; 

BhiPr 26-27). It may be noted that Rosen’s summary of the nidana of 

the Chinese Sa version of this rule makes no reference at all to the nun’s 

expulsion (VinVibh(R) 64-65); according to Lin, “Aide-Mémoire”, 90 

n. 2, neither does any “Northern” Vinaya text (i.e., other than the 

Thv(M) ones in Pali). 

30S aid by Sp to have been supervised by King Bhatiya (middle of the first 

cent. A.D.: V.Hi., “Buddhist Law”, 26 and n. 54) ; as stressed by v.Hi., 

ib. 36-38, this testifies to the interference of Sinhalese kings in 

scholastic debates about Vinaya technicalities. This controversy is not 

altogether omitted in ChinSp 387 [45] (v.Hi., ib. 36 n. 78), whose 

account is, however, anything but clear, and does not name any 

protagonists. 
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her acknowledgement of the facts?! or for another reason. If 

it was because of her acknowledgement,** the monk did take 

part (kdraka) in the act, and was therefore guilty (sadosa, 

i.e., of a Par. offence); if 1t was for another reason, as rightly 

(so Sp says) argued by the Mahaviharavasins on the basis of 

their own, non-committal Vinaya recension,*> he was not. Sp 

goes on to discuss how the abnormal expulsion of Mettiya 

was based on her inherent wickedness,** not on any Vinaya 

31 Tena hi bhikkhave Mettiyam bhikkhunim sakdya [misprinted sakkaya in 

v.Hi., “Buddhist Law” 37] patififidya ndsetha (¢ Vin II 162,38-63,1 ; 

Abhayagiri version, quoted at Sp 583,10). Contrary to what is stated by 

v.Hi. ib. (see v.Hi., “Buddhist Law”-II 87-89, for further details and a 

slightly different translation of Sp 269,10-11), this phrase does not refer 

to the monk’s consent to Mettiya’s expulsion, but to the latter’s a priori 

trustworthy acknowledgement (pativivia) of the facts (cf. Vjb (B* 1960) 

196,12 appatifinaya ti ayyena ‘mhi disitd ti |# Vin Il 162,21-22] imam 

patifinam vind eva; see further Vmv I 281,30-82,24, Sp-t Il 346,8-16); 

acknowledgement of the facts or of the offence committed is here, as in 

all other cases, a prerequisite for any further investigation (see SVTT II 

112-13, n. 64). This is further confirmed by Sp 269,9-11 (ChinSp 205 

{55]) ad Vin IH 33,25 (expulsion of two monks, the first of whom had 

sexual relations with the second while the latter was asleep): ettha dve 

pi linga-nasanena nasetabbad. Tatra disakassa patifiha-karanam n’ 

atthi. Disito ti pucchitvad patinfiidya nadsetabbo ; sace na sddiyati na 

nasetabbo — “Here, both monks should be sentenced to litiga-ndsana. In 

this case, there is no acknowledgement [of the facts] by the defiler ; [the 

latter monk] is to be expelled if, when asked whether he was defiled, he 

did acknowledge [the fact] ; if he did not enjoy [the act], he should not 

be expelled”. — Hiisken, “N&sana”, 103-105 should be corrected 

accordingly. 

32Which is indeed clearly expressed at Vin III 162,27 (to be filled in with 

ib. 162,18-22), aS pointed out to me by O. von Hiniiber. 

33T ena hi bhikkhave Mettiyam bhikkhunim nasetha (= Vin II 162,38-63.,1 ; 
quoted at Sp 583,12-13). 

34Tn accordance with the post-canonical, technical equation of sila-vipatti 

with the commission of a Par. offence (see SVTT II, 97 n. 19), Vmv I 

283,11 states that her very immorality made her guilty of a Par. and 

thereby liable to litiga-ndsanda. 
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prescription: normally, a nun who makes false charges 

against a monk simply incurs a Dukk.*5 

BHS ndasand-vastu, n. : Prakirn(Ma-L) 329,1. 

nadSayati: PrMoSi(Ma-L) 24,10. — naSita, m(f).: ib. 

24,14. 

naSeti : BhtVin(Ma-L) 78,11, 321,10, 322,1. 

Skt ndsana, n.: (Mi) Gun-VinSt 4, 7, 10 (cf Gun- 

VinSi(Pravr-v) 21,30-22,1, 22,11-12), 99,25. — °-arha, 

m(f)., “liable to expulsion” : (Ma) MSV(D) IV 53,13 f (= 

Lévi, “Mss sanscrits” 27,19 f. ). 

naSaniya, n.: (Mi) Gun-VinSi 53,15; Mvy 8647. 

ndSayati: (Sa) Finot 1911 625 (III b 4). — (Mia) Gun- 

VinSii_ 53,14f; MSV(D) IV 53,7, 56,17, 64,17 (= Lévi, 
“Mss sanscrits” 27,13, 29,9, 33.15 [cf. (Sa) Finot 1913 

555 [B3]). — nasita, m(f).: (Sa) PrMoSt 189 (CBd, r° 2 

[cf. VinVibh(R) 184 n. 2]), 278 CS, r° 4). — PrMoSa 

(Mii), 40,6 (reconstructed from Tib.). 

35This invalidates Hiisken’s argument (“Nasana”, 96-98) that Mettiya’s 

nasand was prescribed before the rule about false charges was framed: 

if so, the legislators would most probably have referred to Mettiya’s case 

when framing it. — According to Sp §83,17-84,5 (with Vjb 196,24-25, 

Vmv I 282,24-83,11, Sp-t Il 346,16-47,14), contrary to what might be 

argued, the first Thv(M) Pac. (which deals with deliberate lying) does 

not apply here, just as it does not apply in the case of groundless charges 

of a Samgh. offence: the latter are dealt with in another, specific Pac. 

(Thv(M) n° 76 [bhu]; n° 154 [bhi]) — in both cases, the intentional 

accusation (anuddhamsanddhippdya) is what differentiates the offence 

both from a simple, conscious lie (sampajdna-musdavada, first Pac.), and 

from verbal abuse (omdsa-vdda, 2nd Pac., whose distinctive feature is 

intentional reviling [akkosddhippdya]) (cf. Kkh 43.35-44,16; Upali 

Pr(SR) 47, n° 8). As far as can be seen, there is no formal statement, in 

Thv(M) canonical texts, about the offence (Dukk., Pac., or other) 

incurred by a nun who charges a monk with a Par. groundlessly ; 

however, the decision that a Dukk. ensues occurs explicitly in the 

Chinese Sa Upalipariprecha (VinVibh(R) 234-35). For further 

discussion, see v.Hi., “Buddhist Law”-II 89-91. 
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nasita-samgraha, m., “relations with an expelled monk” : 

(Mia) Gun-VinSt 53,13, 18; Mvy 8481. 

VI. Danda-kamma (n.), “punishment” 

1. Danda-kamma literally means “thrashing”; in 

Buddhist monastic law, it occurs exclusively in a meta- 
phorical sense,! and is not a technical term per se, but merely 

expresses the necessity of some (minor) “punishment’’? 

whose particulars must then be defined according to the 

circumstances of the case, as is clear from the wording of the 

three canonical passages where it is prescribed. 

2. At Vin I 84,5-34, it is said to apply to disobedient 

novices who stand in the way of the monks’ welfare, or who 

abuse them, or who foster quarrels among them.* According 

IThe prescriptions in the Cullavagga (with Sp’s commentary), and those 

of (Mi) Gun-VinSi (see below, § 2 and n. 20), testify that the literal 

sense of the term (which may apply in lay judicial cases : see, e.g., Vin I 

75,29-30, 76,1-2 with Sp 998 ,24-99,9) had to be explicitly excluded from 

the lexicon of monastic law. 

2As to the alleged technical connection between danda-kamma and 

brahma-danda, see below, SVTT X, § 3b. 

3Vin 1 84,15~-16 = II 263,9-11 atha kho bhikkhiinam etad ahosi: kim nu kho 
danda-kammam katabban ti. Bhagavato etam attham Grocesum. 

Anujanami bhikkhave Gvaranam kdatun ti; 11 262,7-10 atha kho 

bhikkhiinam (B* [1972] 453.3 idem) ... katabban ti. Bh° ... Grocesum. 

Avandiyo so bhikkhave bhikkhu bhikkhuni-samghena katabbo ti (Sp 

1404,11 [E*], 1046,34 [C° (SHB 1948)] has, more logically, bhikkhuni- 

nam instead of bhikkhinam in a quotation of the latter passage). — Cf. 

Hiisken, “Nasana’’, 106. 

The imprecise nature of the term is confirmed by its occurrences in Sp 

(see index s.v. danda, °-kamma, and below, § 4) ; as for Kkh, the only 

occurrence I have been able to trace so far is at 128,1, 5 (compounded 

with °-ndsand). 

4These three grounds are, mutatis mutandis, partly the same as those on 

which a patisdraniya-kamma is to be carried out against monks who 

stand in the way of the laymen’s welfare, etc. (see above, SVTT IV, §6 

a), and as those on which laymen who stand in the way of the monks’ 
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to Vin I 84,17-85,8,° this punishment consists in barring 

(Gvaranam karoti) the sentenced novice from his lodgings; 

in no case should he be either barred from the whole 

monastery (cf, above, SVTT V n. 3), or deprived of food, or 

sentenced to such a punishment without his preceptor’s 

consent. 

Sp 1013,33-34, 1015,2-23, 1386,26-30 extends this penalty 

to novices of either sex and to (female) probationers® who 

break the last five rules they are expected to observe, or who 

hold wrong opinions (see above, SVTT VI, § 2c), and to the 

newly ordained pupils of preceptors and instructors. 

According to Sp 1013,14-27, the quantity of food and clothes 

given to a novice sentenced to this danda-kamma may be 

restricted, and he may be requested to fetch water, wood, 

sand, etc. ;’ but his bow] and outer cloak should not be stored 

inside his lodgings,® and he should not be physically mis- 

treated (cf. below, n. 20). 

welfare, etc., may be sentenced to a pattanikkujjana-kamma (see below, 

SVTT IX, § 1). 

SWith Sp 1013,9-34; of. Vin-vn 2513-19. 

6Sp 1386,26-30 (ad Vin V 212,25*) explains that apatti, “offence”, is a 

technical term which applies stricto sensu only to monks and nuns; 

according to Sp 754,13-17, novices commit “transgressions” (ajjhacara) 

that may be either “major” (dutthulla) — if they concern the first five 

“precepts” (samanera-sikkhapada) — or not (a-dutthulla) — (if they 

concern the last five (see above, SVTT VI, § § 2a—c). There is therefore, 

technically, no confession (desand ; see SVTT II 112-13, nn. 63-64) of 

their offences by novices or probationers, who are to be sentenced 

instead to danda-kamma (cf. above, SVTT VI, § 1 [c] and n. 14; below, 

SVTT VIII n. 10). Vjb 576,12-14 has the interesting comment that the 

confession of novices should be avoided because “the Mahasamghikas 

are said to make even novices confess their offences” (mahdsamghika 

samanere pi Gpattim desapenti kira). 

1Cf. Sp 952,15-24 = Ps II 173,7-17# Ud-a 26,5-13 # Mp 23,615. 

8Cf. the prescriptions of Gun-VinSi 9,20-22 (cf. Gun-VinSu(Pravr-v) 42,9- 

13) about eviction (avasadana, corresponding to Pali pandmana [see 

below, § 4]) : niskasanam akaraniyatayam layanat parisravana-kundike 

SVTT VII (danda-kamma) 7I 

Kkh and Sp list this punishment as one of the three kinds 

of “expulsion” (ndsanda), and the only one applying 

exclusively to novices.? 

3. According to Vin II 262,1-24, another kind of danda- 

kamma is to be meted out to lewd monks who play bad jokes 

on nuns. In this case, the punishment consists in the nuns’ 

decision to stop greeting the guilty monk (avandiyo 

katabbo),'° until, according to Sp 1292,19-27, he begs either 
the monks’ chapter or another monk to go and ask for the 

nuns’ forgiveness on his behalf.!! 
When meted out to a lewd nun who plays bad jokes on 

monks,!? this punishment is said to be the same as for 

novices, i.e., barring her (@varand) from her lodgings.!? If 

datva santarottaram ca §rdmanerasya ; upasampat-preksa§s cet paiica 

pariskaran. 

9See above, SVTT VI, § § Ic and 2c. 

10Whereby the “important duty” (garudhamma) that nuns should greet 

monks whatever the circumstances ceases to apply (see Hiisken, 

“Finrichtung”, 156; Freiberger, Br-Strafe 486-87; Hiisken, “Vor- 

schriften” 226, 378). Sp 1292,15-19 describes the decision as a formal 

consultation (apalokana-kamma ; see SVTT I 80-81, § 3a), and refers, 

with Kamma-vibhanga (1292,27), to Sp 1404,1-16 (ad Vin V 222,23-24), 

which partly quotes Vin II 262,1-24. According to Sp 1396,26-28, this 

avandaniya-kamma (Sp 1404,14, Kkh 132.7 avandiya-°) is one of the 

eight procedures that may be carried out in the absence (a-sammukha) of 

the person who is the object of it (see SVTT II 100 n. 30). — This case 

should not be confused with that of the ten kinds of people “not to be 

greeted” (Vin I 162,23-28 ; cf. Utt-vn 661a, Khuddas XX). 

‘1 This avandaniya-kamma seems to be the only procedure that a nuns’ 

chapter may carry out against a monk; according to Vin V 195,5-24 

(with Sp 1376,15-20), its grounds also include the cases when a monk 

stands in the way of the nuns’ welfare, or abuses them (cf above, § 2, 

and SVTT IV, end of § 6a; the Patim rules about abuse between monks 

and nuns are dealt with by Hiisken, “Vorschriften” 225~—27). 

12Cases of immodest jokes between persons of the same sex are not 

contemplated. 

13See above, § 2: cf. Sp 1292,31-93,1. 
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the nun thus sentenced does not mend her ways, her 

participation in the fortnightly exhortation (ovdda) of nuns 

by a monk and in the concomitant uposatha ceremony to be 

performed in the nuns’ chapter are both to be suspended ; the 

monk who suspends her from exhortation should be 

competent; he should act on serious grounds, and state the 

decision about the case; having done so, he may not leave 

that place (Vin II 262,24-63,34 with Sp 1292,31-93,5). 

BHS danda-karma, n.: Abhis-Dh(Ma-L) 10.B.6,2-3, 

10.A.7,7, 10.B.7,1, 11.A.2,6f,, 11.A.3,6, 11.B.3,1, 11.B. 

4,6, 11.A4.6,3 ;!4 BhiVin(Ma-L) 249,2-3’ (punishment of a 

newly ordained nun by her preceptor), 249,11 

(unspecified ; see preceding n.). 

Skt danda-karma: Gun-VinSi 103,29 (specification, if 

any, is unclear to me). 

4. Although the imprecise meaning of danda-kamma 

need not be problematic in itself, two of its occurrences in Sp 

are somewhat ambiguous in their context: sace ddito ‘va 

{upajjhayo pandmitam]|na khamati, [panamitena] danda- 

kammam Gharitva tikkhattum tava sayam eva [upajjhayo} 

khamapetabbo!> — “if [a preceptor] does not readily forgive 

!4Throughout this text, the term occurs exclusively in the stock-phrase 

asmakam [bhiksinam| bhagavan danda-karmam deti imesam 

[bhikstindm]| muktika, “the Bh° metes out punishment to us [monks], and 

frees the other [monks] from liability” ; BhTVin(M4-L) 249,11 provides 

the variant asmadkam bhagavata danda-karmam prajnaptam imasam 

moktikd ; nowhere is danda-karma precisely defined (cf. Nolot, “Régles” 

271 n. 267, with further references in secondary literature). — As for the 

syntax of danda-karma, cf. next note. 

'Ssp 986,24-25 (# 988,8-9 pandmitena danda-kammam Gharitva [acariyo| 

tikkhattum khamapetabbo). My translation of d-k° aharati, “to accept a 

punishment [inflicted on oneself]”, is based on a cursory review of its 

syntax, and may need correction (in Pali texts, danda-kamma is also 

constructed, in the accusative, with karoti, (pa)tthapeti, ganhati, and in 
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[the pupil he evicted], [the evicted pupil] should accept the 

punishment, and make on his own a threefold request [to his 

preceptor] for forgiveness”. This is preceded by an explicit 

reference!® to Vin I 53,29-55,18, which deals with the case of 

when a preceptor or instructor is to evict (pandmeti)'” an 

unruly pupil; the latter is expected to ask for the former’s 

forgiveness (khamdpetum), and the former may not refuse to 

grant it (khamati). 

Now this passage in Sp is not part of its commentary on 

this eviction, but belongs to the commentary on Vin I 62,12- 

23, which deals with the five- or $ixfold exceptional cancella- 

tion (patippassaddhi) of the otherwise compulsory depen- 

dance (nissaya) of a newly ordained monk on his preceptor 

or instructor.!® The last of these exceptional cases is said by 
Vin I 62,12-23 to be Gnatti, “injunction”, without further 

details. According to Sp 986,18-22, dnatti means nissaya- 

the instrumental with pi/eti; in BHS texts, in the accusative, with deti, 

prajridpayati (cf. preceding note}). 

16sp 986,19-22 pandmemi tan ti va ma idha patikkami ti va nithara te patta- 

civaran ti va ndham taya upatthatabbo ti va imina pdli-nayena [# Vin | 

54,5-7] mG mam gadmappavesanam apucchiti Gdind palimuttaka-nayena 

(cf. Vin I §0,21-22 # (truncated E*°) 61,13] vd ~ “I evict you’, or “Do not 

come back here”, or “Take out your bowl and your clothes”, or “Stop 

waiting upon me”, or “Do not ask for my permission to go to the 

village” (nihara te patta-civaran is translated inaccurately at BD IV 69 

by “Bring back your bowl and robe”). 

I7Vin I 54.4 panametabba is glossed at Sp 982,32 by apa-sddetabba. This 

shows that in the Skt Md parallel (Gun-VinSia(Pravr-v) 41,29-42,8 [Gun- 

VinSii 9,14-20]), ava-sddayati does not mean “to rebuke” (so ib. xxxv), 

but “to evict” (cf. below, nn. 19-20). 

I8Cf above, SVTT IV n. 8 (ii). 
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pandmand, “eviction from dependence” — that is, the 

separate Vinaya prescriptions about eviction and cancellation 

of dependence are explicitly connected here.!? 

It may be observed that eviction from dependence of an 

unruly new monk is very similar to the danda-kamma barring 

(avarana) a novice from his lodgings; moreover, as noted 

above, § 2, this danda-kamma is also said by Sp to apply to 

new monks. This raises the question of whether danda- 

kammam Gharati refers to eviction proper, or precisely (and 

semi-technically) to the canonical danda-kamma applying to 

novices. In the latter case, it would have to be interpreted as 

the implicit merging in Sp of two similar penalties that are 

considered as distinct by canonical texts: danda-kamma 

applying to novices, defined as dvarand, “shutting off”, and 

panamand, “eviction” of a newly ordained monk. In favour 

of this tentative hypothesis, it may be noted that the threefold 

commentarial classification of ndsand, “expulsion”, includes 

this danda-kamma (see above, end of §2), but not pana- 

mana, contrary to what the close similarity between these 

two penalties might lead us to expect: this perhaps means 

that the latter came to be identified with the former.”° 

19Though not in Sp’s commentary on eviction (982,29-83,19). The two are 

also connected in the Skt Md parallel at Gun-VinSa(Pravr-v) 41,29-42,1 : 

na nisritam [Gun-VinSi 9,14 nihsritam] avasddandrham navasadayet. 

Paficdvasddana [Gun-VinSi 9,15 nah): andsadyo anavavddah {Gun- 

VinSii 9,15 andlapo ’navavada] upasthana-dharmabhisaih asambhogah 

{read, or correct to, °-dharmdmisair asam® with Gun-VinSi 9,15] 

prarabdhakuSsalapaksa-samucchedo nifraya-pratiprasrambhanam ca 

[Gun-VinSi 9,16 nihfraya-°]. As shown above, n. 17, Skt avasadana 

corresponds to Pali pandmand ; pratiprasrambhana = Pali patippassam- 

bhana, a commentarial variant of the canonical Pali patippassaddhi. 

20 further clue may be found in the prescription occurring in the Skt Mi 

parallel to the Thv(M) text dealing with eviction, at Gun-VinSi(Pravr-v) 

42,13-14 (+ Gun-VinS@ 9,22-23; cf. above, nn. 17 and 19) : na simha- 

nisthuro bhavet, na vighata-samvartanam kriyd-karam kurviran —“[a 

preceptor or instructor who has dismissed his pupil] should not turn into 

a fierce lion; neither should [the monks] avail themselves of arrange- 
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VIII. Pakasaniya-kamma (n.), “procedure of 

proclamation” 

1. This disciplinary procedure is said, in the Samgha- 

bheda-kkhandhaka of the Cullavagga (Vin II 189,5—90,9), to 

have been prescribed by the Buddha for the monk Devadatta, 

who was plotting to take over the leadership of the monastic 

community. The chapter was to decide, by a twofold pro- 

cedure,! to proclaim officially to all the people around that 

the Samgha would not endorse Devadatta’s actions and state- 

ments any more; they were then, by the same type of proce- 

dure, to appoint (sammannitum) a monk to go and make the 

proclamation in the following terms: “Devadatta’s character 

is nO more what it used to be; none of his actions and state- 

ments should be considered as having anything to do with 

either the Buddha, the doctrine, or the monastic community, 

but with himself alone’’.? 

ments entailing distress” (on kriya-kdram kr-, “to make an ordinance”, 

see Schopen, “Ritual murder” 589 n. 45; SVTT 1 82 n. 17). In Thv(M) 

texts, such warnings against ill-treatment are issued as part of the danda- 

kamma particulars (see above, § 2). 

1See SVTT I 83-84, §3¢; DEBMT s.v. erroneously makes it a fiattica- 

tuttha-kamma. 

2Pubbe Devadattassa afifia pakati ahosi, idani afta pakati; yam 

Devadatto kareyya kayena vacaya na tena Buddho va dhammo va 

samgho va datthabbo ; Devadatto ’va tena datthabbo (Vin II 189,7-10). 

Mukherjee, Devadatta 51, rightly stresses that Devadatta did not thereby 

lose his status as monk. 
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The first two chapters of the Cullavagga, where disci- 

plinary procedures are dealt with systematically,? do not 

mention this one. Nor is it referred to in other Thv(M) 

canonical texts,4 or commented upon by Sp, Vjb, Vmv or Sp- 

t. Sp mentions it only twice: at 1396,26, as one of the eight 

kinds of procedure that may be performed in the absence (a- 

sammukha) of the person who is its object;> and at 1412,32 

(akitti-pakdsantya-k°, “proclamation of ill-repute”), among 

disciplinary procedures said to be feared in this life. 

As shown by Mukherjee and by Waldschmidt,® this pro- 

cedure ad hominem is also mentioned in the Chinese Dh and 

3For those of tajjaniya, etc., see above, SVTT IV ; for manatta and 

parivasa, see SVTT III. 

4A passing mention of the pakasaniya-kamma said to have been carried 

out against Devadatta occurs at Dhp-a I 140,3-4, with the variants 

pabbajaka-°, pabbajakd-pakasaniya-kamma, “proclamation about a 

rejected [monk]” (7). 

SCf SVTT II 100 n. 30. According to Freiberger, “Br-Strafe” 481, 490 and 

n. 99, the only reason for the inclusion of pakasantya-k° in such a list is 

the tendency to include systematically within the frame of monastic law 

penalties that were isolated in the Buddha’s time ; the case, Freiberger 

argues, would not arise again after the Buddha’s death, in the absence of 

any appointed Samgha-leader whose position might be cancelled by 

plotting. However, as pointed out by v.Hi., “Bemerkung”, such a 

situation was bound to recur in any event after the Buddha’s death, so 

that the procedure, although originally ad hominem, was to find general 

application. The question remains why it is not listed in Thv(M) 

canonical texts as a standard procedure (because it was framed later than 

the first two chapters of the Cullavagga ?). On the similar problems 

raised by brahma-danda, see below, SVTT X, §§ 1, 2a-c. 

SDevEp (= Wsch., KlSchr 201-209); Mukherjee, Devadatta 43, 50-54, 

96-97, 140 (who points out that the Thv(M) and MS versions are the 

more coherent, and that the former might be the older) ; cf Frauwallner, 

Earliest Vinaya 119. A. Bareau, “Les agissements de Devadatta selon les 

chapitres relatifs au schisme dans les divers Vinayapitaka’, BEFEO 

LXXVIII (1991), 87-132 (= Bareau, Recherches III 221-266), is hardly 

helpful. 
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Chinese MS Vinayas, though not in the Skt/Chinese Sa or the 

Chinese Mi.’ 

No BHS parallel has been traced so far in this precise 

context (see below, §2); as for Skt, as far as we know, the 

only one is prakasayati, DevEp 553 (= Wsch., KlSchr 202), 

v° 6, v° 10. 

2. The BHS term prakdSana-sammuti (f.), “formal agree- 

ment to proclamation’, occurs at PrMoSi(Ma-L) 19,20, in the 

text of the 8th [bhu] Pac., which makes it an offence for a 

monk or nun to inform (@rocayati; Skt id.; Pali Groceti) 

anyone unordained about the major offence (dusthulld apatti, 

i.e., in this case, a Samgh.) committed by another, unless 

there is a formal agreement allowing them to do so.8 

Although the object of the exception provided for in this 

rule is prima facie very similar to that of the procedure of 
proclamation described above, there are important technical 

differences in the application of each. Formally, the agree- 

ment prescribed in the Pac. rule is to be achieved, according 

to Thv(M) post-canonical texts, by three successive proce- 

dures of formal consultation (apalokand),? unlike the 

pakdasaniya-kamma, which involves two successive, twofold 

procedures. Penally, the latter consists in publicly disclaim- 

ing the community’s responsibility for whatever a monk may 

7Where one monk (Ananda) is simply requested by the Buddha to go and 

proceed to the proclamation ; the Skt Md parallel occurs at Sanghabh II 

Q0,5-14. 

8Thv(M) Pac. n°g [bhu], Vin IV 30,24-32,19 with Kkh 86,28-87.8, Sp 
753,5-54.29 (ChinSp 450 [72]); n° 105 [bhi]. — Cf. UpaliPr(SR) 62, 

n° 8; Gun-VinS0 37,27-28. — Conc.: BhiPr 57, table IV.1, s.v. 

dusthuladrocanam. — The BHS term is represented in Pali by bhikkhu- 

sammuti (Vin IV 31,13-14**), “agreement by the monks”; in Skt, by 

samgha-sammati, ([Sa] Finot 504,2-3; PrMoSi 275 [IN, v° 2; IO, 

r° 3]), or °-samvrti, “agreement by the chapter” ([Sa] PrMoSd 198 

[CGd, v°5] [cf. samgha-sam+++, PrMoSii 48 (AScc, v° 4)]; [Mu] 

PrMoSii(Mi), 25,8 [so read : see KP, Simd 369 and n. 18]). 

9Kkh 86,30-33, Sp 754.10; see SVTT I 80-81, § 3a. 
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do in general, whereas the agreement provided for in the Pac. 

rule concerns, and is explicitly restricted to, a specific 

number of unordained people, and a specific number of 

precise facts and offences.!9 

In the absence of any Ma-L commentary in an Indian 

language, it cannot be decided here whether prakasana-s° 

refers to the procedure of agreement mentioned in the Pali 

and Skt versions of the same Pac. rule, or to the procedure of 

proclamation known in Pali as pakdsaniya-kamma.!' In the 
latter case, we would have to assume that the Ma-L tradition 

combines two penalties which are kept apart in the Thv(M) 

and Sa traditions. 

3. In Thv(M) texts, there is only one canonical indication 

that pakdsaniya-kamma might perhaps have been resorted to 

in circumstances other than Devadatta’s misdoings. It occurs 

in an equally exceptional context: that of the controversy 
said to have taken place in Vesali, one century after the 

Buddha’s death, about ten points of monastic discipline. ! 
Vin II 298,16-20 reports that the Vesali monks decided to 

carry out a procedure of (unspecified) suspension (ukkhe- 

paniya-kamma) against a visiting monk because “he pro- 

claimed [their wrong practices] to laymen without being 

formally appointed” to do so (a-sammato gihinam pakdsesi). 

Here again, it is impossible to decide which (if any) of 

the two prescriptions pakdseti refers to.!3 The reported 

10Vartthu, the facts upon which a charge is based; dpatti, an offence 

identified by a key-word referring to the Patimokkha and belonging 

therefore, stricto sensu, to the jurisdiction governing fully ordained 

persons (see above, SVTT VII n. 6). On the particular provisions of this 

rule, see SVTT III 133 n. 48 (to which may be added the Chinese Sa 

parallel summarized in VinVibh(R) 134). 

'lAsS suggested by the ambiguous remarks of Nolot, “Régles” 192 n. 9. 

12See SVTT II 102-106, § 2 b.ii for further references 

I3Sp and Vjb are silent on this sentence. BD V xi suggests that pakdseti 

might have here “‘at least a semi-technical sense”’. 
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speech of the monk to laymen (Vin II 295,14-98,2) in no way 

corresponds either to the formula prescribed for pakdsaniya- 

kamma (see above, n. 2)!4 or to the Pac. rule’s definition of 

(un)lawful information about another monk’s offence 

(references as above, n. 10). The closest it comes to Vinaya 

technicalities is its formulation of the circumstances in which 

the Buddha is reported to have framed each Patim rule, 

which mentions what constitutes the offence, but not the 

latter’s name;!> this formulation actually anticipates the 
discussion of wrong practices by a committee (of monks, .e., 

a strictly internal matter, which also involves naming the 

offence entailed).!® 

14y¢ pakaseti does refer to this procedure, and if the proclamation formula 

was meant to be a fixed one, to be adhered to in all cases for the 

procedure to be valid — both of which are all but certain — the monk’s 

proclamation in Vesali would have been doubly invalid: he was not 

duly agreed as a proclaimer, and he did not use the prescribed formula. 

ISEkam idam dvuso samayam Bhagavé tatth’ eva Rajagahe dyasmantam 

Upanandam Sakya-puttam Grabbha jatariipa-rajatam patikkhipi sikkha- 

padafi ca pafifidpesi (Vin I 297,34-37) — which does not, in front of 

laymen, name the offence (Gpatti) itself (see next n.). 

l6vin I 3.06,14~307,25, which names (see preceding n.) the offence 

entailed by each wrong practice discussed (e.g., 307.24-25 kim Gpa- 

jjatiti? jdtaripa-rajata-patiggahane pacittiyan ti). Cf. the formulation 

of Kkh passim (e.g., 72,17-18 Rajagahe Upanandam arabbha rupiya- 

patiggahana-vatthusmim pafinattam ). 
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IX. Patta-nikkujjana/°-ukkujjand (n. f.), “turning 
down/up the alms-bowls” 

1. These two procedures are described in the Khuddaka- 

vatthu-kkhandhaka of the Cullavagga (Vin If 124,14-27,12 

with Sp 1209,5-11). The first consists in a decision to refuse 

the gifts of lay donors! who stand in the way of the monks’ 

welfare; who abuse them; who foster quarrels among 

them;2 or who speak ill of the Buddha, the doctrine, or the 
monastic community ; these grounds are the same as those on 

which the symmetrical procedure of “summons to be recon- 

ciled” (patisdraniya-kamma) may be carried out against a 

monk who has offended a lay donor.? 
This decision is to be carried out by a twofold procedure, 

in the absence (a-sammukhda) of the layman concerned ;+ 

from now on, the latter’s gifts are “not to be partaken of by 

'This is expressed by pattam nikkujjeti/ukkujjeti, “to turn one’s bowl 

down/up” against, or in respect of (so SBE XX 119/.), a lay donor 

whose name stands in the gen. case (see v.Hi., “Kasussyntax”, § 242 ; 

CPD s.v. ukkujjati); BD V 173 and n. 1 are inaccurate. — According to 

the niddna, this procedure was prescribed after a layman had complied 

with the request of wicked monks to make a false charge against another 

monk of raping his wife ; this nidana is, mutatis mutandis, identical with 

the account of how the expulsion (ndsand@) of the nun Mettiya was 

prescribed, after she had charged a monk with raping her (Vin II 124,15- 

25,12 # Vin II 78,25-79,20; cf. above, SVTT VI, § 5). 

2These grounds are, mutatis mutandis, the same as those on which a 

“punishment” (danda-kamma) is to be inflicted on novices (Vin II 

125,16-19 = 184,11-13; see above, SVTT VII, § 2). 

3Vin II 125,15-22 (# A IV 344,24-45,7 with Mp IV 159,23-60,3) # 

18,33-19,4 ; see above, SVTT IV, §§ 2 and 5b [c]. 

4See SVTT I 83-84, §3c ; SVTT II 100 n. 30. — Unlike the Thv(M) pre- 

scriptions, those of the Skt and Chinese Sa Ksudraka-vastu explicitly 

state that a monk is to go and inform the sentenced layman of the 

chapter’s decision (SHT(VI) 69 [1295, v°I f] ; see ib. 70). 
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the monastic community” any longer (a-sambhogam sam- 

ghena). According to Sp 1209,5-9, this procedure may be 

performed either within the monastery’s boundary (sima) or 

outside it, e.g., on a river;> the decision to refuse the lay- 

man’s pious gifts (deyya-dhamma, that is, merit-making 

ones) should be communicated to and followed by all neigh- 

bouring monastic residences. 

2. If the offending layman acknowledges his fault, the 

penalty may be cancelled by the reverse twofold procedure 

of “turning up the bowls” (Vin II 126,30-27,12 [126,22-30 # 

AIV_ 245,8-16]). After he has approached the chapter in a 

humble, submissive way and made a threefold application for 

the purpose, he is, according to Sp 1209,9-11, to step back by 

one cubit (so that he is considered as absent [a-sammukhda] 

from the procedure, which his presence would invalidate).® 
In Kkh and Sp, the procedure of boycott and its cancel- 

lation are considered respectively as a kind of dismissal 

(nissdrand) and reinstatement (osaranda).’ 

BHS patra-nikubjana, n.: Abhis-Dh(Ma-L) 13.B.6,6. — 

°-nikubjand, f.: Prakirn(Ma-L) 330,14. 

Skt ava-kumcayati, “turns [the bowl] down”: (unidenti- 

fied school) SHT(V) 55 (1064+1065, a, A 2/f.). — ava- 

kumcana, n.: ib., c, A tf. 

ni-kumjayati: (Sa) SHT(VI) 69 (1295, r°I). 

That is, inside a temporary, “unfixed” (a-sammata, a-baddha) boundary, 

determined by sprinkling water around (udak’ ukkhepa-sima ; see KP, 

Sima, 85-86, 142-143, 334-353; cf: 417). 

© Ukkujjana-kale pana yava-tatiyam ydcapetva hattha-pdsam vijahapetva 

fiattidutiya-kammena ukkujjitabbo. On hattha-pasa, the minimum 

distance (ca. 1,10 m) to be respected by people who should not partici- 

pate in a procedure, see KP, Simd 55, 87 n. 150, 194-195, 241-242, 264 

n. 357. — For the provisions of the Chinese Updlipariprecha (with a 

fragmentary Skt parallel) about where the officiating monks should 

stand, see SHT(V) 54-56, 54 n. 4. 

7See above, SVTT V, § 5 and n. 13. 
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nikubjayati: (Ma) Gun-VinSt 103,21, 24; nikubjitatva: 

103,24. 

patra-nikubjana, n. : (Ma) Mvy 9252. 

X. Brahma-danda (m.), “maximal punishment” 

1. The literal sense of this term, “Brahma-punishment”, 

sheds no light on its application in Buddhist monastic law; it 

is rendered here by “maximal punishment” on the basis of 

the only, late gloss I have been able to trace so far, that of 

Vmv.! 
Like the penalties of pakdsaniya-kamma, “procedure of 

proclamation”, and patta-nikkujjand/°-ukkujjand, “turning 

down/up the alms-bowls” against a lay donor,” brahma- 

danda is not included in the first two chapters of the 

Cullavagga, where disciplinary procedures are dealt with 

systematically.? Besides, it shares with pakdsaniya-k° the 

characteristic of having being prescribed ad hominem, 

finding general application in commentarial literature only.* 

'See below, § 2c. Other translations are listed by Freiberger, “Br-Strafe” 

474. 

2See above, respectively SVTT VIII and IX. 

3References as above, SVTT VIII n. 3. 

4See above, SVTT VIII n. 5. 
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The only detailed, canonical Thv(M) account of its 

prescription and consequences occurs in the Paficasatika- 

kkhandhaka of the Cullavagga (Vin II 290,9-21, 292,5-29), 

among various instructions reportedly given by the Buddha, 

just before his death, to Ananda. A short account of how it 

was prescribed occurs in the Mahdparinibbana-suttanta (D Il 

154,18-22).> A comparative study of the Chinese parallels to 

the Pali suttanta is given in ULB I 166-68, II 244 (cf. 

Bareau, Recherches ILii, 132-35); those of the MU school 

are quoted (Skt and Tib. versions) and translated (Chinese 

version) in MPS 284-85; the Chinese MS Vinaya parallel to 

the Cullavagga is translated in Przyluski, Rajagrha 161-62, 

166-68 (cf, Bareau, Conciles 25f.).° 

Apart from MPS 284-285 (29.15, mostly reconstructed 

from the Tib. version), no BHS or Skt parallels have been 

traced so far. 

2a. According to the report attributed to Ananda by the 

Cullavagga and the Digha-nikaya, brahma-danda was 

prescribed by the Buddha specifically for a monk named 

Channa, in absentia (a-sammukhda), and was to consist in a 

kind of ostracism to be imposed after the Buddha’s death. 

The punishment is said to have been expressed as follows: 

“Ananda, Channa may say whatever he likes to the monks; 

they should neither talk to him, nor exhort him, nor instruct 

him’.? It is not connected here with any precise 

5On these two versions, see Oldenberg, Vin I xxvii—xxviii; Oldenberg, 

“Buddhistische Studien”, ZDMG 52 (1898) 622 (= Old., K]Schr II 898) ; 

Horner, BD V xvii-xviii. Cf below, n. 15. 

These parallels are discussed briefly by Freiberger, “Br-Strafe” 482-83, 

488 n. 95. 

TChanno Ananda bhikkhii yam iccheyya tam vadeyya, bhikkhithi Channo 

bhikkhu n’ eva vattabbo na ovaditabbo nadnusdsitabbo (Vin II 290,15-17). 

— According to Bareau, Recherches IL.ii 133, the Chinese Ekottaragama 

(T.125) states that the offender should not speak to other monks either. — 

Chinese M§ does not attribute the prescription to the Buddha, but to 

Mahakasyapa, and includes lay followers of both sexes in the 
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misbehaviour,® or any transgression of a Patimokkha rule. 

Nor is any procedure prescribed, either for reaching a 

preliminary decision, or to inflict the penalty itself, or for 

carrying out its eventual cancellation.? The latter is said to 

have taken effect from the moment Channa became an 

Arahant, when he felt so ashamed that he immediately 

mended his ways and strived after spiritual progress (Vin II 
292,14-29). 

Now as remarked by v.Hi., “Schriftlichkeit’, 45, the 

prescription of a penalty ad hominem is quite unusual; 

enforcement of the penalty (Przyluski, Rajagrha 161-62). — A further 

provision occurs in the Chinese Ekottaragama, according to which, if 

Channa would not submit to the penalty, he was to be sentenced by the 

chapter to some kind of dismissal: Bareau “l’expulser’” might represent 

suspension (ukkhepaniya-kamma), which entails being debarred from 

participation in the Uposatha and the exposition of doctrine (see above, 

SVTT IV, § 8b), just as was to be the case with Channa according to 

T.125 (Bareau, Recherches I/ii 133; cf. id., “La fin de la vie du Buddha 

selon |’ Ekottara-Ggama”, in Hinduismus und Buddhismus, Festschrift 

fiir U. Schneider [1987], 24 [= Bareau, Recherches III 378]). This would 

imply, however, that suspension is considered here as more severe than 

brahma-danda, contrary to Vmv’s much more likely implication (see 

below, § 2c). — On the connexion of a monk named Channa with 

ukkhepaniya in Thv(M) texts, see Freiberger, “Br-Strafe” 467(4); cf. 

below, n. 14. 

8 Contrary to the Skt, Chinese and Tibetan versions, which mention 

quarrelsomeness and aggressiveness towards fellow monks (Freiberger, 

“Br-Strafe” 482-83). 

9 Patipassaddhi, said at Vin II 292,27-28 to have been asked for by 

Channa himself. — According to MPS 284(14—15), if the sentenced monk 

feels troubled (samvigna) and stops harassing his fellow monks, he 

should be made to hear the “Sermon to Katyayana”. As suggested by 

Waldschmidt (ib. n. 6), this refers to a parallel to the Buddha’s sermon to 

Kaccanagotta (S II 16,34-17,30), which is again recited by Ananda to 

Channa at D III 134,3-35.23. Spk II 317,32-18,7 comments that Channa 

(identified there with the lifelong friend of the Buddha who was to 

become a quarrelsome monk [cf below, n. 14]) was then under the 

penalty of brahma-danda and became so troubled (uppanna-samvegata) 

that he begged for exhortation. 
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moreover, v.Hi. argues, this one goes both against the 1 1th— 

12th Thv(M) [bhu] Samgh., in which monks are urged to 

exhort and advise those among them who behave 

improperly,!° and against the 68th Thv(M) [bhu] Pac., whose 
object is to dissuade monks from advocating wrong opinions 

as they please.!! V.Hi., following a suggestion by K. 
Hoffmann, tentatively suggests that the original purpose of 

this penalty might have been quite different: to ostracize any 
monk acting as a spy (channa, “hidden”) — before the 

emergence of a powerful, centralized state made it dangerous 

to interfere with the activities of its secret agents; the 

prescription would have then fallen out of use, and the 

adjective would have been consciously reinterpreted as a 

proper name. 

This hypothesis has been rejected with good reasons by 

Freiberger,!* who considers channa to be a proper name, 

although he doubts which Channa, among the several ones 

mentioned in canonical Vinaya texts, is referred to here.!? It 
seems to me, however, that in all known schools, both the 

latter texts and the commentarial literature agree, implicitly 

10More precisely, exhorting a misbehaving monk to stop doing so is a 

characteristic feature of all the Patimokkha rules which provide that the 

offence concerned is characterized as such after three informal, then 

formal admonitions (ydva-tatiyam samanubhasanda) from fellow monks 

(references as above, SVTT IV, first part of n. 107) ; this is expressed in 

the casuistic part of the canonical commentary by the clause andpatti 

asamanubhasantassa/°bhdsantiyd, “there is no offence if one was not 

admonished” (Vin II 174,227, IV 220,12, 295,9, etc.). If need be, the 

formal admonition may be carried out after the monk has been brought 

before the chapter by force (akaddhitva, Vin III 173,24-25, 176,10-11, 

179,2-3, 185,23-24, etc.). 

11 More exactly, the enforcement of brahma-danda supersedes those two 

tules (cf. Freiberger, “Br-Strafe” 485-87). 

12“Br-Strafe” 459-60 and n. 9, 473 N. 55, 490 N. 97. 

'31b, 463-74, 479-80, 487-89. 
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or explicitly, that the relevant reference is to the Channa who 

personifies fierceness and obstinacy.!4 

2b. As for Thv(M) canonical Vinaya texts, the only 

other, later mention of brahma-danda!> is in the Parivara 
(Vin V 222,23), which simply names it in a list of penalties to 

be imposed by a procedure of formal consultation 

(apalokana-kamma ; see SVTT I 80-81, §3 a). 

This procedure, and its range of application, are not 

described in the Parivara, but in Sp’s commentary ad loc.,'© 
according to which it was not just prescribed ad hominem, 

against Channa, but applies to any scurrilous monk who 

offends other monks by his unbecoming speech, or who 

14The Cullavagga’s account of brahma-danda is clear about Ananda’s 

reluctance to deal with him without the support of a whole posse of 

fellow monks (Vin II 290,19-21 kathaham bhante Channassa bhikkhuno 

brahma-dandam Gnapemi, cando so bhikkhu pharuso ti. Tena h’ avuso 

Ananda bahukehi bhikkhahi saddhim gacchahi ti). This quarrelsome 

Channa is also connected with the promulgation of the 12th Samgh. 

(refusing his fellow monks’ advice), of the 12th Pac. (equivocating about 

an offence [cf. below, TPap, § A]), of the 54th Pac. (off-handedness), of 

the 71st Pac. (refusing to learn the Patimokkha rules until he meets a 

Vinaya expert), and of suspension (ukkhepaniya-kamma) for refusing 

both to see and to redress his offences (see above, SVTT IV, § 2, § 8a— 

d). Last but not least, he was “so perverse and so lacking in proper esprit 

de corps” (DPPN I, 924) that he went so far as to side with nuns in a 

debate (Vin II 88.8-14, wrongly alleged by DPPN ib. to be the very 

reason why brahma-danda was imposed on him). Whether or not this 

emblematic character has any historical basis, he was certainly perceived 

as prone to raise quarrels and strife that might lead to a split in the Order 

(samgha-bheda), contrary to Bareau’s assumptions (Recherches IL.ii, 

134). 

13.5 suggested by KP 1994, 218 n. 23, the (earlier) accounts of both D 

and the Cullavagga must in their turn be later than the first two chapters 

of the latter text, where, as remarked above, § 1, brahma-danda is not 

listed among the set of standard procedures. 

16Sp 1403,14-404,1; cf. Kkh 131,35-32,3. According to Sp 1396,2s, it is 

performed in the absence of the person concerned (a-sammukha ; see 

SVTT II 100 n. 30). 
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scoffs and jeers at them.!’ The penalty entailed is defined in 

the same terms as those attributed to the Buddha in the 

Cullavagga;!8 it may be cancelled by the same type of 
procedure, provided the sentenced monk behaves humbly, 

obediently, modestly, and considerately and is determined to 

improve in the future.!9 

2c. The inclusion of brahma-danda into the regular code 

of Buddhist law is carried still further by Vmv IT 316,16—17,5 

(ad Sp 1403,18),2° where it is insistently compared and 

17Yo afifio pi bhikkhu mukharo hoti bhikkhum durutta-vacanehi ghattento 

khumsento vambhento viharati, tassa pi databbo (Sp 1403,16-18). 

Khumseti vambheti also occurs in the nidana of the second Pac. (Vin IV 

4,33), which involves the group of six bad monks and deals with verbal 

abuse (omdsa-vdda) (cf. below, § 3c and n. 30). 

186 bhikkhu yam iccheyya tam vadeyya, tam bhikkhihi itthan-namo 

bhikkhu n’ eva vattabbo na ovaditabbo na anusdsitabbo (Sp 1403,21-23 ; 

cf. above, n. 7). 

19s bhikkhu sorato nivata-vatti lajji-dhammam okkanto hirottape 

patitthito patisankha ayatim samvare titthati (Sp 1403,30-32). 

20Tassdpi databbo ti [Sp 1403,18] vijjamanam mukharadi-bhavam 

nissd@ya a-ppatipucchitvapi patififam a-ggahetvapi apattim an- 

Gropetvapi desitaya pi Gpattiya khumsanddito anoramantassa databbo 

va. Oramantassa pana khamapentassa na databbo. Brahma-dandassa 

danan ti [Sp 1403.24] khara-dandassa ukkattha-dandassa dadnam. 

Tajjaniyadi-kamme hi kate ovaddnusdsani-ppadana-patikkhepo n’ atthi 

dinna-brahmadande pana tasmim saddhim tajjantyaddi-kammakatehi 

patikkhittam pi katum na vattati. N’ eva vattabbo ti [Sp 1403,22-23] 

Gdina alapa-sallapddi-mattassGpi na-karena patikkhittatta. Tafi hi disva 

bhikkha givam parivattetva olokana-mattam pi na karonti. Evam 

vivajjetabbam nimmadana-karanattham eva tassa dandassa anunnata- 

tta. Ten’ eva Channa-tthero pi ukkhepaniyddi-kammakato pi a-bhayitva 

brahma-dande dinne samghenadham sabbattha vivajjito ti mucchito 

papati. Yo pana brahmadanda-katena saddhim fiatva samsattho a- 

vivajjetva viharati tassa dukkatam evG ti gahetabbam afnatha brahma- 

danda-vidhanassa nirattha-katdpasangato. Tend ti brahmadanda- 

katena. Yathd tajjaniyaddi-kammakatehi, evam eva tato adhikam pi 

samgham Gradhentena samma-vattitabbam. Tafi ca sorato nivata-vuttiti 
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contrasted with the disciplinary procedures studied above in 

SVTTIV: 

“It applies to him also” means that it applies, in case of actual 

garrulousness and so on — without even due inquiry [about the 

case], without even acknowledgement {of his offence by the 

accused], without even [formal] charge, even if he did confess his 

offence?! — to [a monk] who does not desist from scoffing. It does 

not apply, however, if he desists and asks for forgiveness. 

“Application of brahma-danda” means “application of severe 

punishment, of maximal punishment”. For whereas imparting 

exhortation and teaching [to a monk] is allowed if [he] has been 

sentenced to blame (tajjaniya-kamma), etc., doing so for one who 

was sentenced to brahma-danda is even forbidden to those who 

have been sentenced to blame, etc. “He should just not be talked 

to”, and so on: the negation expresses the fact that no conversation 

or talk whatsoever are allowed : seeing him, monks turn their heads 

away and do not even look [at him]. Thus should one shun [him], 

because this punishment was prescribed for the very purpose of 

subduing. This is precisely why, when Thera Channa, who did not 

even fear being sentenced to suspension,22 etc., was sentenced to 

brahma-danda, he fell into a swoon at the thought that he was to be 

shunned in every way by the Samgha. And should a monk, instead 

of shunning a monk sentenced to brahma-danda, keep in touch with 

him knowingly, he should be made to acknowledge an offence of 

wrong-doing — otherwise, there would be no point in the provision 

for brahma-danda. “By him’23 means “by the one who was 

sentenced to brahma-danda’”. Like those who were sentenced to 

blame, etc., and to an even greater extent, he should observe [the 

penalty] correctly24 by conciliating the Samgha, which is 

identically expressed by “humble, obedient”, etc. It is said therefore 

that brahma-danda may be cancelled for the one who observes [the 

penalty] correctly and asks for forgiveness. 

[Sp 1403,31-32] Gdind sa-ripato dassitam eva. Tenadha samma-vattitva 

khamapentassa brahma-dando patippassambhetabbo ti [Sp 1403,27-28]. 

2ISee above, SVTT IV n. 28. 

22¢F above, n. 14. 

23] cannot trace tena here, either in Vin or in Sp. 

24On (na) samma-vattati, see above, SVTT V n. 35. 
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3a. Three hypotheses have been set forth recently as to 

the etymology and interpretation of the term brahma-danda. 

Freiberger, “Br-Strafe”’, 489—90, implicitly taking the 

compound as a tatpurusa with the first member in the dative, 

would ascribe to this first member a specifically Buddhist 

metaphorical sense: on the grounds that, in Buddhist texts, 

brahma-° always connotes purity and spiritual progress, and 

that the imposition of brahma-danda is said at Vin II 292,16- 

24 to have enabled the monk sentenced to it to reach Arahat- 

ship, this author suggests to interpret the compound as 

“punishment [that leads to] the highest (7.e., to Nibbana)”. 

As far as interpretation is concerned, however, it seems 

to me more likely that the compound is a karmadhdraya, to 

be taken here as a metaphorical application of its brahmanical 

meaning: “brahmin’s force”, “brahmin’s curse”25 — i.e., a 

punishment to be feared in some way; that the Buddhist 

penalty was felt to be very severe may in fact be inferred 

from the canonical report that when he was informed he had 

been sentenced to it by the Buddha, the monk said he was as 

good as dead (hata), and swooned right on the spot?®. This 
severity is, again, strongly stressed by the gloss of the term, 

at Vmv II 316,20: khara-danda, ukkattha-danda, “severe, 

maximal punishment” (see above, § 2c). 

3b. Relying on the latter interpretation, and following 

Rhys Davids-Oldenberg (SBE XX.III, 335 n. 2), KP 1994, 

218 n. 24 suggests that this “higher punishment” forms a 

contrasting pair with danda-kamma, “{lower] punishment”. 

However, as argued by Freiberger, “Br-Strafe’, 476 n. 66, 

assuming such a contrast is arbitrary: the gap between the 

relative mildness of danda-kamma and the severity of 

25References in Freiberger, “Br-Strafe”, 474 n. 56. 

26vin II 292,13-16. On this “social death” (Freiberger, “Br-Strafe” 477-78, 

489 and n. 96), cf. Dh-a II 110,20-12,6 ; Spk If 317,34-18,7; Th-a I 

166,9-10. 
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brahma-danda is so wide that any other penalty standing 

between the two might be said to contrast with either. 

Furthermore, as far as I can see, no textual evidence 

supports KP’s hypothesis: Sp’s systematization of the 

application of brahma-danda?’ does not connect it with any 

Patimomkkha rule or Vinaya procedure, and its formulaic 

description of the sentenced monk’s expected behaviour 

differs from the one that belongs to standard disciplinary 

procedures.28 The only source that refers to the set of seven 

such procedures studied above in SVTT IV is the late Vmv 

(see above, § 2c). In any case, brahma-danda is nowhere 

connected with danda-kamma. 

3c. Freiberger’s hypothesis has been criticized on 

grammatical grounds by v.Hi., “Bemerkung”: a °-danda 

compound with first member in the dative is unknown in Skt 

and MI; v.Hi. then suggests that brahma-° might hide an 

Eastern MI *vam(b)ha < vam(b)heti, “disparaging, scoffing”. 

Although this is precisely the ground on which, according to 

Sp2°, brahma-danda is to be imposed, the first member 

cannot, v.Hi. argues, be in the ablative (“penalty for 

disparagement”), but has to be in the instr., as in vadha- 

danda, “death penalty”: *vam(b)ha-danda would therefore 

mean “penalty of disparagement” by regular monks of the 

monk thus sentenced. 

It should be noted, however, that in Vin and Sp, 

vambheti and related forms denote exclusively verbal con- 

tempt?. This contradicts the specifications of brahma-danda 

27See above, § 2b. 

28Compare Sp 1403,30-32, quoted above, n. 18, with Vin II 5,18-19ff, 

quoted above, SVTT IV n. 32. 

29See above, § 2b and n. 16. 

30Insulting speech (omasa-vada), dealt with in the Thv(M) second [bhu] 

Pac., is said to consist in “‘scoffing and disparaging” (khumsana vam- 

bhand, Vin IV 6.1-2 ; cf. ib. 4.29-33f. 3 7.24-25f.). 
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as we have them,?! unless we speculate (groundlessly)*? that 
the term expresses no more than the necessity of some 

“major” punishment or other (just as danda-kamma 

expresses the necessity of a “minor” one) whose particulars 

are then to be defined according to each case.*4 
The only, very faint evidence supporting v.Hi.’s hypoth- 

esis is Vin IV 113,19-21,°4 which reports how “our” Channa, 
when spoken to about Vinaya prescriptions by a fellow 

monk, showed him no respect toward because, he said, “this 

monk has been suspended (ukkhittako) or disparaged 

(vambhito) or blamed (garahito)”. Now ukkhittaka is a 

technical term, and garahita calls to mind the (Sa-)Ma 

equivalents (nigarhana/°niya, vigarhaniya) of the Pali 

technical term nissaya-kamma:>° it might be inferred that in 

this context, vambhita too has some technical character. As 

far as I can see, (sub-)commentaries do not deal with this 

passage. Nor do they comment on Vin IV 128,3-4’ which, 

although inconclusive, suggests that “disparagement” may 

sometimes be imposed (whether informally or by implication 

of a technical penalty, we do not know) by regular monks on 

an offender: if the monks are informed that one of them has 

committed a Par. or a Samgh., they will reprove him 

31See above, § 2a. 

32See above, § 3b. 

33t is not clear, however, from Vin II 290,12-15 whether the necessity of a 

further, more precise definition (katamo pana bhante brahma-dando ti; 

cf. above, SVTT VII, §1 and n. 3) is due to alternative modes of 

application of brahma-danda or to the altogether innovative character of 

the penalty. 

34 54th Pac. ; cf. above, n. 14. 

35Cf v.Hi., Miindlichkeit, 27-28. At Sp 739.11-13, manku-kattukamo, 

“intending to humiliate [a regular monk]” (Vin IV 7,24~25) is glossed by 

garahitu-kattukamo nittejam k°, “intending to blame, intending to put to 

shame”. Nitteja again calls to mind niy(y)as(s)a, “disrepute”, v.l. for 

nissaya(-kamma) (see above, SVTT IV, respectively §1, § 1.1, and 

n. 8 ). 
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(codessanti) about his offence, remind (sdressanti) him of it, 

revile (khumsessanti) him, disparage (vambhessanti) him, 

and put him to shame (mankum karessanti). Here again, 

vambheti stands beside two technical terms,*° although the 

stock phrase khumseti vambheti mankum karoti to which it 

belongs is not known to have any precise technical 

meaning.°’ 

36Codeti, sdreti (see SVTT III 121 n. 16). 

37¢CF v.Hi., Miindlichkeit, 27-28 (he does not deal with mankum karoti as 

the third element). 
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APPENDIX I (7TPap) 

This appendix supersedes SVTT II 110, § 2c(iv), which 

provided all too brief, and partly inaccurate details about the 

settlement of “formal disputes about censure” (anuvadddhi- 

karana) by a verdict of “obstinate wrongness” (tassa- 

pGpiyyasikd).! Research for SVTT IV-VI showed that this 
verdict is closely connected (exactly how is far from clear to 

me at the moment) with the sevenfold set of disciplinary 

procedures and the related technical terminology dealt with 

above, respectively in SVTT IV and V-VI. 

A. According to the Samatha-kkhandhaka of the Culla- 

vagga, disputes about censure are to be settled by a verdict of 

obstinate wrongness (fassa-pdpiyyasika) if a convicted 

offender tries to equivocate about the (Par.) offence commit- 

ted when questioned about it before the chapter.2 As Dutt, 

EBM 134, rightly points out, this is one of the grounds that 

differentiate it from the penalty of blame (tajjaniya): the 

latter concerns offences (other than Par.) committed before 

the guiity monk is summoned before the chapter to account 

for these very offences. Dutt’s remarks about blame apply to 

other procedures as well (see below, § B). 

1Commentarial and sub-commentarial literature read, almost constantly, 

°-papiyasikd ; the canonical reading -yy- will be used here throughout. 

2 Samgha-majjhe Gpattiy€ anuyufjiyamadno avajanitva patijanati 

patijanitva avajanati afifena afinam paticarati sampajana-muséa bhdsati 

(Vin II 85,15-17) ; bhikkhu bhikkhum samgha-majjhe garukaya apattiya 

codeti (Vin II 101,8-9). Contrary to what is stated by Hiisken, “Nasana’, 

98 n. 18, paticchddeti does not mean “he conceals (his offence)” but “he 

covers up what he did or said earlier by different actions or statements” 

(Mp IV 74,11-13 [ad A IV 168,25] afifiena karanena vacanena vad ahinam 

kadranam vacanam va paticchdadeti [| = Sp 769,18 (ad Vin IV 35,28, 12th 

Pac.), which adds ajjhottharati}); Kkh 89,29 (12th Pac.) afifiena 

vacanena affiam chddento ; etc. 
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Vin II 85,15-17 occurs in a shorter form at Vin IV 35,26- 

29,3 in the niddna of the 12th Thv(M) [bhu] Pac. (Vin IV 

36,5-14, 33-36). This Pac. is incurred by any monk who is 

charged by the chapter, through two successive, twofold 

procedures, with evasive (afifia-vadakam) and vexatious 

(vihesaka) answers to questions about his offence.+ Accord- 

ing to Sp 769,22-70,8 (ad Vin IV 35,28), the offence con- 

cerned in these questions might be a Pac. or a Dukk. (Kkh 

89,28 : a sdvasesd apatti, i.e., any one but a Par.); this is what 

differentiates the 12th Pac. from the verdict of obstinate 

wrongness, which applies to unscrupulous monks who give 

evasive answers to questions about either Par. offences (7.e., 

an-avasesd; see SVTT II 112, n. 63) or offences bordering 

on the latter.> 

B. A verdict of obstinate wrongness is valid only if the 

censured monk is actually misbehaving, unscrupulous, and 

fault-finding ; only if he does eventually acknowledge, after 

3Channo andcaram Gcaritva samgha-majjhe dpattiya anuyufijiyamano 

afifien’ afifiam paticarati. — About Channa, see above, SVTT X n. 14. 

4The Patim rule itself mentions no procedure; its very terse wording 

(afria-vddake vihesake pacittiyam, Vin IV 36,37**) belongs to the earlier 

strata of the Patim (cf. v.Hi., “Angas” 131-32). 

5 Parajikam vd parajika-samantam va (Vin If 101.10-11), that is, according 

to Sp 1199,1-3 and Ps IV 49,8-9, either a Dukk. (in connexion with the 

first Par.) or a Thull. (in connexion with the second, third and fourth 

Par.). Ps IV 49,3-10 (commenting on M II 247,30, which deals with 

another verdict, that of sati-vinaya) distinguishes between apatti- 

sa@manta, “bordering on an offence [listed in the Patim]”, and khandha- 

sGmanta, “[belonging to a class of offences] contiguous to the class 

[which precedes it in the list]”. This commentary is far from clear to 

me: the classes of offences listed there to explain khandha-sdmanta are 

not those of the Patim list, contrary to the classes implicitly referred to in 

Gpatti-samanta. Although the matter cannot be dealt with here, I am not 

sure whether Hiisken’s assumption that garukdpatti refers here to a 

Samgh. is quite accurate (“Nasana” 101 n. 29, where “Ps IV 48.3-10” 

should read ‘‘49”). 
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due inquiry, the very offence he is charged with;® and only if 

the fourfold procedure (implying a fourfold sammukha- 

vinaya) has been carried out according to the rules by a 

regular chapter.’ 
According to Sp 1193,17-18 (implicitly; see below, n. 16 

and end of §C) and 1199,9-11 (explicitly),® if the sentenced 
monk observes the prescribed duties and restrictions (see 

below, §D), a cancellation (patippassaddhi) of the verdict 

may take place; if he does not, the verdict amounts to his 

expulsion (ndsand).? As is the case with the other rules for 

settling disputes, a case thus settled may not be reopened. !° 

6Cf SVTT II 112-14 n. 64. 

7Vin I 101,5~102,10 with Sp 1199,1-11 ; I] 85,15-86,30 with Sp 1193,12- 

20; Kkh 155,4-11 ad Vin IV 207,5 (in Kkh, line 5, read °-s@mantena; 

line 7, read osdranam) # Ps IV 456-14 ad M II 249,1-31 # Sv _1042,20-27 

(with a confusing punctuation; cf. C’ (SHB 1925) 762,32-38) ad D Ill 

254,13. 

8Sace silava bhavissati, vattam puretva patipassaddhim labhissati; no ce 

tatha nasitako ’va bhavissati. According to Vmv II 222,27-23,6, one 

might argue that no cancellation of the verdict by a procedure of 

restoration (osarand) may take place, no matter how long the sentenced 

monk is rebuked ; such a restoration is, accordingly, not mentioned in 

canonical Vinaya texts. It does, however, apply implicitly, by analogy 

with the canonical restoration of monks who were sentenced to any of 

the sevenfold set of procedures of blame (tajjaniya), etc., and who duly 

observe the penalty entailed (katham pan’ etam patippassambhatiti. 

Keci pan’ ettha so tatha niggahito niggahito ’va hoti osdranam na 

labhati; ten’ eva paliyam osa@rand na vuttd ti vadanti. Afifie pana 

paliyam na upasampddetabban ti [Vin I 86,25] ddind samma-vattanassa 

vuttatta samma-vattitva lajji-dhamme okkantassa osarand avuttdpi 

tajjaniyadisu viya nayato kamma-vacam yojetva osdrana katabba evé ti 

vadanti. Idam yuttam; ten’ eva Atthakathayam vakkhati sace silavd 

bhavissati, vattam paripiiretvd patippassaddhim labhissati; no ce tato 

nasitako ’va bhavissatiti). 

°Cf above, SVTT VI, §4. At Sv 1042,22-24 and parallels (references as 

above, n. 7), it is not patippassaddhi, but osdranda, that contrasts with 

ndasand (in this very order; see above, SVTT V, § 7b and n. 36). 
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In (Mi) Adhik-v and Gun-VinSi, this verdict does not 

apply to disputes about censure, but, perhaps more 

logically,!! to those about offences (see SVTT II 110, 114). 

C. According to Vin II 86,19-23,!2 the verdict of obstinate 

wrongness is a disciplinary procedure which the chapter may 

Sp’s provision is perhaps to be connected with that of the Chinese Ma 

Vinaya (T. vol. 22 [misprinted “23” in Norman, CP III 213], p. 328b) 

according to which the chapter may threaten a monk to “expel him from 

the Order” by a vote if the latter does not submit to a verdict about the 

settlement of a dispute (Norman, ‘Schism’ Edict” 25 [= Norman, CP II] 

212—13]). The mention of ballots (falaka) points to the settlement of a 

dispute caused by a controversy (not by censure, to which the Thv(M) 

verdict of obstinate wrongness applies) by a majority decision (Pali 

yebhuyyasika ,; see SVTT II 106-108, § 2b.iii), after settlement by a 

committee has failed (see ib. 102-106, §2b.ii). The immediately 

preceding Chinese Ma provisions about such a committee (p. 328a 

according to Hébégirin V 437a,44-45, s.v. Chit) would seem to confirm 

this hypothesis. 

10See SVTT II 93. This point is stated clearly by Vmv II 222,20-26 : sesam 

ettha tajjaniyddisu vutta-nayam eva ti [Sp 1193,17-18] etena tajjantya- 

di-sattakammani viya idam pi tassapapiyasikd-kammam asucibhavadi 

[Vin II 86,2] dosa-yuttassa samghassa ca vinicchaye a-titthamanassa 

kattabbam visum ekam niggaha-kamman ti dasseti. Etasmifi hi niggaha- 

kamme kate so puggalo aham suddho ti attano suddhiya sadhanattham 

samgha-majjham otaritum samgho c’ assa vinicchayam datum na 

labhati. Tam kammakarana-matten’ eva ca tam adhikaranam vipasant- 

am hoti — “ ‘Here, the rest is according to what is said about [the 

procedures of] blame, etc.’: this means to explain that like the seven 

procedures of blame, etc., the verdict of obstinate wrongness is to be 

proceeded to, as one separate procedure of rebuke against a [monk] who 

is corrupted by impurity and so on, and who does not abide by the 

chapter’s decision. After this procedure of rebuke has been carried out, 

this man may not say that he committed no offence and appear before 

the chapter to prove his point; neither may the chapter decide upon his 

case. And this dispute is definitively settled by the performance of this 

very procedure.” 

NGF Dutt, EBM 133 and n. 37. 

12Truncated E® to be filled in with Vin II 4,175.3 ; complete text in B¢ 

(1972) 207,2-30. 
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choose (dkankham4no) to resort to (among others); the 

grounds for doing so are, besides the specific ones mentioned 

here in §A, exactly the same as those on which the 

procedures of blame (tajjaniya), etc., may be carried out.!3 

This implies that tassa-papiyyasikd belongs to the same type 

of quasi interchangeable procedures as those dealt with in the 

Kamma-kkhandhaka of the Cullavagga. One may therefore 

wonder why it is not included in the latter chapter, but rather 

in the (Adhikarana-)Samatha-kkhandhaka, notwithstanding 

Sp’s statement that it applies to particularly obdurate 

monks ;!4 the reason might be that, as pointed out above (first 
part of § A), the equivocation which constitutes the specific 

grounds for the offence arises during the chapter’s official 

proceedings, and is therefore considered as a formal dispute 
(adhikarana). 

This would seem to imply that if, as required before any 

further proceedings,!° a monk acknowledges a Par. offence 
that he is charged with, it is left to the chapter to decide 

whether to expel (ndsetum) him immediately, or to give him 

a second chance by pronouncing a verdict of obstinate 
wrongness. 

D. According to Sp 1193,17-18 sesam ettha tajjaniyddisu 

vuttanayam eva,'® the restrictions on the rights of a monk 

13See above, SVTT IV, § § 6a-b. 

14 Sesam ettha tajjaniyddisu vuttanayam eva. Ayam pan’ ettha vacanattho. 

Idan hi, yo pap’ ussannatdya papiyo puggalo, tassa kattabbato tassa- 

papiyasikad-kamman ti vuccati (Sp 1193,17-20, ad Vin II 86,2). 

I5The only disciplinary procedure whatsoever that may be carried out 

without acknowledgement of his offence by a monk is said by sub- 

commentarial literature to be brahma-danda (see above, SVTT X, § 2c). 

'6Ad Vin II 86,25~28 (= B® (1972) 208.3-7) na upasampadetabbam, na 
nissayo databbo, na samanero upatthdpetabbo, na bhikkhun’ ovaddaka- 

sammuti sdditabba, sammatena pi bhikkhuniyo na ovaditabbé ... pe ... 

na bhikkhihi sampayojetabbam. The portion abridged by pe is 

apparently to be filled in with Vin II 5,9-15 (restrictions imposed by 

tajjaniya) : yaya Gpattiya samghena |tassapdpiyyasika-\kammam katam 
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who has been sentenced according to a verdict of obstinate 

wrongness are the same as those applying for tajjaniya, 17 ie. 

eighteen. 

In the Atthaka-nipdta of the Anguttara-nikaya,'* how- 

ever, only eight restrictions are listed, the first five of which 

are identical both with the first five of the eighteenfold list, 

and with the first five (out of six) actually occurring at Vin II 

86,23-27. The sixth restriction in A’s list runs: “he should not 

accept the chapter’s agreement [to his appointment to some 

office]” ; the seventh, “he should not be raised to a special 

position”, is equivalent to Vin II 5,13-14 (1 Ith restriction) “he 

should not exercise authority” ;!9 the eighth is: “and he 

should not consider this [special position] as a reason to 

proceed to redress”.?0 

hoti sa Gpatti na Gpajjitabba, affia va tadisikda, tato va papitthatara, 

kammam na garahitabbam, kammika na garahitabba, na pakatattassa 

bhikkhuno uposatho thapetabbo, na pavarand thapetabba, na savacant- 

yam katabbam, na anuvado patthapetabbo, na okdso karetabbo, na 

codetabbo, na sdretabbo. 

17See above, SVTT IV, § 5a. 

184 TV 347.613, corresponding to Vin II 86,23-28. 

194 IV 347,12 reads na kismifici pacceka-tthane thapetabbo, Mp IV 

160,13-15 comments : pacceka-tthane ti adhipati-tthane jetthaka-tthane ; 

tam hi jetthakam katva kifici samgha-kammam katum na labhati. Vin I 

5,14-1§ = 32,9 reads na anuvado patthapetabbo , Sp comments: na 

anuvado ti vihara-jetthakatthanam na katabbam (1156,7-8), to which Sp 

1163,15-17 adds patimokkh’ uddesakena va dhammajjhesakena va na 

bhavitabbam;, terasasu sammatisu ekasammati-vasena pi issariya- 

kammam na katabbam (the thirteen sammatis refer to the appointment of 

monks to various offices, by a formal agreement of the chapter; cf. Sp 

1195,22-23). 

204 IV 347.13 na ca tena milena vutthapetabbam;, Mp 1V 160,16-17 

comments : tam milam katva abbhdna-kammam katum na labhati, “he 

may not consider this as a reason to carry out a procedure of re- 

admission [of another monk]” (vutthdpeti is therefore made by Mp to 

refer to the category of Samgh. offences; the latter, unlike the Par. 

offences, allow redress [vutthdna-gamini], and involve penalties, the end 
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In the Atthaka-vagga of the Ekuttarakai of the Parivara, 

the number of restrictions entailed by this verdict is also said 

to be eight. According to Sp’s commentary, however, these 

are not the same eight as those listed in A, but the “eight 

restrictions set forth in the Samatha-kkhandhaka: ‘he should 

not cancel the participation of a regular monk in Uposatha or 

in Invitation’, etc.”;?! that is, they are the last eight 
restrictions supposedly included in the list of Vin II 86,25-28, 

where they do not actually occur, however (except for the 

very last one), due to the abridgement of the text by pe (see 

above, n. 16). 

The only authority for surmising that the list of Vin II 

86,25-28 is eighteenfold is, therefore, Sp 1193,17-18, which 

does not, however, mention any figure; in this list, the first 

five restrictions are identical with the first five of A’s 

eightfold list; eight others are referred to at Sp 1342,20-23. 

Apart from these discrepancies, we are left with five 

prescriptions from the list of eighteen occurring at Vin II 5,6- 

15 that may, or may not, lie in the pe gap of Vin II 86,27: 

from the sixth to tenth, from yaya Gpattiyd to kammika na 

garahitabba (as above, n. 16). Although the matter cannot be 

investigated further here, it is perhaps worth noting that the 

Skt Mi parallels leave them out entirely, both in their own 

lists of restrictions2? and in their provisions for restoration to 

of which is marked by the sentenced monk’s abbhana [see SVTT III 

133-34, § 6; and above, SVTT IV, § 4d and n. 31]). 

2IVin V 137.11-12 tassapapiyyasikakamma-katena bhikkhund atthasu 

dhammesu sammavattitabbam (cf. 137,23* attha-dhammesu vattanda). Sp 

1342,21-23 na pakatattassa bhikkhuno uposatho thapetabbo, na pava- 

rand thapetabba ti Gdinad nayena Samatha-kkhandhake nidditthesu 

atthasu. 

22 These lists are, for tarjaniya : na pravrajayitavyam, nopasampddayi- 

tavyam, na nisrayo deyah, na §ramanoddesa upasthdpayitavyah, na 

bhiksuny avavaditavyd, na bhiksuny-avavadakah sammantavyah, ndapi 

purva-sammatena bhiksuny avavaditavya, na bhiksuS codayitavyah sma- 

rayitavyah Sila-vipattya drsti-v° acara-v° Gjiva-vipattyd sthapayitavyah, 
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full monk status after undergoing the tarjaniya penalty (cf. 

above, SVTT IV n. 33). 

APPENDIX II 

(see above, SVTT IV n. 47) 

Vjb 507,9-508,9 ad Vin II 3,8-9, Sp 1155,16-17 (cf. Sp-t IE 

365.17-66,12) 

Kanha-pakkhe adesana-gaminiya Gpattiya katam hotiti 

[Vin II 3,8-9] sukka-pakkhe desand-gdminiya Gpattiya katam 

hotiti [Vin II 3,38] idam dvayam parato tihi bhikkhave angehi 

samanndagatassa bhikkhuno Gkankhamano samgho tajjaniya- 

kammam kareyya: adhisile sila-vipanno hotiti [Vin IU 4,17, 

24] imind virujjhati; adesand-gaminim apanno hi adhisile 

sila-vipanno hi vuccatiti. Yuttam etam; kattu adhippayo 

ettha cintetabbo. Etthaha Upatissa-tthero tajjaniyakammassa 

hi visesena bhandana-karakattam angan ti atthakathdyam 

vuttam [Sp 1156,15-16]; tam pdliyd Ggata-niddnena yujjati ; 

tasma sabba-ttikesu' pi bhandanam Gropetvad bhandana- 

na posadho na pravarana na jnapti-karma na jfiapticaturtha-karma 

(MSV(D) III 7,5-11; GBM(FacEd) X.6, 890 (189, r° 2-3) idem, 

without editor’s standardization of sandhi ; the text seems to be defective 

from sthapayitavyah to the end ; cf. here below). For the verdict of 

obstinate wrongness: na pravrdjayitavyam, n6pasampddayitavyam, na 

ni§rayo deyo, na Sramanoddesa upasthdpayitavyah, ndnena karma 

kartavyam, na karma-karakah sammantavyah, nadnena bhiksunyo’ ava- 

vaditavyah, na bhiksunyavavadakah sammantavyah, na purva-samma- 

tena bhiksunyo ’vavaditavyah, ndnena bhiksus codayitavyah smara- 

yitavyah Sila-vipattyad drsti-v° Gcdra-v° ajiva-v°, ndnendvavadah 

sthdpayitavyah, na posadhe, na pravarane, na jiapti-dvitiye na jn°- 

caturthe karmani, ndpi samgha-madhye vinayo moktavyah satsy anyesu 

vinaya-dharesu pudgalesu (Adhik-v 107,14-23). 

'7e., the threefold groups of grounds which invalidate such a procedure 

(Vin II 3,1-4,15). 
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paccaya apanndapatti-vasena idam kammam katabbam; 

tasma adhisile sila-vipanno ti etthapi pubba-bhage va apara- 

bhage va codana-saranddi-kdle bhandana-paccaya Gpanna- 

patti-vasen’ eva karetabbam, na kevalam samghddisesa- 

paccayda katabban ti. 
Adesand-gaminiyda Gpattiya ti padrajikapattiyd ti ettaka- 

mattam vatva parato adhisile parajika-samghddisese ajjha- 

cara ti pordna-ganthipade vuttan ti likhitam; adhisile sila- 

vipanno ti samghddisesam sandhdayé ti ganthipade likhitam ; 

idam pordna-ganthipade purima-vacanena sameti; tasma 

tattha pacchimam parajika-padam atth’ uddhdra-vasena 

vuttam siya. Atthakathdyan ca adesand-gaminiya ti parajikd- 

patti va samghddisesapattiyad va ti vuttam [Sp 1155,16-17]; 

tattha parajikdpatti atth’ uddhdra-vasena vuttd siya. Yato 

ganthipade adhisile sila-vipanno ti samghddisesam sandhayd 

ti ettakam eva likhitam, tasma sabbattha ganthipade 

sakalena nayena parajikapatti-paccaya uppanna-bhandana- 

hetu na tajjaniya-kammam kdadtabbam payojanadbhava ; 

samghddisesa-paccaya kdtabbam ti ayam attho siddho hoti. 

Na sukka-pakkhe desanad-gaminiya dpattiya katam hotiti 

vacanato ti ce; na ekena pariydyena samghddisesassa pi 

desanagamini-vohadra-sambhavato. 
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